OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.
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<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
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<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
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<td>WA</td>
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Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

\[1\] Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
CD 488481 GOLDEN#1 HITS OF THE '50S & '60S: 40 Songs. Two CDs combine two decades of great music, artists and hits on 40 tracks that include The Everly Brothers, Gogi Grant, Soldier Boy by The Shirelles, The Battle of New Orleans by Johnny Horton, Johnny Angel by Shelly Fabares. I Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles... and more. Imperfect. $9.95

CD 4827163 THE BEATLES: Yellow Submarine. One of music's all-time greatest albums from one of music's all-time great bands. Nineteen songs, including Yellow Submarine; All Together Now; All You Need Is Love; Pepperland; Only a Northern Song; Sea of Monsters; and much more. EMI Records Limited. $12.95

CD 482718X THE BEATLES: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. This iconic album was released on June 1st, 1967. Thirteen tracks, including Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club; With A Little Help From My Friends; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; A Day in the Life; and more. EMI Records Limited. $12.95

CD 4884914 PROM NIGHT FAVORITES: Moments to Remember. A motley collection of prom hits that will take you back is presented on this 25-track album. Tracks are Diva; Please Stay; The Drifters; He's a Rebel by The Crystals; Blueberry Hill by Fats Domino; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens. You Don't Know Me by Ray Charles; and more. $15.95

CD 485845X JEFF BECK: Blowing in Detroit. A live FM broadcast recorded in Detroit in 1975 presents some 9 tracks that include Conquistad Dog; She's a Woman; Freeway Jam/Define Infinity; Supersession: Cause We've Enough as Lovers; Godfather; Feeling; Diamond Dust; and You Know What I Mean. Good Condition. $11.95

CD 488003X ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 3: Ping Pong Baby. Fatty Patty is full of rockabilly and rock 'n roll music which focuses on lesser-known artists and songs in the live, stoll, and bop tempos. The "all hit, no filler" titles are perfects for parties. Twenty-eight tracks, including Stomp, Shake and Twist; Fats Domino; The Lord Mad a Woman by Ray Pullen; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

CD 4880013 ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 5: Fatty Patty. Fatty Patty is full of rockabilly and rock 'n roll music which focuses on lesser-known artists and songs in the live, stoll, and bop tempos. The "all hit, no filler" titles are perfects for parties. Twenty-eight tracks, including Wigwam Willie by Carl Phillips; Fatty Patty by The Ox Tones; The Lord Mad a Woman by Doug Powell; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.95.

CD 4858457 THE SIXTEES: Best of Hard Rock: Find Hits. Two CDs present the hits that made the 60s such a unique decade on 40 tracks that include songs like The One Who Really Loves You by Mary Wells; Break It to Me Gently by Brenda Lee; Loves Who Want to Know; These Arms of Mine by Otis Redding; Please Stay by The Drifters; and more. Let It Be Me by the Everly Brothers; and more. Imperfect. $9.95

CD 4880021 ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 4: Dangerous Redhead. Fatty Patty is full of rockabilly and rock 'n roll music which focuses on lesser-known artists and songs in the live, stoll, and bop tempos. The "all hit, no filler" titles are perfects for parties. Twenty-eight tracks, including Rock On by Johnny Reb and His Rebels; Rock and Roll Guitar by the New Blockbusters; Ubangi Stomp by the Velaires; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99.

CD 4858538 LEAD ZEPPELIN: The Lost Sessions. Eighteen tracks include: You Shook Me; Communication Breakdown; I Can't Quit You Baby; The Girl I Love; What Is This Bird Without Wings; The Bavin and Neil Young; The River; Tarradale; Riverside Blues; and more. Iconography, Pub. at $14.99.

CD 4858546 JETHRO TULL: At the Turn of a Page. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Tanglewood on July 1970 comes an outstanding 5 tracks that include Nothing Is Easy; My党委书记 You With In There to Help Me/Kind Permission Of, Drum for One/Doom Solo; We Used to Know/Guitar Solo/Tanglewood Improve Jam and more. Thorofare, 1971. $17.95

CD 4835090 LED ZEPPELIN: The Lost Sessions. Eighteen tracks include: You Shook Me; Communication Breakdown; I Can't Quit You Baby; The Girl I Love; What Is This Bird Without Wings; The Bavin and Neil Young; The River; Tarradale; Riverside Blues; and more. Iconography, Pub. at $14.99.
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**4828119** TRAFFIC: Fillmore West 1970. From the live show at Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA., in July 1970. Medicated Good; Empty Pages; Glad; Freedom Rider; No Time to Live; Feelin’ Good; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4884833** THE EVERLY BROTHERS GREATEST HITS: 33 Songs. Two CDs capture the group’s 30 #1 hits. The Everly Brothers, on 33 tracks that include The Price of Love; Walk Right Back; Claudette; Crying in the Rain; Love Is Strange; Cathy’s Clown; Gone, Gone, Gone; You Send Me; So Sad; Bye Bye Love; All I Have To Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Good Golly Miss Molly; and more. Medley. $9.95

**4852967** ELVIS PRESLEY: Timeless Classic Albums. The King ascends to the throne in these five unforgettable essentials. Collects the entirety of Elvis Presley First Album; Elvis (1956); Elvis’ Christmas Album; 50,000,000 Elvis Fans Can’t Be Wrong; and His Hand in Mine. Five CDs packaged in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album art. VInyl. $14.95

**4885522** NEIL YOUNG: Boston 1976. From a live 1976 FM broadcast from Boston, come 14 tracks that include Country Home; Do Your Duty; Drive Back; Cowgirl in the Sand; Bile theullet; Band Introduction; Lotta Love; Like a Hurricane; After the Gold Rush; Are You Ready for the Country; Cortez the Killer; Cinnamon Girl; Homegrown; and Southern Man. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4885417** DICKY BETTS: Live at Winterland 1974. Some 15 tracks present a live FM broadcast recorded at Winterland Arena in San Francisco on two CDs. Selections include Introduction/Rain; Blue Sky; Hideaway; Hand Pictures; Time Lapse; Mr. Strummer/Choir Joe Clark; Sally Dog Blues; Carolina; Roll in My Sweet Baby’s Arms; Hard Time Blues; Orange Blossom Special; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**2927403** EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62. His career was tragically short, but Cochran still made a generous contribution to the rock ‘n’ roll explosion of the 1950s. The teenage heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C’mon Everybody; Travelin’ Joe; Day in Hell; Mystery Train; Summertime Blues; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**4885425** EAGLES: Sayonara Japan. From Nagoya, Japan, comes a live FM broadcast recorded at Winterland Arena in San Francisco on two CDs. Selections include Introduction/Rain; Blue Sky; Hideaway; Hand Pictures; Time Lapse; Mr. Strummer/Choir Joe Clark; Sally Dog Blues; Carolina; Roll in My Sweet Baby’s Arms; Hard Time Blues; Orange Blossom Special; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3960684** THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Jacksonville Beach 1969. Recorded from a live broadcast at the Jacksonville Beach Amphitheater, this is a very rare early 1969 recording. It includes Don’t Want You No More; Crossroads; Willie Jean Jam; Born Under a Bad Sign; She Has Funny Cars; New Shoes Blues and Travelin’ Music Jam. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**4747348** LINDA RONSTADT: Long Time at the Plant. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Record Plant, Santa Barbara, CA., on November 18, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including Nightingale; I Fall to Pieces; Rock Me on the Water; Break My Mind; Crazy Arms; and more. HOBO. $11.95

**4858387** BLACK SABBATH: Steel City Blues. Previews a live 1976 FM broadcast recorded in Pittsburgh, PA; 21 tracks. Selections include Snowblind; Black Sabbath; Dirty Women; Rock ‘n’ Roll Doctor; Wasp/Behind the Wall of Sleep/Basically/N.I.B.; Electric Warrior; Iron Man; Fairies Wear Boots; Children of the Grave; and Paranoid. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4828127** YES: At the Veterans Memorial. From a live FM broadcast at the Veterans Memorial Coliseum, New Haven, CT., in December 1974. Firebird Suite; Sound Chaser; Close to the Edge; Gates of Delirium; Soon; Roundabout; and more. Nine tracks on 2 CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4747224** BOB DAN & THE GREATFUL DEAD: In the Heat of Oregon. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Autzen Stadium, Eugene, Oregon on July 19, 1987. Ten tracks, including Maggie’s Farm; Dead Man; Dead Man, Watchin’ the River Flow; Simple Twist of Fate; All Along the Watchtower; and more. Zip City. $11.95

**4793189** PINK FLOYD: Delicate Sound of Thunder. Recorded over five nights in August 1988 at Nassau Coliseum, Long Island, New York. Twenty-three tracks, including Shine on You Crazy Diamond; Signs of Life; Learning to Fly; On the Run; Another Brick in the Wall; and more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited. $21.95

**4737091** GENE PITNEY: Something’s Got Hold of My Heart. This American singer-songwriter charted 16 top 40 hits in the U.S., four in the top ten. Here, 18 tracks are collected from Pitney, including Town Without Pity; Twenty-Four Hours from Tulsa; I’m Gonna Be Strong; It Hurts To Be In Love; and more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited. $25.95

**3828123** EAGLES: Unplugged. 1994. Captured across two CDs this delightful and rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Soul Hotel; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Two CDs. EMI. $25.99

**4880099** TEEN LEADER. Hottest 1950s rockin’ sounds combining classic rockabilly with lesser-known artists. Thirty tracks, including Bopper George; Captain Ray Melton; If You Want My Love by Bobby Lawson; Teen Lover by Eddie Reynolds; Blues Boy in Town by Phil Gray and His Go Boys; and many more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**4885429** THE DOORS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides; Adolf Hitler; Break on Through; Mother’s Little Lady; Live at the Roadhouse; The End; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**4885434** PETE TOWNSHEND: Night Train to Brixton. From a live 1985 broadcast in London, England, comes a live FM broadcast recorded at the London Palladium. It includes You Can Fly High; I Don’t Want You No More; Midnight Rider; I’m One; Drillin’ Blues; Save It For Later; Eyesight to the Blind; Boogie Stop Shuffle; Night Train; Band Intro/Walkin’; Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4885476** JIMMY PAGE: Transmission Impossible. Three separate FM broadcast recordings from 1970, 1998, and 1984 presents some 49 tracks including We’re Going Home I; Don’t Quit Your Heart; Heartbreaker; I’m Going Home; Summer/Black Mountainside; Want Song; Bring It on Home; Heartbreaker; Ramble On; Walking into Clarksdale; Shining in the Light; Going to California; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. $21.95

**475798X** SOUTHERN BRED: The Hot Thirty Picks. Thirty tracks of hot picks by the original vocalist include Too Close Together by Sonny Boy Williamson with Willie Lee; Leave My Wife Alone by John Lee Hooker; Don’t Quit Your Heart by Bobby Prew; Summertime Blues; and more. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Record Plant, Santa Barbara, CA. on November 18, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including Nightingale; I Fall to Pieces; Rock Me on the Water; Break My Mind; Crazy Arms; and more. HOBO. $11.95

**4858603** STEELY DAN: Mobile Homes. Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Do it Again; Reelin’ in the Years; Take It Easy; I’m Going Home; King of the Night; Ricki Don’t Lose That Number; Pretzel Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; and more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited. $19.95 $11.95

Your Gold Teeth; Reelin’ in the Years; Show Biz Kids; One of These Nights; Already Gone; Too Many Hands; Good Times; Bad Times; Believe; Summer / Black Mountain; Frozen USA; and more. Two CDs. EMI. $21.95
CD 4811550 THE BEATLES AND ESKER DEMOS. Three CDs capture the best of the Fab Four on 57 tracks. Includes: Back in the U.S.S.R.; Glass Onion; Paperback Writer; Blackbird; Rocky Raccoon; Birthday, Yer Blues; Mother Nature’s Son; Sexy Sadie; Cry Baby Cry; Good Night, Julia; Revolution; Sour Milk Sea; Junk; Circles; Mean Mr. Mustard; Polythene Pam; Dear Prudence; Four More. Universal. Pub. at $17.95.

CD 4892315 ERIC CLAPTON: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set collects legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Twenty-nine tracks, including White Room; Spoonful; Hey Joe; Old Dirty Door; River of Tears; Tears in Heaven, and more. $17.95.

CD 4828356 NEIL YOUNG: The Laughing Lady, The Needle and the Damage Done; No More; Doghouse; Tonight’s the Night; and more. Includes multiple versions of several tracks. Universal. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 4794742 THE ROLLING STONES: On Air. This collection of eighteen tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group, performing their songs live on the BBC’s Light Programme, including: Come On; Under My Spell; The Spider and the Fly; Mercy; Mercy; Around and Around; Fanny and more. Polydor. $7.95.

CD 5818532 ROCKABILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s. Two huge collections, The Rarest Rockabilly Album in the World, Volume Two and Under Rockabilly Chain give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this distinctive musical sub-genre. Includes rockabilly barn-burners by Ensl Hickey, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, and many others. Three CDs. Enlightenment. SOLD OUT.

CD 4888420 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Green Leaves & Yellow Skies. Includes: 24 tracks from the iconic duo, recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles, California, on August 23, 1968. Songs include Mrs. Robinson; Homeward Bound; April Come She Will; America; Bye Bye Love; Old Friends; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

CD 4837509 RUSH: 2112. Seven tracks showcase this progressive rock band’s creative edge. Includes: 2112; A Passage to Bangkok; The Twilight Zone; Lessons; Tears; and Same Time or Nothing. Mercury Records. $6.95.

CD 4747445 STEELY DAN: Katy Meets the Royals. At the end of 1976 Walter Becker and Donald Fagen appeared on college radio in New York where they played more than 80 minutes of rare outakes and demos made during the recording of Katy Lied and Royal Scam. This CD collects this rare content. $11.95.

CD 4856611 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Reading Festival 1983. Presents two live FM broadcasts recorded in 1983 in Reading, England, and Manchester, England, in 1988 on 14 tracks. Includes Testify; So Excited; Voodoo Child; Pride and Joy; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Love Struck Baby; Over; You'll Be My Baby; Tell Me, I'm Leaving You; Pride and Joy; Texas Flood; and Love Struck Baby. Smokin’. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.

CD 4794206 AC/DC: Under the Covers. This CU contains 15 recordings taken from live events featuring the band when they were just so inspired to cover a song written by someone else. Includes: The Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond; Johnny B. Goode (with Cheap Trick); Superstition; Honky Tonk Women; Shake Rattle and Roll, and more. Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

CD 2903636 THE BEATLES: A Night with the Fab Four. Surely the best collection of all 1950’s U.S. rock ‘n roll tours: for the real rock fans. Rock ‘n roll would never be the same after the fateful plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Chantilly Lace; La Bamba; Fake Out; When Sin Stops; Run Away; That’ll Be The Day; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95.


CD 4828259 JETHRO TULL: Hard Times of Old England. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Stadthalle, Freiburg, Germany, on April of 1982. Clasp; Hunting; Fallen on Hard Times; Broadoward; One Brown Mouse; Seat Driver; and more. Nineteen tracks. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.

CD 3841993 THE GREAT TRAGEDY, NO. 2: Winter Dance Party 1959. The Winter Dance Party tour gives tribute to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens, and The Big Bopper after their tragic deaths during the tragic tour. Features: Three tracks, including Three Young Men by Lee Davis; I’m Broke by Frankie Avalon, No Love Like Mine by Frankie Sardo; Don’t Fly Me by Dion & The Belmonts; Steady Date by Fabian, The All American Boy by Bill Parsons, and more. Bear Family Productions. $9.95.

CD 3577333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61. An eclectic 55-track collection captures the collaborative early careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries from the period, as well as their hits as a duo, it is an incredible showcase of the legendary guitarist’s groundbreaking record and instrumental trickery, and of the glowing vocals of Ford. Two CDs. ATO. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

CD 4869672 TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDells: The Essentials. Collection of tracks from the American pop band, including: Hanky Panky; Getting Together; Mony Mony; Ball of Fire; Sweet Cherry Wine; and more. Rhino. $7.95.

CD 4856762X TED NUGENT: Central Park 1975. Presents two live FM broadcasts from New York in 1975 and from Clarkson, MI, in 1977. Includes: Hitchin’ Post; Stormtrooper; ‘Just What the Doctor Ordered; Strangeland; Motor City Madhouse; Dog Eat Dog; Free for All, Shenkas Cowboys; Where Have You Been All My Life, Cat Scratch Fever, Fly Away Home, Peace of Mind, Street of Honor, You Touched Me, Blue; Let’s Sleep the Night Together; Beast of Burden; Lonely at the Top; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95.

CD 4858573 RORY GALLAGHER: The Broadcast Collections. A collection of live FM radio broadcasts from the 70s and 80s are captured on 3 CDs and some 55 tracks. Selections include Messin’ with the Kid, Cradle Rock; Just a Little Bit; Tattoo’d Lady; Wayward Child; Double Vision, What in the World, Nadine, Follow Me, Moonchild, Secret Agent, Calling Card, Early in the Morning, and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95.

CD 2926415 MICK JAGGER: Rock & Roll Rhythm & Blues: Night in Osaka. From a live 1988 FM broadcast recorded in Osaka, Japan, comes 15 outstanding tracks including: Throwaway; Tumbler Dice; Miss You; Just Another Night; Harlem Shuffle; Party Doll; Start Me Up; I Can’t Get No Satisfaction; Honky Tonk Woman; Bitch; Let’s Sleep the Night Together; Beast of Burden; Lonely at the Top; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.


CD 2926415 YOU’RE KILLIN’ ME. Collects 25 iconic hits by the original artists including: Rockabily Bungalow by George Morgan; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; You’re Gonna Love Me by Milt Trenier; Got to Get Better in a Little While; Ramblin’ on My Mind; Lazy; Snake Lake Blues; One More Chance; Blues Power; and more. Universal Music. $6.95.

CD 4828151 DEREK & THE DOMINOS: Transmission Impossible. From a variety of live FM broadcasts, this collection of 29 tracks on 3 CDs includes: Got To Be Better in a Little While; Ramblin’ on My Mind; Lazy; Snake Lake Blues; One More Chance; Blues Power; and more. Includes multiple versions of many classic rock and roll songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95.
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**CD 4840755** ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 2: Lazy Susan. This CD focuses on the lesser-known artists and songs in the rock, stride, and big band camps. Twenty-eight tracks, including Lazy Susan by The Brothers; Wolf/Call by 'Mark Anthony; Sugar Dumpin' by Jerry Jane; Anne Mae by Bobby DeWill and Alphonzo Craven. Alphonzo Craven. $9.95

**CD 486944X** WARREN ZEVON: The Broadcast Archives. Features 46 tracks from three live FM broadcasts recorded in 1976, 1978 and 1992. Songs include Excitable Boy; Desperados Under the Eaves; Johnny Strikes Up the Band; I'll Sleep When I'm Dead; Play It All Night Long; Lawyers; Guns and Money; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 5970857** THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981. All five original Beach Boys—joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston—give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of our greatest pop rock outfits by performing 25 of their best: California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin' USA; Californiayo; Sloop John B; God Only Knows; Still Feel Right; What It Takes; Good Vibrations; Good Time; Don't Worry Baby; and more. Three CDs. $17.95

**CD 4862074** DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Timeless Classics. Collects 18 tracks from this legendary duo, including Barbara Ann; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin' USA; I'll Be Square; Skin It; Gimme Some Slack; and more. Performed live at Rockpalast 1976. Two CDs. $14.95

**CD 3736717** WISHBONE ASH: Live at Rockpalast 1976. This collection of twenty-six tracks was recorded live at Rockpalast, Cologne, Germany in December of 1976 when the band still included the core original line-up. Tracks include Runaway; The King Will Come; We Will Rock You; and more of CDs and one 95 minute DVD. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 3758702** LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes: Raw Hide; Balmain Theme; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I'm Branded; Hand Clapper; The Swag; Comanche; Deuces Wild; El Toro; Ain't That Love? You Baby; studio Blues; Hang On; Turpeka USA; The Black Widow; Panama; Rockin; Paris; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Four CDs. $39.95

**CD 4858581** ROY COODER & DAVID LINDLEY: Osaka 1979. From Osaka, Japan, comes a live FM broadcast recorded in 1979. Some 14 tracks bring you selections that include Alimony; Go Home Girl; Mexican Divorce; FDR; In A Bind; Who's Got The Kid; The Denomination Blues; One Meat Ball; Travelin’ Man; If Walls Could Talk; Jesus On The Mainline; The Tattler; Blue Suede Shoes; and Bourgeoisie Blues. Unicorn. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 3794679** BONNIE TYLER: Single Life Collection, 1986-92. This three CD set comprises the singles and A side/b sides of Bonnie Tyler’s singles for the Vevo and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums from the early 1980s to mid-1990s. Includes Too Much; The Living Years; It’s A Heartache; Keep On Rockin’; and more. Three CDs. $19.95

**CD 379468X** THE DOORS: Shot To The Borderline, 1965-68. Presents twenty-five Rockin’ Ryders and Shakers, recorded from the early 1950s to mid-1960s. Includes: Got My Mojo Working; Can’t Pick Nasty; Runnin’ With The Devil; Don’t Need No Honey; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4886250** BEE GEES: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set features live and studio recordings made for broadcast throughout the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Includes: New York Mining Disaster 1941; Run To Me; Massachusetts; Cucumber Castle; and much more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 4828143** DEEP PURPLE: Transmission Impossible. Three CDs and 38 tracks from a variety of BBC Radio sessions and live FM broadcasts include Hush; Hey! Bop a re Bop; Wiring That Neck; Jam Stew; Kneel and Pray; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 3887405** BOBBY RYDELL: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1959-62. This three CD set comprises the hits and other singles of Rydell’s singles for the Vevo and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums. Includes: Love Potion No. 9; I Wonder What She’s Doing; Twistin’; and more. Twenty tracks. Rydell Salutes the Great Ones. $15.95

**CD 4799348** ROCK AND ROLL VIXENS #6. Presents twenty-five Rockin’ Ryders and Shakers, recorded from the early 1950s to mid-1960s. Includes: Got My Mojo Working; Don’t Need No Honey; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4865350** NEIL YOUNG: The Classic KLOS-FM Broadcast Collection, 1968. From a live 1968 performance at the Hollywood Palladium, which includes: Like A Hurricane; Down By The River; Too Likely; Heart Of Gold; After The Goldrush; Inca Queen; Drive Back; Starman; Computer Age; Violent Side; Middle East; Lust In Outer Space; and much more. Two CDs. $17.95

**CD 4880021** BOBBY RYDELL: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1959-62. This three CD set comprises the hits and other singles of Rydell’s singles for the Vevo and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums. Includes: Love Potion No. 9; I Wonder What She’s Doing; Twistin’; and more. Twenty tracks. Rydell Salutes the Great Ones. $15.95

**CD 4892250** GUN: Amoreena, and more. Sutra. $14.95

**CD 4882824** GRATEFUL DEAD: Hometown Blues. From a live FM broadcast recorded and broadcast. This performance includes: Don’t Let Me Be Loved; Birdland; My Backwards Guy; She’s A Lady; Love Is Strange; and more. Two CDs. $17.95

**CD 3794667** THE LINK WRAY COLLECTION, 1956-62. Comprises the A’s & B’s from this legendary guitar vocalist, who recorded from 1956-1962 on multiple labels. Thirty-eight tracks include Johnny Born Bonny; The Swag; Rendezvous; Vendetta; The Owls’ Nest; The Black Widow; Tijuana; Ace Of Spades; and more. Two CDs. $11.95

**CD 3797813** PARIS HILTON. On her debut album, Paris captures the sound of summer—a mix of pop, hip-hop and reggae, of bangin’ beats, sexy lyrics and infectious melodies. Eleven songs include Turn It Up, Stars Are Blind, I Want You, Turn On Your Love Light, Bein’ Happy, Do Ya Think I’m Sexy? and more. Also includes the title track. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 479432X** PRINCE: The Purple Rain Performances. A wonderful compendium of songs from several live performances, including the 1998 Grammy Awards and the 1985 American Music Awards. Forty-five tracks, including: Let’s Go Crazy; When Doves Cry; Purple Rain; Little Red Corvette; When You Were Mine; and more. Four CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 486944X** STEVIE NICKS: The Broadcast Archives. Collects 38 tracks from legendary radio broadcasts from the 1980s and 1990s, including Gold Dust Woman; Leather and Lace; Talk to Me; Stop Dragging My Heart Around; Beauty and the Beast; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

---
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★ CD 4858492 JUDAS PRIEST: Holidays in Houston. From a live 1983 broadcast recorded in Houston Texas in 11 tracks that include Heading Out To The Highway; Desert Plains; Devil's Child; The Helion/Electric Eye; Riding on the Wind; Screaming for Vengeance; You've Got Another Problem; Living After Midnight; Hell Bent for Leather; Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 4858433 ELVIS COSTELLO: Transmission Impossible. Presents three separate live FM broadcasts from 1981, 1984, and 1989 on ten tracks. Includes Just A Mess; Accidents; Happy End; Hand In Hand; The Imposter; Let Them All Talk; The Greatest Thing; Mystery Dance; Shabby Doll; Girls Talk; Rock 'n' Roll (Till You Drop); Photograph; Rock of Ages; Billy's Got a Gun; Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentation that burgeoned in the wake of the rock 'n' roll explosion. Eddy's career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Heaven's Trail (No Way Out). Collector's item. Limited Quantity. Each Small Candle; CD 4858597 AEROSMITH: Central Park 1975. Presents 12 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Central Park in August 1975. Includes Walking the Dog; Big Ten Inch Record; Sweet Emotion; Dream On; Write Me A Letter; Watch This Way; No More Same Old Song and Dance; Train Kept A Rollin'; and Toys in the Attic. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 4858035 BOSS BLACK ROCKERS, VOL. 9: Crackerjack. A cool array of killer black rock 'n' roll from the Golden Age of American music. Twenty-eight tracks, including I Found My Girl by The Kents; Taking Care of Business by Titus Turner; One Way Out by Martha And The Vandellas; Rock 'n' Roll by Mabel King; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 4837363 THE BEST OF TESLA: 20th Century Masters. This unique group takes you back to the '80s on 12 tracks with music like, Modern Day Cowboy; Hang Tough; Love Song; The Way It's Gonna Be; Someone; What You Give; Call It What You Want; Song & Emotion; Try So Hard; Mama's Fool; and Out. Universal Music. $6.95

★ CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US Singles and EPs As & Bs. Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentation that burgeoned in the wake of the rock 'n' roll explosion. Eddy's career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Cobra Woman (1955) to Liza Jane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive. Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes four albums from the 70s, 80s, and 90s--the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Take It Easy; The Pretender; The Bourgeois; Loaded; and many more. Fifty-one tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3967050 DEF LEPPARD: Pyromania. Selling over ten million copies in the U.S. this album has been certified diamond! Ten songs are collected, including Photograph, Rock of Ages; Billy's Got a Gun; Rock Rock (Till You Drop); and more; PolyGram Records. $9.95

CD 3966920 THE BEST OF R.E.M. AT THE BBC. This four CD set includes a total of 69 tracks by this unforgettable group. Includes World Leader Pretend; Half a World Away; Radio Song; Losing My Religion; Lotus; My Own Beautiful; Let Me In Your Head; She Used To Be My Favorite Girl; Gardening at Night; Driver; Radio Free Europe; Which Is The Frequency, Kenneth?; Drive; and more. Craft. $9.95

★ CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A '60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane were arguably the most electric, most soulful, and most influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don't Let Me Down; Somebody To Love; We've Got Each Other; Work Me; Somebody To Love; Starship; Today; Mississippi Queen; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 4858646 VAN HALEN: Classics Live. All 17 tracks are from live FM broadcasts recorded at various venues across Van Halen's career. Includes On Fire; Bottoms Up; Fools; Loss of Control; Hear About It Later; Secrets; Get Up; Ice Cream Man; Jump; Romeo Delight; Eruption; The Seventh Seat; Running with the Devil; Panama; Everybody Wants Some; Dance the Night Away; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 4858565 ROGER WATERS: The Broadcast Archives. A collection of live FM broadcasts recorded from 1985 to 2023 that were captured on five CDs and some 69 tracks. Selections include Radio Waves; Welcome to the Machine; Another Brick in the Wall; The Final Days of Our Lives; Pigs On The Wing; Southpaw Dock; In The Flesh; Shove On You Capy Diamond; Brood: Each Small Candle; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ CD 4858514 MIKE OLDFIELD: Beneath the Bells. From a live 1973 FM broadcast recorded in London come three tracks that include Tubular Bells Part One; Tubular Bells Part Two, and The Sailor's Hornpipe. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4840437 GENE PITNEY: Gold. Collects 54 tracks from the '60s pop star, including Twenty Four Hours from Tulsa; Town Without Pity; It Hurts to Be in Love; (The Man Who Shot) Liberty Valance; The Great Pretender; I'm Gonna Be Strong; and more. The Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 4798066 REVERB NATION. Recorded live at the Alpine Village, Torrance, California on August 4 and 5, 1977. Nearly 20 surf bands performed over two nights with music collected here, including Walk Don't Run by Venturesmania; Death of a Grommie by Surf Rockers; Order of the Black Sun by Mystery Surf. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 4799550 TOMMY JAMES: Greatest Hits Live! Tommy James takes the stage for an exciting show at New York City's The Bitter End. Includes live renditions of 14 tracks, including Crystal Blue Persuasion; Say Am; Getting Together; Crimson and Clover; Sweet Cherry Wine; Mirage; and more. A&M Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 466418 EARTH, WIND & FIRE: Gold. Collects forty five tracks on 3 CDs including; Let's Groove; Shining Star; Runnin'; Love's Holiday; Mighty Mighty; Magic Mind; Touch; Fantasy; On Your Face; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase and Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95


★ CD 3887219 TOM WAITS: Stories & Young. In the same year Waits released Mule Variations, VH1 broadcast an episode of their popular Storytellers series with Waits as the subject. It aired April 1999. This two CD set features the entire show and three cuts that were left out of the rehearsal. Nineteen tracks, including House Where Nobody Lives; Chocolate Jesus; Get Behind The Mule; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4711596 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums of the Southern rockers capture the height of their powers in three early-'70s shows. Back on the Road, Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. And more. Packaged with 30 surf tracks in all, with multiple live versions of When the Levee Breaks; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out: Stormy Monday and more. CBS. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3960781 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Broadcast Archives. This beautiful four CD set captures live performances from live FM broadcasts recorded between 1969 and 1980. Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young. This One’s for Bill; Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young with Jackson Browne & J. D. Souther; and Crosby, Stills & Nash Survival Sunday. Thirty-seven tracks in all. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 4747291 JEFF BECK GROUP: Paris Theatre 1972.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Paris Theatre, London, England on 29th July, 1972. Eight tracks, including “Ice Cream Cakes; Morning Dew; Goin’ Down; Got The Feeling; Let Me Love You; and more. Good Ship Funke. $11.95

**CD 6807721 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Berkeley, Baby!** Recorded live at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include: Raggia, The Shadow Knows; Seeds and Stems; Cajun Baby; Honey Tonk; Music Must Go On; a Hilltop; Hot Rod; Inconic; Rockbeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4790642 DESTINATION FORBIDDEN PLANET.** The Forbidden Planet—what is the story behind it? This CD answers that question and what’s more, it rocks and swings. Thirty-seven out of this world tracks, including Purple People Eater by Judy Garland; Visitors from Space by Dick Jacobs and his Orchestra; Planet Named Desire Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $6.95

**CD 4747393 THRO TULL: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from four live FM broadcasts recorded in 1969 and 1970. Twenty-six tracks, including My Sunday Feeling; Nothing Is Easy; Fat Man; Martin’s Tune; A Song for Jeffrey; To Cry You a Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**CD 4740345 RANDY NEWMAN: Rotterdam 1979.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Ahoy, Rotterdam, Netherlands on August 24, 1979. Twenty-six songs, including Bimmingham; Linda; Cowboy; He Gives Us All His Love; Mane; Dance and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 6961673 TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits.** Twenty-six treasures ten hits from this 1960s singer/songwriter including Jam Up and Jolly Tight; Sheila; Dozy; Crimson and Clover; Sugar Sugar; Heather Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody; Baby I Love You; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4868463 A TRIBUTE TO GREGG ALLMAN.** Collects 32 tracks from three live FM broadcasts between 1985 and 1987. Songs include Midnight Rider; Blue Sky; Sailin’ Across the Jukebox; Legal Woman; Rulin’ Man; Midnight Rider; Not My Cross to Bear; One Way Out; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**CD 4868439 STEELEY DAE: Aja vs. the Scam.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009. This two CD set collects 26 tracks including Teenie Blues; Black Cow; Deacon Blues; Home at Last; The Royal Scam; The Boston Rag and more. Lettish Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 489158X BACKTOTHEGoblinHill.** Eight tracks from the Italian progressive rock band; Vito, Denis Dion; Base Theme in E; Hitches; Japanese Air; Sequential Ideas; Lost in the Universe; and Magic Thriller. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3967042 THE CREAM OF CLAPTON.** Some of Clapton’s golden moments are captured on this CD. Twenty-two tracks including Layla with Derek & the Dominos; Badge; I Feel Free; Sunshine of Your Love with Cream; and his solo albums including J Shot the Sheriff; Slowhand; Wheel Of Love. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 3875237 ROGER MCQUINN’S THUNDERBYRD: Live at Rockpalast 1977.** Recorded at Grugahalle Essen in Germany on July 23 and July 24, 1977. This collection includes both a CD and a DVD (72 minutes) of the performance. Fifteen tracks, including Lover of the Bayou; American Girl; Shoot Him; Tambourine Man; Mr. Spaceman; and more MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4747283 HUMBLE PIE: The Sunday Concert.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast for the New Southside Show, BBG, on September 20, 1970. Nine tracks, including Four Day Creep; Live with Me; Stone Cold Fever; Big Black Dog; One Eyed Trouser Snake Rhumba; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 4738733 BUDDY HOLLY: HOLLY HILL HNO.** This collection includes both, a CD and a DVD (72 minutes) of the performance. Fifteen tracks, including Love Me; Modern Don Juan; You Are My One Desire; That’ll Be the Day; I’m Looking for Someone to Love; Raining in My Heart; Love’s Made a Fool of Moodreams; Look at Me; Parisian Girl; Little True Love; I Love You; Hollywood Girl; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**CD 3937346 BELINDA CARLISLE: Gold.** Fifty six tracks on 3 CDs include Leave a Light On; Mad About You; I Feel Free; Fool for Love; Circle in the Sand; Vision of Love; Revolution; Half the World; Too Much Water; All God’s Children and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimson. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

**CD 4742865 GENESIS: In the City.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Uptown Theater, Chicago, Illinois on October 13, 1978. Eighteen tracks, including Eleven Earl of Mar; In the Cage; Burning Rope; Squonk; Say It’s Alright; Follow You Follow Me; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 4793056 LIVE IN CENTRAL PARK REVISITED: Simon & Garfunkel 9-19-81.** The studio album of the concert featuring Lee Lassack and Johnny Rodgers where they pay tribute to the actual set list from that iconic night in Central Park on September 19, 1981. Nineteen tracks, including Mrs; Robinson; Homebound Bound; Wake Up Little Susie; Slip Sildin’ Away; Bridge Over Troubled Water; and more. The Bootleg Series. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 3988163 AC/DC: On the Highway to Singapore.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The National Tennis Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in February 1988 these fourteen tracks include Who Made Who; Shoot to Thrill; Back in Black; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell; and more. HOBBO. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4743839 WHITESNAKE: Washington State Wipeout.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Spokane Coliseum, Spokane, Washington on July 24, 1981. Songs include: The Apollo, Glasgow, Scotland on March 1, 1984. Twelve songs, including; Gambler; Guilty of Love; Slow and Easy; Here I Go Again; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $12.95 $11.95

**CD 4747402 RORY GALLAGHER: Music from the Wrong Day.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Liberty Hall, Houston, Texas on August 4, 1974. Ten tracks, including Messin’ with the Kid; Cradle Rock; Just a Little Bit Better; Midnight Midnight; Million Miles; Bullfrog Blues; and more. PolyGram. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animalisms.** The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues rock band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original Animalisms, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Sixteen; Gin House Blues; I Put a Spell on You; She’ll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $12.95 $9.99

**CD 2927263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar.** If you’re a surf music fan, you must have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Miserlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let’s Go Trippin’; Tidal Wave; Surfing Drums; Surfin’ Rebel; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**CD 3991113 THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN.** Collects 56 heavenly classics of the 50s and 60s by artists like Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran, Chuck Berry, Bobby Vee, Ricky Nelson, Billy Fury, Gene Vincent, Dion, Brenda Lee, and more. Three CDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $7.95
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CD 4868455 TOM PETTY: The Broadcast Archives. A huge collection of live FM broadcasts on four CDs including: "Bye Bye Birdie: Breakdown; Free Fallin’; Listen to Her Heart; Running Down a Dream; American Girl; You Wreck Me; Refugee; I Won’t Back Down; Foiled Again; and more. Fifty-seven tracks. Pub. at $17.95

CD 4868293 EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, California, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; Jun Ey; I Can Tell Why; Those Shoes; Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4823650 MEET ME AT THE HOP: 33 Cruisin’ Dreams. Collects 33 tracks from 1954–1964, the heyday of rock ‘n’ roll! Songs include At The Hop by Barry Frank; Bumble Bee by LaVern Baker; You’re So Fine by The Falcons; Ding Dong by Tony Orlando; Swing Along by Fabian; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 4840291 BOSS BLACK ROCKERS, VOL. 10: Eeny Meeny Minie Moe. Most of the artists in this collection were actually household names in the "Rock ‘n’ Roll World" of the ’50s and early ’60s. Twenty-eight tracks, including You Made a BooBoo by Bob and Earl; When I Was Single by The Jive Five; Ol Babe by Lester Robinson; Black Bottom Blues by King Coleman; and more. Mono/Mono. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 4747453 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Don’t Mess with Texas. Twelve songs are from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Texas on February 1, 1987. Tracks include: Scuttle Buttin’; Lookin’ Out the Window; Love; Stuck Baby; Look at Little Sister; and more. HOBÖ. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4821880 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: London Calling. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England, in March of 1980. Songs include: Lovin’ Every Minute of It All; I Won’t Be Like You; What’s Up?; Battery; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.95 $11.95

CD 4747305 JERRY GARCIA BAND: Long Island Ice Tea. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Concord Concert Hall, Hempstead, New York on February 29, 1980. Eight tracks, including How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You); When I Paint My Masterpiece; Midnight Moonlight; Dear Prudence; Harder They Come, and more. HOBÖ. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3888786 FRANK ZAPPA: Austin 1973. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Armadillo World Headquarters, Austin, Texas on October 26, 1973. Ten tracks, including Cosmik Debris; Inca Roads; The Idiot Bastard Son; Farther Oblivion; and more. Zippy City. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 3875040 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio, the 1980s. Two radio broadcasts—the full KMET broadcast from Alpine Valley, East Troy, Wisconsin on July 3, 1982 and the full 9300-FM broadcast from the Super Jam II Festival, Milwaukee, Wisconsin on July 1, 1987. Songs include Hello There; California Man; Big Eyes; Day Tripper; and more. Thirty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. FM Concert Broadcasts. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3753816 JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT: Songs of the Stroke of Midnight. Compiles Milwaukeean Fanatics. Recorded from two live performances—May 1995 at the Bradley Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and March 31, 1995 at the Palace in Jackson, Michigan. Twenty-five tracks, including Tales of Bron; Wanton Song; Calling to You; Kashmir; Since I’ve Been Loving You; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 474974X 905 ORIGINS: 100 Hits. One hundred hits from the ’30s on 5 CDs by the original artists including Backstreet Boys, NSYNC, New Kids on the Block, Guru, and Urban Cookie Collective, and more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. $9.95

CD 3945839 T. REX: Gold. Collects 45 tracks from the rock band including: "Schizophrenia; One Inch Rock; Get It On; Telegram Sam; Metal Guru; Born to Boogie; Cadillac; The Slider; Lean Woman Blues; and more. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 3821990 J.J. CALE: After Hours in Minneapolis. The 1988 show featured on this majestic CD was recorded for live radio broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 9. Seventeen tracks, including After Midnight; Old Man; Deep Dark Dungeon; Cosmic Time; Lies; Makes Everyi... "...Nervous; and more. HBOÖ. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 295334X DICK DALE AT THE DRAGS. Known as "The King of the Surf Guitar" this collection of twenty tracks his his tribute the drag-strip and racing. Titles include Wild Wild Mustang; The Victor; Mag Wheels; Eliminator; Bubble; In the Surf; Buggy; Big Black Cad; Flashing Eyes; RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3763056 THE BEST OF DOO WOP. Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Classics; You're My Love by The Teen Queens; Story Untold by The Mulmegs There's a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Moonglows; The Night by The Five Satins, and more. HOBÖ. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4804283 BOP-A-RAMA, VOLUME 2. A mixture of several bopping genres—rockabilly, rock ‘n’ roll, bluegrass, and blues bop—are compiled here. Thirty tracks, including Tornado by Dale Hawkins; Rhythm in My Bones by Danny & The Juniors; and the Rubbies; Six White Horses by Flatt and Scruggs, Too Much Money Business by Chuck Berry, and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 3991075 70S POP POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the seventies by artists including The Nolans, The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Lulu, Boney M, Eric Carmen, Mott the Hoople and more. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 4868333 FOREIGNER: California Jam II 1976. Recorded from a live broadcast at The Super Jam II Festival, Ontario, California on March 18, 1978. Ten songs, including Long, Long, Long; I Want You; Hot Blooded; The Damage Is Done; Cold as Ice; Double Vision; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 4868242 THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this CD set includes broadcasts from 1967, 1975, and 1985. Songs include Good Vibrations; Johnny B. Goode; Help Me Rhonda; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Lucille; Long Way from Home; I Need You; Hot Blooded; The Damage Is Done: Cold as Ice; Double Vision; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 4840879 SUMMERTIME SCORCHERS, VOLUME 2. This collection has songs from the golden years of 1956–1963. Thirty tracks, including Jump Rock and Roll by The Marvels; Orange Blossom Dance by Gene Stewart; Lie/... "...Jay & the Cole..."... vets; See You Next Year by Tony Orlando; and more. HOBÖ. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

CD 482833X MADONNA: The F-Bomb Commotion. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Stadium, London, England, in July of 1990. Express Yourself; Open Your Heart; Casing a Commotion; Like a Virgin; Don't Tell Me; Don't Tell Me; en; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. $14.95

CD 4818598 BLACK HORE: Afterlife/Don’t Kill the Thrill. Collects 35 tracks from the hard rock band, including Cradle to the Grave; Afterlife; We Won’t Be Forgotten; in the Chains; Only Kill; Thrill; Wild Inside; Skeletons in the Closet; Dreaming in the Hideaway; and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4827120 THE BAND: Stage Fright. This 2 CD set includes their 1970 album, Stage Fright, along with live radio broadcasts at the Royal Albert Hall in June 1971. Songs include The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show: The Shape I’m In; Stage Fright; Strawberry Wine; Rockin’ Chair; Don’t Do It; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Thirty-nine tracks, Capital Records. $14.95
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★ $3753980 STEVE WINWOOD: Ohio High Life. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Blossom Music Center, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio on September 17, 1986. Thirteen tracks, including Low Spark of High Heeled Boys; Valerie; Higher Love; plus. In the High Life; Glimmer Some Love; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

★ $3887324 ALICE COOPER: Slicker Than a Weasel. Recorded from an FM radio broadcast live from the Wiltern Arena, Sagraig, Michigan on May 10, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including Under My Wheels; School's Out; I'm Eighteen; Billion Dollar Babies; You and Me; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

★ $3887199 STEELY DAN: Going Mobile. This CD collects eleven songs and showcases the band's very best work. Tracks include Rikki Don't Lose That Number; Any Major Dude Will Tell You; Your Gold Teeth It; Do It Again; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99

★ $3717402 JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wonderland; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet; Corn Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock 'n' Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99

★ $3955954 MARK LINDSAY: The Complete Columbia Singles. A collection of 24 singles released during Lindsay's Columbia period including Reason in Believers, Don't Miss America; Silver Blend; Too Much Child; Something Big; Someone's Been Hiding; Sons for a Friend and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99

★ $4818060 GOBLIN: Four of a Kind. Collects eight songs, including Uneven Times; In the Name of Goblin; Mousse Roll; Bon Ton; Kingdom; Dark Blue(s); Love & Hate; and 008. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $19.99

★ $3955903 THE BEAU BRUMELLES: Triangle & Bradley's Barn. Dabbling in everything from Beatle-style pop to eclectic, psychedelia-tinged rock and even a little country, the Beau Brumelles deliver two albums across 22 tracks. Are You Happy?; Only Dreaming New; Painter of Women; Triangle; Turn Around; Deep Water; I'm a Sleeper; The Loneliest Man in Town; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99

★ $4747372 NICK LOWE: Cowboys in the Fatherland. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Schauburg, Bremen, Germany on February 27, 1985. Fourteen tracks, including The Rose of England; Little by Little; Cruel to February 27, 1985. Fourteen tracks, including The Rose of England; Little by Little; Cruel to

★ $4828364 PETER GABRIEL: The Late Show. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Bottom Line, New York, in October of 1978: On Presuming to Be Modern; On the Air; Moribund the Burgermeister; Perspective; Humdrum; Solidsburg; and more. Seventeen tracks. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95

★ $4745159 NILSSON: Gold. Collects 45 songs from the American singer-songwriter, including Everybody's Taken; One; Ten Little Indians; Without You; Coconut; Gotta Get Up; Save the Last Dance for Me; It Had to be You; Always; Perfect Day; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99

★ $3961044 STEVIE NICKS: Next to You. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Brendan Byrne Arena, East Rutherford, NJ, in June of 1983. Sixteen tracks include Gold Dust Woman; Outside the Rain; Dreams; Gold and Braid; I Need to Know; Stage Banter; Gypsy; and more. Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.99


★ $3754014 THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can't Explain; Don't I Even Know Myself; We're Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.95

★ $2986043 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978. Spirit's concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1986). This two CD set collects 16 tracks, including Stars in Your Eyes; My Love Is Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; More. Also includes a DVD of performance (114 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

★ $4885799 THE WHO'S TOMMY ORCHESTRAL. Celebrating 50 years of The Who's Tommy. Including 24 tracks live and recorded in Budapest and in the studio in New York. Including: The想找我 Queen; Pinball Wizard; Tommy Can You Hear Me?; I'm Free; We're Not Gonna Take It; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95

★ $4884412 NEIL YOUNG WITH WILLETHEARD & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium 1995. Performing live for Farm Aid at Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky, Young tours through 10 standards that showcase his mix of folk, rock, and country: Country Roads; The Needle and the Damage Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; Country Home; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

★ $4888226 AC/DC: The Brian Johnson Archives. Features 38 tracks from two live FM broadcasts recorded at The Sydney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, Australia on February 27, 1981 and at The Nippon Seinenkin, Tokyo, Japan on February 5, 1981. Tracks include Hells Bells; Back in Black; Shot Down in Flames; High Voltage and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $9.95

★ $4704967 '70S HEART THROBS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 hits from the decade's teen idols, including Show You the Way to Go by The Jacksons; Give a Little Love by Bay City Rollers; More Than a Feeling by Boston; Baby Don't Go Get Hooked On Me by Mac Davis; Feel the Need by Leif Garrett; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group.

★ $4866059 OZZY OSBOURNE: Blizzard of Ozz. Released in September 1980, this album heralded the debut of Ozzy as a solo artist following his departure from Black Sabbath a year earlier. Ten tracks, including Crazy Train, Goodbye to Romance, Steel Album, and more. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $14.99

★ $4853121 CHUBBY CHECKER: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles and Twistin' Tracks. Ninety tracks are gathered here from a true rock 'n' roll legend including Twisting USA; The Hully Gully; The Twist; Dancin' Party; Rock Around the Clock; Jingle Bell Rock; Whole Lotta Shakin' Go On; and more. Four CDs. Reel to Reel.

★ $4704863 ROCKIN' ROLLIN' COVERSTOWN 2. Sizzling hot, fresh and vibrant non-European rockers from 1954 to 1963. Thirty songs, including Blue Suede Shoes by Delbert Barker; Pink Cadillac by Rusty Draper; Joanna by Johnny Tillotson; Doctor by The Jesters; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99

★ $3873152 JACK BRUCE: The 50th Birthday Concert. Bruce and a few invited guests got together for a very special Rockpalast-concert. This issue contains two concert DVDs (over three hours) and a bonus CD (13 tracks) of "The Lost Songs." Music includes You Can Follow?; As You Said; Life on Top of Ice; This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wonderland; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet; Corn Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock 'n' Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99

★ $4794257 EMERSON LAKE & PALMER: Transmission Impossible. Recorded from two live FM broadcasts, Velodromo Vigorelli, Milan, Italy on May 4, 1973; and in Chicago, Illinois, May 2, 1973. Twenty-four tracks, including The Barbarian; Take a Pebble; Karn Evil; Blues Jam; Lucky Man; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.99

★ $4883486 METALLICA: Back at the Farm. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, NY, in July 1999: So What; Master of Puppets; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Sad But True; Fire With Fire; Die, Die, Die; and more. Seventeen tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Rock & Pop

**4690826** THAT’LL FLAT...GUT IT VOL. 35. Thirty-five tracks by the original performers include Shake It Up by Conway Twitty, Drop Top by Ray Perkins, Can’t Stop Me by George Young, Maybe Later, Baby by Gary Shelton, and many more in this collection of rock and roll and rock n roll music.

Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. 15.95.

**2958256** CREAM: THE London Sessions. Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Fresh Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Make Me Feel, Coffee Song, Beauty Queen, Wrapping Paper, Cat’s Squirrel; Sweet Wine Take One; Singalong; Blue Moon; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95. 11.95.


**4699912** DR. HOOK: Gold. A three CD collection of 44 tracks that include Sylvia’s Mother; Sing Me a Rainbow; Hey, Lady Godiva; Marie Lavaux; A Little Bit More; Jungle to the Zoo; Walk Right In; Sweetest of All Your Years from Now; Sexy Eyes, and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99. 17.95.


**4683832** THE LITTLE BOX OF PRINCE. This special five CD collector’s package fits Prince’s powerful sound into one little box. Featuring the following albums: Purple Rain in New York, Live at Carrier Dome, Syracuse 1985; Prince: Naked in the Summertime, a 1990 Broadcast Recording; and Prince’s Jukebox, a collection of covers of songs that inspired the man. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.99. 17.95.

**3854299** YES FAMILY TREE. Two CDs collect on 18 tracks, the unique sounds of one of the world’s greatest progressive rock bands. Includes Something’s Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyale; Sole Survivor; Your More; Astral Traveler; Heat of the Moment; Beyond and After; Family Tree; Countdown to Zero; America; Journey to the Center of the Earth; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $21.99. 17.95.


**4828186** FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Evanston 1975. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Amzingrace, Evanston, Ill., in September of 1975: Rising for the Moon; Tam Lin; The Hexhamshire Lass; One More Chance; Pick Me Up; and more. Eleven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95. 11.95.

**4747267** FRANK ZAPPA: The Manchester Mystery. Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manchester, England on February 12, 1979. Sixteen tracks, including Persuasion Of Person Non Grata; Dead Girls of London; Keep It Greasy, The Best Shall Inherit Nothing; Deathless Horse; Lucky; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. 14.95.


**4699934** THERE’S GONNA BE A BALL: Rock’n’ Roll Espanol. This three CD, 84 track collection takes you on an exploration of the music of Espanol from 1948 through to 1965 and offers an exploration of the genre which became known as Chicoano Rock. Sung by the original performers includes Sugarante; Bailando El Rock & Roll; There’s Gonna Be A Ball; Queen Woman; Who-Hoo; and more. Atomicid Records. Pub. at $19.99. 14.95.

**3745404** ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues. Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 29, 1994. These 24 tracks include: Motherless Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail; Third Degree; Reconsider Baby; Skinner’s Prayer; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. 14.95.

**4747380** QUEEN: The Broadcast Archives. Recorded from several live broadcasts at various venues across the band’s career. Sixty-four tracks, including We Will Rock You; Bohemian Rhapsody; We Are the Champions; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Under Pressure; Another One Bites the Dust; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. 17.95.

**3931587** GENESIS: The Lamb Lies in Rochester. These 26 tracks come from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Auditorium Theatre Rochester, NY in 1974 and include Fly on a Windshield; The Grand Parade of Lifelike Packaging; The Carpet Crawlers; Anyway; The Musical Box; Riding the Screed; Supper at the Elton Hall; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. 14.95.

**2993910** THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; Choices; and more. Rough Trade Records. 3.85.

**4747356** MICHAEL JACKSON: Danger in the East. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Stadionul Nationala Lia Mano-Liu, Bucharest, Romania on October 1, 1992. Sixteen tracks, including Thriller; Billie Jean; Beat It; Black or White; Man In the Mirror; Human Nature; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. 14.95.

**4664612** JIMMY PAGE: Ohio. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Public Auditorium, Cleveland, OH in October 1988: Who’s To Blame; Prelude; Over the Hills and Far Away; Moonlight; Waiting My Time; Stairway to Heaven; and more. Fourteen tracks. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99. 11.95.

**3977821** SANTANA: Under Pressure; Another One Bites the Dust; and CD of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. 17.95.

**2875245** ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast–Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan’s genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way—especially with his brilliant covers by artists including John Lennon & Don Gibson. Thirteen songs including Thing in G (Short Fuse); Walk Don’t Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (76 minutes) and CD of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. 17.95.

**4794370** LITTLE ZYNY: Transmission Impossible. Collected from three live FM broadcasts recorded in the US. The three CDs; the three CDs; collects 37 songs, including It’s Only Money; Little Darlin’; Slow Blues; Jailbreak; The Boys Are Back in Town; Emerald; Bad Reputation; Warrior; Southbound; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $24.95. 17.95.

**4885740** WHO. Enjoy some of the greats from the Who. Eleven tracks including; All This Music; Most Fade; Detour; Hero; Hero Zero; Break The News; Rockin’ In Rage; and more. Universal Music. 7.95.

**4837355** THE BEST OF SAM THE SHAM & THE PHARAOHS: 20th Century Masters. Relive the best music of this unparalleled garage rock group brought to you by Bully on this 12 track CD. Includes Wooly Bully; Li’l Red Riding Hood; Ju Ju Hand; Red Hot; Ring Dang Doo; Big Blue Diamonds; Pharaoh A Go Go; (I’m In With) the Out Crowd; How Do You Catch a Fish; Break The News; and more. Two CDs. Broadcast Archive. 11.95.
Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who's Got the Rock?

Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock ’N’ Roll and Country, albeit the latter...

Sunday; Another World; Sunday Papers; I’m the Man; Friday; Mad at You; Don’t two shows from 1983. Thirty-three tracks, including complete Rockpalast shows on two CDs. Includes a show from 1980 and Summer; Alison; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $14.95

CD

JOE JACKSON: Live at Rockpalast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Arlington Theater, on December 30, 1987; a selection of unplugged & Acoustic Collection.
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For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862


★ CD 2985829  THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This five CD set compiles 100 songs from the decade's biggest stars, including Whitney Houston, Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block, Cyndi Lauper, Soul Asylum, Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


★ CD 3821943  MARTIN BARRE: Live in NY. Martin Barre, best known as guitarist in Jethro Tull, brings his famous guitar chops to the Big Apple in this rare concert capturing his solo band live as they perform these concerts. Songs include "Bass" - "Tears in Heaven" - "Woman," and more. Three CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 4747836  BLUES TRAVELER: Blow Up the Moon. Collects 14 tracks from the iconic rock band, including "Hurricane: Blow Up the Moon; Castaway; Right Here Waiting for You; All the Way; I Can Still Feel You; Matador;" and more. Loud & Proud. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 3988260  BADFINGER: Kansas City 1972. Thirteen tracks are collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cowtown Ballroom, Kansas City, Missouri, in April of 1972. Includes Better Days; Midnight Sun; Sometimes; Sweet Tuesday Morning; Take It All; Rip It Up; and more. Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 4886390  THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY. This three CD collection follows the promise of last year's great Tom Petty. Includes Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers, Psychotic Reaction recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum on November 24th 1991. Under the Covers, Tom Petty; and Petty’s Peculiar Rickshaw. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ CD 4853040  THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF ROCK ‘N ROLL: Commandment Eight-Do Not Commit Adultery-the Chester. These 30 songs are a blast from the past and an sure to shock the speakers. Tracks include Scarecrowin' and Dyn' (And Rollin’ on the Floor); by Charles Glass with Orchestra, The Chester by Bobby De Soto, Our Last Night Together by Dave Rich, and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 4788459  THE GREAT KAT: Mozart, Beethoven, Bach and Shred: Twelve minutes of pure virtuoso classical shredding by The Great Kat Guitar and Violin Goddess! TPR Music. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 4712604  THE TWIST HOT 100. This collection of 99 tracks comprises just about all the records in the Billboard Hot 100 rock chart in January 1962 when Chubby Checker's record The Twist topped the U.S. pop charts. Songs include The Eagles "Take It Easy," "American Pie" by Don McLean; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 3954359  THE BEST OF SOFT ROCK: Into the Night. Collects 30 of your soft rock favorites on two CDs. Songs include Maggie May by Rod Stewart; Higher Love by Steve Winwood; I Do Anything For Love (But I Won't Do That) by Michael Buble; Head Over Heels by John, I Need You by John, and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ CD 4794311  PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Transmission Impossible. From various live FM broadcasts and radio performances are collected on these four tracks on three CDs: Madison Blues; Got To Move; I Loved Another Woman; I’ll Dust My Broom; Long Tall Sally; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

★ CD 4679925  JOHNNY MATHIS: Gold. Collects 49 songs from the popular singer/songwriter, including A Certain Smile; Wonderful! Wonderful!; Teacher, Teacher; Too Much, Too Little, Too Late; Love Me Tender; Once Before; The Twelfth Of Never; and many more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3714705  FRANK ZAPPA: The Rehearsal Broadcast. Gathered from a live rehearsal and live broadcast in 1968 are these 13 tracks including Synclavier: Sleep Wonders; Girl of ipanema; Zoo Allures; Why Don’t You Like Me; Stairway to Heaven; Peaches En Regalpa; and more. Universal. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ CD 3875016  THE BEST OF ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME + MUSEUM LIVE. Includes once in a lifetime performances from the prestigious induction ceremonies by rock ‘n roll legends like Chuck Berry, Jeff Beck, Mick Jagger, Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Tom Petty, Billy Joel, James Taylor, James Brown, and many more. Fifty one tracks on three CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

★ CD 4769393  CLYDE MCPHATTER: Rocks. Thirty-four tracks feature Can It Be Wrong; Please Don’t; and more. Rhythm Is A Dancer Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

★ CD 4775562  THE FOUR TUNES: Singles Collection 1947-59. This 75 track, three CD set comprises most of the A & B sides during these years. Collection includes Muchacha, Old Fashioned Love, The Lion’s Fury, Comin’ Way and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4747429  RY COODER & THE CHICKEN SKIN REVUE: Smack Dab in the Middle. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Markthalle, Hamburg, Germany on January 21, 1977. Includes Smack Dab in the Middle; Love Me; Tatler; The Dark End of the Street; One Meat Ball; Smack Dab in the Middle; He’ll Have to Go; and more. Hobo. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 4717399  RHYME: Instructor. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Osaka Kosei Kenkin Kaikan, Osaka, Japan on January 20, 1978. Fourteen tracks, including Over the Rainbow; Kill the Man; on the Silver Mountain; Starstruck; Still I’m Sad; and many more. Two CDs. Letfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ CD 4678214  THE CATHOLIC GIRLS: Rock ‘n Roll School for Girls. An anthology covering 1979 to 2017, of this most exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group’s original 1982 LP Forty-One tracks, including Special School; Scandal; C’est Important To Be Gay; for me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95
★ CD 4282283 JON ANDERSON: Independent Stateside. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Convention Hall, Asbury Park, N.J., in August of 1982. Song of Seven; Heart of the Sun; Animation; Surrender; Perpetual Change; Stars; Fingers, and more. Eighteen tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 4735800 THE FOUR PREPS COLLECTION 1956-62. This excellent 60 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of these singles for Capital during these years. Includes 26 Miles (Santa Catalina); Big Man; Down by the Station; More Money for You and Me; Dreamy Eyes; Fools Will Be Fools; Stone, Chinese Rocks; and more. Two CDs. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 298590X ERIC CLAPTON: Tokyo 1988. On November 2, 1988 Clapton and his band performed at Tokyo’s Dome for a short tour which was recorded live for broadcast. Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton and his band during the concert. This entire gig is collected here on two CDs. Includes I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Lullaby; I’m Still Standing; Candle in the Wind; and more. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 4828216 GEORGE MICHAEL: Rock in Rio 2. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Estádio Do Maracana, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, in January 1991. Father Figure; Fame; Everything She Wants; You Keep To Life; Ain’t Nobody; I’m Your Man; and more. Fourteen tracks. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 4818383 ROCKPALAST ACOUSTIC 1979. In the late summer of 1979, the finger-picking specialists Werner Lammerhirt, Peter Finger and the duo Martin Kolbe and Ralph Illenberger performed on various evenings in Studio L of the Cologne based radio and TV station WDR. Twenty-four tracks, including Mississippi Blues; Hope and Memory; Fatherland. Also includes a DVD of the recordings (125 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

★ CD 4764137 THE ROY ORBISON CONNECTION. Thirty-four tracks feature Orbison covers by a variety of artists, including Dobby Dobby by Janis Martin; Go, Go, Go by Narvel Felts; Rock House by Bobby Bare; My Baby by Johnny Cash; Pretty Penny by Willie Nelson; and many more. Some titles performed by multiple artists. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

★ CD 3988309 CHICAGO: Christmas in L.A. This twelve track CD is from a live FM broadcast at House of Blues, Los Angeles, on December 8th, 1998. Songs include Christmas in L.A.; White Christmas; We Will Rock You; Bohemian Rhapsody; and more. Two CDs. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 4828275 JOHN PRINE: Transmission Impossible. From a variety of live FM and TV broadcasts this collection features 55 tracks including Just Wanna Be With You; Common Sense; Spanish Pipe Dream; Far From Me; Fish and Whistle; Sam Stone; and more. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 3691705 RORY GALLAGHER: Open Air Festival 1982. The full set from their live performance on August 28, 1982 at the Loreley Open Air Festival in Germany is collected here. Single tracks, including May We Have Double Vision; Big Guns; Moonchild; The Devil Made Me Do It; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4700090 KRAUT! Features two CDs, a 100 page booklet with text in German, and 17 tracks including Kartago; Birth Control; Metropolis; Myth of the Future; Dream and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ CD 4653041 THE OUTLAW: Live at Rockpalast 1981. Collects nine songs from a live performance at Rockpalast—Test Open Air Festival, Loreley, Germany on August 19, 1981. Tracks include Devil’s Road; Hurry Sundown; Holiday; Waterhole; Ghost Riders in the Sky; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 60 minutes. MIG Music. $19.95

★ CD 3886670 DAVID CROSBY: New Year’s Eve with the Dead. Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center, Oakland, California on December 31, 1986. Ten tracks, including The Lee Shore; Triad; Mr. Lucky; Blackbird; Long Time Gone; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 4794709 ACE OF BASE: Gold. This three CD set collects 46 tracks from the Swedish pop band, including The Sign; All That She Wants; Wheel of Fortune; Would You Believe; Look Sharp!; Go Go; Look Around Me; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 394221X TODD RUNDGREN: Global. This CD collects 12 songs from Rundgren’s 25th studio album, including Everybody; Rise; Jericho; This Island Earth; Sky Scraper; Global Nation; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $18.99 $1.00

★ CD 4747461 TOM WITTS: Like It’s ’99. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Rythym Theatre, Vancouver, BC, Canada on October 17, 1999. Twelve tracks, including The Black Rider; Jockey Full of Bourbon; Down Down Down; I’ll Shoot the Moon; Jesus Gonna Be Here; Hold On; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 4654892 THE RIGHT TO ROCK: The Mexican and Chicano Rock ‘n’ Roll Rebellion 1955-1963. A compilation of Mexican and Latin American artists from between 1955 and 1963, an homage to the cultural components of the Chicano movement in the Chicano border walls as it was then. Thirty-seven track CD along with a 36 page booklet. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.90 $15.95

★ CD 3821870 FRANK ZAPPAB: Brest 1979. This recording is from a live FM broadcast at Parc de Penfeld, Brest, France on March 19, 1979. Nineteen tracks on two CDs, including Lather; Persona Ron Grater; Ooh! Jumbo Go; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 4819004 STIFF LITTLE FINGERS: Live at Rockpalast 1980 & 1989. Two vital and energetic shows from 1980 and 1989 of Northern Irish Punk band. Stiff Little Fingers. Collects 23 tracks on two CDs, including Nobody’s Hero; Alternative Luster; Barbed Wire Love; Wasted Life; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Also contains a DVD of the show (60 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

★ CD 4747410 RUSH: Dreaming Out Loud. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Dane County Coliseum, Madison, Wisconsin on April 2, 1994. Twenty-four tracks, including forcing Susan. Dreaming Out Loud; The Spirit of the Radio; Limelight; Mystic Rhythms; Closer to the Heart; Bravado; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 3771010 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland. Seven tracks, from a live broadcast recorded at The Philharhine, Dusseldorf, in June 1971 include Take a Pebble; Knigh Time; Blues Jam; The Barbarian; Rondo; Nutrocker; and Knife Edge (Beact Club). Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 4747321 THE KINKS: The Broadcast Archives. Recorded from rare radio broadcasts to their 1950’s and 1960’s. Fifty-one tracks including You Really Got Me; I Got Love If You Want It; Till the End of the Day; You Can’t Stop Music; Sunny Afternoon; Monica; Mindless Child of Motherhood; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. $17.95

★ CD 3875199 RICHARD THOMPSON BAND: Live at Rockpalast. This wonderful set includes two CDs (over three hours) and three CDs (34 tracks of performances in Hanover, Germany on December 10, 1983) and three CDs (over three hours) and two CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

★ CD 4784246 QUEEN: Transmission Impossible. Compiles 50 songs recorded from FM广播casts—Maimarktgelande, Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton and his band during the concert. This entire gig is collected here on two CDs. Includes I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Lullaby; I’m Still Standing; Candle in the Wind; and more. Pub. at $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 4777579** TOMMY STEELE: Hits and Rarities. This 92 track, three CD collection features Tommy’s hits, previously unreleased studio recordlings and rare, archive live performances. Songs include Elevator Rock; What a Little Darlin’; One Time; One; Drunken Guitar; Spanish Eyes; and many more. Romance and more. Acoustic. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 4719433** TITO & TARANTULA: Live at Rockpalast. The Rockpalast performance of June 21, 1998 at the Loreley is a significant example of the first international phase of success for Tito & Tarantula. This set includes two CDs with 25 tracks, along with over three hours of concert on 2 DVDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $14.95

**CD 4784341** JOE BONAMASSA: Live at Rockpalast 2001. Includes a DVD (165 minutes) and two CDs of live performances (150 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 4799364** STEVE LUKATHER & EDWARD WINTER LIVE. This CD and DVD combo features eight tracks recorded in July of 2000, during the “Odd Couple Tour” at the North Sea Jazz Festival in The Hague, Netherlands. Songs include Small Town Texas; Song for Jeff; Human Fly-Away; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 4670566** NINE BELOW ZERO: Live at Rockpalast 1981 & 1996. Collects 33 tracks on three CDs from live recordings in Loreley, Germany. Some tracks include Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap; One More Fool; Last of the Runaways. Includes Roots Bloody Roots; Spilt; Breed Apart; Attitude; Dusted; Propaganda; Troops of Doom; Slave New World; Ambush; Arise; Dead Embryonic Cells; Refuse/Resist; Territory; Biotech Is Godzilla; Ramatamahta; Kaia; and Policia. Smokin’. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 4682402** SLIPKNOT: Dynamo Festival. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Gofferton Park, Nijmegen, Netherlands, in June of 2000: Eyelids; Wait and Bleed; No Life; Purely; Get This; and more. Eleven tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 4884396** THAT’S ROCK ‘N’ ROLL. Seventy-four all time Rock ‘n’ Roll greats on three CDs. Featuring Ben E. King, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, The Four Seasons, Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, and more. Dynmic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 487238X** THE ULTIMATE ROCK BALLADS COLLECTION. Includes 150 classics that will bring countless memories back to life! All tracks include Smokin’ by Elven Whitney; Stung by Jaye P. Morgan; and many more. Nine CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $119.95

**CD 4848446** TOM ROBINSON & CREW: Live at Rockpalast 1984. Recorded from a live performance at Rockpalast–Z&he, Bochum, Germany on November 9, 1984. Eleven tracks, including Power, In the Darkness; Bullly for You; Baby Back in the Old Country; Never Gonna Fall in Love Again; Joy and Glory; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (85 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4864752** THE NEW SEEKERS: God’s F household. Fifty-six tracks from the British pop group. Include: Meet My Lord; All Right My Love; Cincinnati; One by One; Mystic Queen; Time Limit; The Singer; Tell Me, California Night; and more. Three CDs. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Caiman. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4774720** DAVID BOWIE: Santiago 1990. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Estadio Nacional, Santiago, Chile on September 27, 1990. Eleven tracks, including Space Oddity; Let’s Dance; Rebel Rebel; Blackstar; Ziggy Stardust; Panic in Detroit; Modern Love; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. $14.95

**CD 4793161** JOHN LENNON: Gimme Some Truth. Thirty-six tracks completely remastered from the original master tapes, giving these classic songs a new life for generations to come. Tracks include, Instant Karma! (We All Shine On); Cold Turkey; Working Class Hero; Come Together; Give Peace a Chance; Beautiful Boy (Darling Boy); CD

**CD 4889972** MALT SHOP MEMORIES, Vol. 1. Includes 10 CDs of the ’50s and Doo Wop songs. This unique collection of originals and rare cover versions marks the 50th anniversary of Vincent’s death. Songs include Rollin’ with the Devil by The Voices; Be Bop a Lula by Max K. Lipscomb; Woman Love by Jimmy Johnson; Up a Lazy River by Bobby Darin; and more. Thirty-six tracks. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $19.55

**CD 4860349** THE GENE VINCENT CONNECTION. This unique collection of originals and rare cover versions marks the 50th anniversary of Vincent’s death. Songs include Ballad of Dave by Johnny Devlin & The Devils; Stung by Eli Whitney; I Want You by Ben E. King, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, The Four Seasons, Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, and many more. Nine CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $119.95

**CD 485859X** SEPULTURA: Dr Music Festival 1996. Presents a live 1996 FM broadcast recorded in Escalarre, Spain, on 17 tracks. SEPULTURA: Dr Music Festival 1996. From a live FM broadcast recorded in Subway, Cologne, Germany on April 1, 2001. Eight tracks: Control; No Wife; No Bed of Roses; Rap is Crap; Going Back to Texas; Where She Goes I Go; Louisiana Cockfight and Shifting Sand. Also includes a DVD of the performance (85 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4840658** NITZINGER: Live at Rockpalast 2001. Recorded from a live performance at Rockpalast in Subway, Cologne, Germany on April 1, 2001. Eight tracks: Control; No Wife; No Bed of Roses; Rap is Crap; Going Back to Texas; Where She Goes I Go; Louisiana Cockfight and Shifting Sand. Also includes a DVD of the performance (85 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

---

**CD 3886181** THE KINKS: Soap Opera Live. Collects twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at New Victoria Theatre, Londen, U.K., in June of 1975. Includes Everybody’s a Star; Ordinary People; Rush Hour Blue; Nine to Five; Ducks on the Wall; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 3841685** THE ELVIS PRESLEY COLLECTION, Vol. 2. A unique collection of original and rare cover versions of famous Elvis tunes on 33 tracks. Includes A Big Hunk O’ Love by Johnny Devlin & The Devils; I Got Stung by Eli Whitney; Fever by Peggy Lee; Keep on Healin’ by Bobby Darin; and You Me with Me by Bobby Darin. Good Luck Charm by The Marvelettes; Are You Lonesome Tonight by Jaye P. Morgan; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

**CD 4853471** WALFRED BECKER: The Rare Tracks Collection. This collection features a range of rare cuts featuring Becker, both as a solo artist and as a member of Steely Dan. Eleven tracks, including Junkie Girl; Girlfriend; Chingachgongo; Black Friday; Book of Bars; and more. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4886218** AC/DC: Johnson City 1988. Features 13 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Freedom Hall Civic Center, Johnson City, TN, in October 1988, including Heatseeker; Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap; Back in Black; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4793047** ELVIS PRESLEY: ’68 COME BACK SPECIAL. Includes Elvis Presley; A Big Hunk O’ Love; One Night; Heartbreak Hotel; I Was The One; Don’t Be Cruel;7 Today; Memory; Subterranean Homesick Blues; and many more. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95

**CD 4875762** STRAY CATS: Live at Rockpalast. Includes a DVD (145 minutes) and two CDs (31 tracks) of two performances—August 20, 1983 at Open Air Loreley and July 16, 1981 at Satory-Sale Cologne. Songs include Baby Blue Eyes; Sweet Love on My Mind; Double Talkin’ Baby; My One Desire; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

---

**CD 4788181** WALTER BECKER: The Rare Tracks Collection. This collection features a range of rare cuts featuring Becker, both as a solo artist and as a member of Steely Dan. Eleven tracks, including Junkie Girl; Girlfriend; Chingachgongo; Black Friday; Book of Bars; and more. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

---

**CD 3875261** STRAY CATS: Live at Rockpalast. Includes a DVD (145 minutes) and two CDs (31 tracks) of two performances—August 20, 1983 at Open Air Loreley and July 16, 1981 at Satory-Sale Cologne. Songs include Baby Blue Eyes; Sweet Love on My Mind; Double Talkin’ Baby; My One Desire; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

---
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Over 300 music and spoken word tracks, predominantly live, collected here from this legendary band, including

- Whipping Post
- Cissy Strut
- Chameleon
- Mad
- I Want to Take You Higher
- You Don’t Know Me
- Brick in the Wall
- You Can’t Tell a Lie
- Black Magic Woman
- Angels All Around Us
- Yaleo/Hannibal
- Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman
- Latest Love; Gypsy Woman
- My Name Is Legion
- I Ain’t the One
- Tuesday’s Gone
- Gimme Three
- The Weight
- Tears of Rage
- Chest Fever; Stage Fright; Time to Kill
- The Saga of Pepote Rouge; The Trees

and more. Universal Music.

★ CD 484064X NEXT STOP IS VIETNAM: The War on Record, 1961-2006. A stunning,
years in the making anthology of the Vietnam War’s musical legacy. Presented on 13 CDs with a 300-page book illustrated with numerous archival photographs, this collection examines the war in a powerful and unprecedented way. More than a mere musical history, this series provides a tour of each of this epochal period of modern history. Tour guides include Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bruce Springsteen, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $299.99 ★★★★★

★★ CD 3905853 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND. Eleven CD collection. The CD consists of seven albums from the 70s,80s, and 90s.

- Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pilgrimage; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more, plus other tracks that include

- Angel
- Holy Man
- Crazy Love; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ CD 6795684 JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s.

- Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pilgrimage; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more, plus other tracks that include

- Angel
- Holy Man
- Crazy Love; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $4.95

★★ CD 4659422 LYNYRD SKYNYRD. Collects eight songs from the southern rock band - I Ain’t the One; Tuesday’s Gone; Gimme Three

- Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pilgrimage; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more, plus other tracks that include

- Angel
- Holy Man
- Crazy Love; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $4.95

★★ CD 3866254 SANTAN A: Warszawa. Collects 14 tracks from a live broadcast at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including:

- Angels All Around Us; Yokel/Hannah; Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $11.95

★★ CD 3866246 ROBERT PLANT: Live Principles. Collects sixteen tracks on 2 CDs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, UK in December of 1983 including:

- In My Mood; Please Don’t Pass Me By the Mekons; Worse Than Detroit; Treat Her Right; Slow Dancer;

and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99 ★★★★★

★★ CD 4747844 CRACK THE SKY: Living in Reverse. The songs collected here are from the progressive rock band’s 2018 album. Tracks include Talk Talk; Living in Reverse; Raining Rain; Red Rosary; Hit; Big Dipper; Home Tonight; and more. Loud & Proud. Pub. at $3.95

★★ CD 4749782 THE EELS: 100 Hits. One hundred tracks on 5 CDs including:

- Left Outside Alone
- Nothing’s Real But Love by Rebecca Ferguson;
- Beautiful by Christina Aguilera;
- Come into My Life by Joyce Sims; Respectable by Mel & Kim; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

★★ CD 3965070 THE ROLLING STONES: Sympathy for the Devil Mix. This unique collection includes seven versions of Sympathy for the Devil.

- Includes radio and live recordings from The Neptunes, Fatboy Slim and Full Phatt.
- The seventeenth track is an original recording from the Stones. ABKCO Records. Pub. at $5.95 ★★★★★

★ CD 4747852 EXTREME: Pornograffiti Live 25.

- Collects 14 tracks from a live performance recorded May 30, 2015 at The Joint in the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada. Songs include Decadence Dance; Get the Funk Out; More Than Words; Hole Hearted; Morning After and more. Loud & Proud. Pub. at $3.95

★ CD 3967026 THE BAND: Greatest Hits.

- Collects 18 songs from the roots rock band, including The Weight; Tears of Rage; Chest Fever; Stage Fright; Time to Kill; The Saga of Pepote Rouge; and more. Capital Records.

PRICE CUT to $7.95


- Fanfare for the Common Man/Karn Evil;
- Nothing’s Real But Love; and more. Leftfield Media.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

★★ CD 3899140 CHEAP TRICK: In the Joint. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Joint, Hard Rock Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada on October 16, 1995. Seventeen tracks, including She’s It; Girlfriends; I Want You to Want Me; Cold Turkey; Tonight and more; Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★★ CD 3897214 THE NOTORIOUS BURRITO BROTHERS. Features nine songs from this ever-changing group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can’t Win; Love Is a River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Assassins’ Hearts; Desires; and Wheels of Fire. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. The

StoreForMusic. Pub. at $12.99 ★★★★★

★ CD 4747895 THE WINERY DOGS: Dogs Year Live in Santiago & Beyond 2013-2016. Features a concert recorded at Teatro Caricola in Santiago, Chile on May 27, 2016. Collects 17 tracks, including Oblivion; Captain Kyle; We Are; and En Vivo: Peace at Last.

This concert is also presented on a Blu-ray (100 minutes). Also includes a CD with five bonus tracks. Loud & Proud. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★★ CD 3821986 ROGER WATERS: Buenos Aires. Collects 25 songs from a live broadcast recorded at Estadio Velez Sarfield, Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 1, 2002. Tracks include In the Flesh; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; Brothel; and Brick in the Wall (Part 2); and more. Two CDs.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

★★ CD 4749782 MERRY GO 'ROUND: My Home Town. Collects 10 songs from the beloved English singer-songwriter, including

- My Home Town: Here I Go Again; You’ll Never Walk Alone; Lovely Lady; Can’t You Hear the Song; Girl What You Doin’
- Angel Air. Pub. at $12.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

★★ CD 4680731 FRA NK VIRTUE & THE VIRTUES: Rock. Collects 33 tracks that include Guitar Angle Shout by the Enchilada Boys; Rockin’ by Frank Virtuso & The Virtues; Cones; Conoina by Frank Virtuso; Guitar in Orbit by The Virtues and much more. Bear Family Productions.

Pub. at $20.99

PRICE CUT to $13.95

★★ CD 4652533 AEROSMITH: Japan Calling. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tokyo Dome, Tokyo Japan, November 28, 2011. Twenty-six songs, including

- Aeromax; Dream On; Walk This Way;
- Whipping Post;
- Ten to Be the Hardest Word;
- Much); Who Wear these Shoes?; Sorry Seems

and more. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media.

PRICE CUT to $5.95

★★ CD 2996537 ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1970-1990. Elton John’s greatest hits album spanning the years 1970-1990 including:

- Tiny Dancer; Don’t Go Breaking My Heart;
- Sorry Seems

and more. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 3889122 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND’S BAS EMENT TA PES INFLUENCES. The recordings collected here took place during 1967 in the quiet backwaters near the town of Woodstock, New York. Songs include TheCore of My Mind; Do You Know Him? I Don’t Hurt Anymore: A Fool Such as I; Big River; and more. Twenty-six tracks.

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★★ CD 3898171 AEROSMITH: Transmission Impossible. Forty-three tracks collected. Aerosmith’s most legendary performances between 1980 and 1990. Songs include Rats in the Cellar; Lord of the Thieves; Seasons of Winter; Same Old Song & Dance; Lighting Strikes; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 ★★★★★ and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 4649060** ROGER WATERS: Here in the Flesh. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Blockbuster-Sony Music Entertainment Centre, Camden, N.J. in August 1999. Twenty-nine tracks include: In the Flesh; The Thin Ice; Another Brick in the Wall Part 1; Pigs on the Wing Part 1; Shine on You Crazy Diamond; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3961079** THE TOMMY SANDS SINGLES COLLECTION AS & BS, 1951-61. This 58 track CD set comprises the A & B sides of his releases on the Freedom, RCA & Capitol labels during the years between 1951 and 1961, featuring his 10 career hits including Teen-Age Crush; Going Steady; Sing, Boy, Sing; The Old Oaken Bucket; Spanish Coquita; Ring My Phone; Hawaiian Rock; and more. Acrobal. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 3887316** AIR SUPPLY: Live in Toronto. This brilliant concert, recorded at Casino Rama, Toronto, Canada in August 2004, is packed with all Air Supply’s hits, including The One That You Love; Making Love Out of Nothing at All; Lost in Love; Goodnight; and more. Sixteen tracks. Also includes a DVD of the performance. Wienerworld. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3887138** ROGER WATERS: Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1967. Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the tracks collected here. Some tracks include Welcome To The Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall; Powers That Be; and more. Fourteen tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3980978** QUEEN: Tokyo 1985. Features 24 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded atوريه هنالك in June 1985. Songs include Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Somebody to Love; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 4747364** MORRISSEY: L.A. Tumourand. Recorded from two separate live FM broadcasts in Los Angeles in 1997. Seventeen tracks, including The Operation; The Boy Racer; Alma Matters; Satan Rejected My Offer; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3771180** THIN LIZZY: Breaking Out in Chicago. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Riveria Theatre, Chicago, Illinois in April of 1976: The Boys Are Back in Town; Suicide; Rosalie; Sha La La; Baby Drive Me Crazy; The Rocker; and more. Eleven tracks. Funke. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3945456** DAVID BOWIE: 50th Birthday Broadcast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast for BBC Radio on January 8, 1997. Contains 15 tracks which include several interview segments along with songs like Hang Down Your Head; The Supermen; Andy Warhol; Lady Stardust; Aladdin Sane; Goodbye England; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 4793145** AC/DC: Pwr Up. This album comprises twelve tracks from the legendary Hard ’n’ Heavy tour, including Realize; Rejection; Shot in the Dark; Demon Fire; No Man’s Land; Money Shot; Code Red; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3983838** DAVID BOWIE: Area 2 Festival. Recorded live from a FM broadcast at Montreux, Switzerland on August 5th, 2002; this 16 track CD includes Ashes to Ashes; Cactus; Slap Away; China Girl; Fashion; Everyone Says Hi; Slow Burn; and more. Sony Boom. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 4753835** GORDON GILTRAP: Time to Reflect. The legendary Englishman presents a brand new established figure on the international music scene for over forty years. This marvellous four CD collection comprises 62 tracks, including My Singer’s Waltz; Master of Wands; Under the Blue Sky; Here Comes the Sun; In UNION; and more. pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 4749362** SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET: Stockholm Broadcast 1983. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Ritz, Stockholm, Sweden on May 13, 1983. Collects 17 tracks, including Texas Tornado; She’s About A Mover; At the Crossroads; Bad Down to Mexico; Meet Me in Stockholm; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 4794281** JAPAN: Boys Keep Swinging. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Haruminehori; Oedon, London, England on February 7, 1981. Eleven tracks, including Swing; Gentleman Take Polaroids; Quiet Life; European Son; Methods of Dance; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3887111** R.E.M.: Right on Target. Recorded live from a FM broadcast at the State Theatre, Passaic, New Jersey on June 9, 1984. Eighteen tracks, including Pale Blue Eyes; Second Guessing; Radio Free Europe; Little American; Little Persuasiveness; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**CD 6857728** ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York. This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Sun; We Were Here; The Gunner’s Dream; They Were Traveling Abroad; and more. Thirty tracks in all. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 3900320** SCOTTY MCKAY ROCKS. McKay was a true rock and roll star in the ‘50s and ‘60s and this collection of 42 songs is all the proof you’ll need. Tracks include Rollin’ Dynamite; The Girl Next Door; I’ve Got My Eyes on You; Little Miss Blue; Everything’s Gonna Change; Cry Me a River; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**CD 4653122** RY COODER & NICK LOWE: Tokyo Warning. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Orchard Hall, Tokyo, Japan on November 11, 2009. Seventeen tracks, including Feel Who Knows; Losin’ Boy; Across the Borderline; Lick my Crazy ‘Bout and Automobile; and more. Seven Tracks. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 4652991** MIKE OLDFIELD: Adventures in Hannover. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Eilenriedehalle, Hanover, Germany on April 2, 1981. Thirteen tracks, including Taurus; Mirage; Conflict; Punkadiddle; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 4764129** ROCKIN’ WITH THE KNOTTS: Real Rock ‘n’ Roll Made in Germany, Vol. 1. Thirty-three tracks by the original artists include Starfighter’s Theme by the Starfighters; Rhythm and Blues and Johnny by The German Blue Flag; The Girl Next Door; and many more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 464637X** DAVID BOWIE: At the National Bowl. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Milton Keynes National Bowl, England, in August of 1990: Time, by Paul Wurges & Seine Hit-Paraders; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 3742849** POP-O-PIES: The White E P. Collects 13 tracks from the American punk rock band, including Truckin’; The Catholics Are Attacking; Timothy Leary Lives; Fascists Eat Donuts; I Love NY; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95


**CD 4716078** RUNRIG: One Legend, Two Concerts. The two concerts captured in this remarkable collection feature the Scottish Celtic rock band in Rockpital in 1996 and 2004. Collects 47 tracks on four CDs, including Day in a Boat; City of Lights; Healer in Your Heart; The Stamping Ground; and much more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances. Over four hours. MIG. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95
Rock - Pop

★ CD 3952940 EPITAPH: Five Decades of Classic Rock. The best version of their songs has been compiled from past albums, live recordings, demos and more. A total of 43 track collection. Songs include: "Stop, Look and Listen; Ears; Early Morning; Crossroads; Woman; Big City; I’m Yours; People Get Ready; To Love Somebody; Theme from the Grifters; Goin’ Back to New Orleans by Jesse and Buzzy; Mandy; Baby; Hide and Seek; I’m Country On You; Filly Baby; The Girl Can’t Dance; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $12.99

★ CD 3900045 ATMOSPHERES: Featuring Clive Stevens & Friends. This album was the result of a super session of the highest level with Rick Laird, Billy Cobham, Steve Khan, John Abercrombie, Rudy Towner and Harry Wilkinson. Six tracks: Earth Spirit; Nova '72; Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow; Astral Dreams; All Day Next Week; and The Parameters of Saturn. ESC Records. Pub. at $17.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 4799305 MAN: Anachronism Tango. Features ten tracks including Too Much Too Soon; Still in Love and Trembling; Manor Farm; To Sing Rape On; Chains of Sleep; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99.

★ CD 387298X CLAUDIO SIMONETTI’S GOBLIN: The Devil Is Back. Ten tracks from the Italian progressive rock band: Brain Zero One; Revenge: Drug’s Theme; Aagus Dei; The Devil Is Back; Nevertheless; Solitude; Chi?; Chi; Parte Seconda; and Saint Ange. Red. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ CD 485875X RICK PARFITT: Que Sera, Sera. Three CD box set contains the resurrected new version, the original album together with related tracks, and a bonus live album. Fifty tracks, including Alone In a Crowd, Blame It on Mom; Short Lives; Cool Operator; Countdown Love; Billy Boy; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Jungle. Pub. at $29.99.

★ CD 3911873 RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecasters & Stratocasters. A must have collection, from the world renowned singer, song writer and musician Richie Kotzen. The 3 CD box set contains the albums: Break It All Down 14 tracks; Something Like Paradise 17 tracks; and a bonus tracks from the album Wave of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 4745264 RAY VERNON: All Wrays Lead to Rock. This 34 song extravaganza spotlights Vernon’s prodigious studio skills. Tracks include Hold It; Teenage Cutie; Hide and Seek; I’m Countin’ on You; Filly Baby; The Girl Can’t Dance; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 469078X IGGY AND THE STOOGES: From K.O. to Chaos. This boxed set features the Iggy Pop & The Stooges collection of seven CDs and a DVD, with a booklet with notes and backstory by Paul Mynka. Iggy Pop’s biographer. Shady Records. Pub. at $49.99. PRICE CUT to $29.99

★ CD 4763912 THE ANDERSONS!: Family Secrets. Features fourteen tracks that include Killing Me; Snub; No One Rides for Free; Falling Out; Let You Down; Looking for a Leader; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ CD 4840453 GO AWAY AND HIT THAT JIVE. This compilation is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight tracks, including Jack and Jill; Stayin’ Alive; Goin’ Back to New Orleans by Jesse and Buzzy; Oh! Baby by Dave Kirk & The Candy Men; Dirty Britches by The Leap Frogs; and more. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 3770958 BEE GEES: Tokyo 1989. From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in April 1989 come seventeen tracks including Ordinary Lives; House of Shame; Massachusetts; I’ve Gotta Get a Message to You; I’m Alone Tonight; You’re So Beautiful; Stayin’ Alive; I Started a Joke; and more. Good Time. Pub. at $11.95.

★ CD 4797604 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF ROCK ’N’ ROLL; Commandment Five. This CD will make you want to laugh and sing. It’s 50 classic tracks. Songs include Look Out Heart (Here Comes Love) by Billy Brown; Oh What a Night for Love by Roy Tyler; Glad All Over by Carl Perkins; Love Fever by Gene Wyatt; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

and enter the item number in the search box.

★ CD 4787914 THE JOHNNY AND DORSET BURNETTE SONG BOOK. Collects Thirty songs from the Memphis-bred brothers, including Kiss Me Sweet; Pure Love; Don’t Leave Me; Good, Good Feeling; Be My Love Tonight; Sweet Little Stranger; My Heart; and more. Apollo Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★ CD 3736511 PROCOL HARUM: A&M Studio. 1971. From a live FM broadcast recorded at A&M Studios, NY, April 7, 1971 comes The Beat Club Workshop, Bremen, Germany, December, 1971 this collection features sixteen tracks including Memorial Drive; Still There’ll Be More; Nothing That I Didn’t Know; Joyful Pink; Power Failure; and more. Mercury. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.99

★ CD 4828206 FOO FIGHTERS: Songs for the Millennium. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sydney Ros Showgrounds, Australia, in January 2000. Monkey Wrench; Hey, Johnny Park; Breakout; Slackted Actors; Up and Away; Airplane; General Aurora; and more. Hawkmoor. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 388922X FRANK ZAPPA: Halloween in the Big Apple. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Palladium, New York City on October 31, 1977. Features: Sanber’Dino; Tryin’ to Grow a Chin; City of Tiny Lies; The Black Page #2; Black Napkins; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 4700058 THE JIM LOWE COLLECTION, 1953-61. An SB two track CD set comprising most of Lowe’s A & B sides for Mercury, Dot, and Decca during this era, plus the tracks from his LP’s The Songs They Sing; Behind the Green Door and Door of Fame. Featuring: The Gambler’s Guitar; Leave Him Run; Crossing; The Bright Light; Four Walls; and more. $12.95.


★ CD 4700023 HUMBLE PIE: The Atlanta Years. Sixteen tracks on 2 CD’s compile the best songs from this British rock group from the Atlanta years including Heartbreaker; Sweet Nuthins; Middle Age Anxiety; Lonely No More; Five Long Years; Fool for a Pretty Face and more. SFM. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 3931544 THE COASTERS. Thirty two tracks include That Is Rock and Roll; Yakety Yak; Three Cool Cats; Besame Mucho; Turtle Dove’; The Shuck Shuffle; Saturday Night Special; Thumbin’ A Ride; Teach Me How to Shimmy; Girls; Girls Girls and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

★ CD 3886832 IGGY POP & DAVID BOWIE: The Ohio Shuffle. Recorded from a live broadcast at The Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, Ohio on March 21, 1977. Twelve tracks, including Raw Power; 1969; Turn Blue; I Wanna Be Your Dog; I Need Somebody; Sister Midnight; and more. Raw Power Records. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 3954265 SIR ROD STEWART AND SOME OF HIS EARLY FACES. Two CDs and some 26 tracks pay tribute to artist and Superstar Rod Stewart. Includes Why Does It Go On; I Just Got Some; Shake, Bright Lights, Big City; Little Miss Understood; Nancy; Joe; Engine 4444; Maggie May; Stay with Me; Tonight’s the Night; Rhythm of My Heart; Sailing; So Much to Say; and much more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 3998473 HENRY MCCULLOUGH: Anthology. Collects four albums on four CDs including Poor Man’s Moon and Unfinished Business culminating in 46 tracks from this British rock musician. Silverwolf. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95

★ CD 4749839 NUMBER 1S: 100 Hits. Features 100 number one hits on 5 live CD’s by the original artists including What Makes You Beautiful; shake, Rattle & Ball by Miley Cyrus; Heaven is A Place On Earth by Belinda Carlisle; When Will I See You Again by The Three Degrees; Seasons In The Sun by Terry Jacks; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music.

$9.95
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**CD 4828267 JIMMY HENDRIX: Live at the Cafe Au Go Go.** Seven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cafe Au Go Go, New York, in March of 1968: Little Wing; Everything’s Gonna Be Alright; Three Little Bears (parts 1 and 2); Instrumental Jam, Stormy Monday; Jam I and Jam II. Pub. at $14.99. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3889344 CLASSIC 70’S RADIO HITS.** Two CDs capture the 70s sound on 30 tracks. Includes hits by Chicago 5 or 6 to 4; Little River Band Lonesome Loser; Mott the Hoople All the Young Dudes, Sweet Ballroom Blitz; America A Horse with No Name; The Outlaws Green Grass and High Tide; Kool & the Gang Hollywood Swingin; and many more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 3919773 QUEEN: Icon.** Collects ten classic songs from this iconic rock band. Stone Cold Crazy; Another One Bites the Dust; The Great Gig in the Chapel by The Ox; It’s Never Too Late; Teardrop. Pub. at $21.98. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3808424 DOO-WOP GOLD.** Let the rhythms of doo-wop bring back memories in this 20 track collection. Includes Tell My Heart by The Belmonts; This I Swear by The Silhouettes; My True Story by the Jive Five; In the Still of the Night by the Five Satins; Crying Colds; and more. Impertinent. $5.95

**CD 4659345 THE WHO: Who’s Next.** This collection presents 19 tracks from the English rock band, including Baba O’Reilly; Bargain; Love Ain’t for Keeping; Behind Blue Eyes; Pure and Easy; Naked Eye; Too Much of Anything; and more. Polydor. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3786554 YES: Extended Versions.** This British progressive rock group is presented in this 6 track collection. Includes Siberian Khana; America; Onward; Awaken; Roundabout; and Starship Trooper. BMG. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3786552 GRAHAM NASH: This Path I’d Rather Follow.** Collects 10 songs, including The Path I’d Rather Follow; Last Cracks in the City; Back Home; Beneath the Waves; and more. Also includes a DVD (100 minutes) with Nash performing over 20 songs from a 2015 show. Blue East. $14.99

**CD 3805813 THREE DOG NIGHT GREATEST HITS LIVE.** Twenty tracks presents this band's best to offer. Featuring band members, Danny Hutton, Chuck Negron, and Cory Wells, this collection includes great music such as Black and White, Play Something Sweet, The Other Side of Elton, in addition to America's most popular rock band, Joy To the World; Liar; Never Been to Spain; Old Fashion Love Song; One; Shambala; and more. Medley. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3928793 THE WHO: Magic Bus.** The definitive recording of the 60s. Let the Who take you on a Magic Bus Tour. Presents eleven songs that relive an era. Includes Disquises; Run Run Run; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; I Can’t Reach You; Our Love Was, Is; Call Me Lightning; Magic Bus; Someone’s Coming; and Pictures of Lily UPA Records. $11.95

**CD 3905993 NEIL YOUNG: Old Ways.** Collects 11 songs from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including The Wayward Wind; Get Back to the Country; Are There Any More Real Cowboys?; Mt. Railroad; Where’s the Highway Tonight?; and more. Universal Music. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3993500 EURYTHMICS ULTIMATE COLLECTION.** This collection presents 19 tracks from this dynamic musical duo. Selections include I've Got a Life; A Woman’s That Girl?; Right by Your Side; Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This); Here Comes the Rain Again; Sisters Ain’t Got It for Themselves; It’s Alright Now; and more. Capitol Records. $14.99

**CD 3900960 STEVE MILLER BAND: Fly Like an Eagle.** Collects 12 songs, including Fly Like an Eagle; Wild Mountain Honey; Take the Money and Run; The Window; Dance, Dance, Dance; and more. Capital Records. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 4756401 ELVIS PRESLEY: The Anthology.** This incredible box set compiles Elvis’s first albums and EPS along with King Creole; Elvis Is Back; and G.I. Blues. Fifty-eight tracks on 5 CDs, including Blue Suede Shoes; Fever; Rip It Up; Tonight Is So Right for Love; and more. Includes booklet. [Read More](#) [11.95]

**CD 3860802 FRANK ZAPPA: Under the Covers.** From live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues come these 23 tracks that feature Bacon Fat; No, No Cherry; A Month in The Promised Land; The Close Your Eyes; This Is Story; Hang on Sloopy; Louie Louie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. [Read More](#) [11.95]

**CD 3991772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown.** Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Low Spark of the High Heeled Boys; Rain Machine; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Something to Believe In; the Woman; Man Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad Freedom Rider; and more. Eight tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99. [Read More](#) [11.95]

**CD 6795943 VAN HALEN: in the Club.** Get a taste of early Van Halen with 17 tracks from their first two albums, including Things Will Only Get Better; Ain’t Talkin’ ’bout Love; Runnin’ with the Devil; and more. Eight tracks. BMG. [Read More](#) [11.95]

**CD 3665934 HEART: Greatest Hits 1985-1995.** Experience the most powerful female vocals in rock ’n roll with a decade of classics. Your heart will be pounding for 18 tracks like What About Love; It Looks Like Could Kill; Never; These Dreams; Nothin’ at All; Alone; Who Will Run for You; Where’s the Girl; Stranded; Reach Out and Kiss Me; Avalon; and more. Capital Records. [Read More](#) [6.95]

**CD 3907270 ROY ORBISON: Only the Lonely.** Orbison’s music will surely be enjoyed for many years to come. This collection of early material is the first chapter of a rock ’n roll icon that’s built on this legend as well. Includes Only the Lonely; Devil Doll; Dobie Gobby; Tryin’ to Get to You; and many more. Collected on two tracks. Not Now Music. [Read More](#) [3.95]

**CD 3771428 SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY.** An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the Netflix film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 20-time Grammy Award winner. Songs performed include Thunder Road; My Hometown; Born in the U.S.S.R.; Born to Run; The Rising; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sony Music. [Read More](#) [7.95]

**CD 4960966 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970.** This fully remastered 2 CD set collects thirty tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore East in June 1970 including Tell Me Why; Thad; Dead Leaves and the Dock of the Bay; Time to Go; Time Won’t Wait; Time Gone By; Helplessly Hving; Wooden Ships; and more. Find the Cost of Freedom; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $19.99. [Read More](#) [14.95]

**CD 3991105 TEENAGER IN LOVE.** Collects 56 teenage classics from the ‘50s and ‘60s by artists including Dion & The Belmonts; Fats Domino; Bruce Channel; The Manhattanettes; Bill Haley and His Comets; Patsy Cline; Connie Francis; Buddy Holly and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. [Read More](#) [9.95]

**CD 4659333 THE BEST OF PETER FRAMPTON: 20th Century Masters.** Ten top-tier songs by a rock’n’roll survivor: Show Me the Way (Live); I’m in You; Nassau/Baby, I Love Your Way; Lines on My Face; Baby (Somethin’ Happening); All I Want To Be Is (Your Baby); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I’m Yours); Can’t Stand It ’No More; and more. Universal Music. [Read More](#) [6.95]

**CD 3771172 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost BBC Sessions & More.** These 27 tracks spread from 1965 to 1970, include BBC sessions from 1967, and live performances recorded on free trade Hall in Manchester, Royal Albert Hall, London, and rehearsal sessions including The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; The Sound of Silence. Pub. at $14.99. [Read More](#) [9.95]

**CD 3899343 SANTANA: Berkeley Community Center 1970.** Recorded from live performances in 1970 and 1971, this CD collects 10 songs from the acclaimed musician: treat; Hope You’re Feeling Better; Soul Sacrifice; Incident at Neshabar; Savor; Jinglo; Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Evil Ways; Jungle Strut; and Samba Ti. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Read More](#) [7.95]
**Rock - Pop**

  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 4646477 FOO FIGHTERS: Easy Targets.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Hard Rock Cafe, Birmingham. This Is a Call, Wire, Waterfront, and more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 3821889 FRANKIE MILLER: Live at Rockpalast 1976, 1979 and 1982.** A compilation of three live recordings from Germany with 21 tracks on three CDs. Tracks include Ain't Got No Money, Zap Zap; Drunken Nights in the City; Be Good to Yourself; Let's Spend the Night Together; A Fool in Love; and many more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

- **CD 4652541 ALBERT HAMMOND: Songbook 2013 Live in Wilmington, Delaware.** This performance is as it was on the evening of the recording, May 2013. Thirty tracks on two CDs, including Everything I Want to Do; Don't Wanna Die in an Air Disaster; The Peacemaker; Down by the River; Smokey Factory Blues; and many more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 3840980 STEVE HACKETT: Cured in Cleveland.** Collection of 11 songs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Akron Ballroom, Cleveland, OH, in October 1981 are 18 tracks including Jacuzzi; Funny Feeling; Ace of Wands; Horizons; Slogans; The Show; Spectral Mornings; and more. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $15.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 4799267 KANTHAGO: Live at Rockpalast 2004.** Recorded live at Rockpalast, Harmonie, Bonn, Germany in December of 2004, this CD and DVD (93 minutes) feature 13 songs including My Friend George; Living Like a Clown; Maybe Another Time; Rosie; Crazy Woman; and more. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $19.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 4642182 ROGER CHAPMAN: Maybe the Last Time.** Collection of 11 songs from a live performance in 2011. Tracks include Sweet Vanilla; Kiss My Soul; Can I Get to Heaven?; Let's Spend the Night Together; Everybody on the Short List; and more. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $15.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 470834X SUPREME: Tales.** Features 17 tracks including If Not for You; What She Needs; This Time; Fall Out; She Is Everywhere; I Am Alive; Lucky; more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $9.75**

- **CD 4581915 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under.** Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacular live performance DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Still Dirty; What a Girl Wants; Ladies Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighting; and many more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $19.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 4771572 THE ANDERSONS! FAMILY SECRETS.** This album is a collection of 14 tracks from the power-pop underground rock band. Songs include Killin' Me Again; Me and You; I'm Falling Out; Everyone Knows That You're the One; She’s Probably with Him Right Now; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 4716043 RADIO MOSCOW: Live at Rockpalast 2015.** Collects 15 tracks from a live performance at Rockpalast, Harmonie, Bonn, Germany on May 23, 2015. Songs include Death of a Queen; I Just Don’t Know; Rancho Tehama Airport; Misunderstanding Queen; No Time; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (80 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

- **CD 4728416 HUTCH: Turn It Around.** Collects 16 songs from the rock band, including Turn It Around; So Spaced Out; Leaving Hollywood; Mad About You; Stay With Me; Something About You; The Beat Within; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 3727878 VITES: Live at Rockpalast 1979.** This CD collects twenty-four tracks, including First Train Home;姆ombo Jumbo; Screwed; Blewed and tattooed; Midnight Oil; Springtime Confusion; You Can't Hear Me; Goin' Down; and more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $14.99
  - **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 3918101 YES: The New Director's Cut.** Widescreen. Two full-length concert performances featuring the classic line-up of YES, recorded at the N.I.A., Birmingham and Glastonbury Festival during the 35th Anniversary World Tour. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
  - **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

- **CD 2886553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969.** An electrifying "fly on the wall" look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day music festival itself. All the drama, the celebration, and paths of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three discs. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $3.95
  - **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
**Rock Pop**

**DVD 3823286 CREAM: Farewell Concert.** The influential supergroup says goodbye to their fans in one final 1968 show at the Royal Albert Hall in London. Features candid interviews with three members and sprinkled with charmingly inept narration that attempts to explain rock music to a middlebrow audience, this program immortalizes one unforgettable evening with true rock gods. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**$9.95**

**DVD 4852974 SPRING BREAK REUNION: The Rockin’ Era.** You can now relive the excitement and remember the magical music of the fifties and sixties with your host, Frankie Avalon. Recorded May 29, 1957 at the Pompano Football Stadium you’ll enjoy the harmonized doo-wop vocals of The Drifters, The Crystals, Little Anthony and Del Shannon singing their biggest hits. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $12.99.

**$9.95**

**DVD 3988317 CHUCK BERRY: Brown Eyed Handsome Man.** Fullscreen. This program is a historic record of the decades long and continuing impact of the father of rock ‘n roll and is a collection of performances by the greatest rock icons in history performing their favorite songs by Chuck Berry, including The Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Jimi Hendrix and more. 54 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95.

**$12.95**

**DVD 2801213 DON MCELAN: American Troubadour.** Since first performing the latest in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie, Vincent (Starry, Starry Night), Crying; and more. 55 minutes. TIME LIFE.

**$3.95**

**DVD 3975851 CHUCK BERRY: Hail! Hail! Rock ‘n’ Roll.** Widescreen. In 1986, Keith Richards invited a roster of brilliant musicians to honor Chuck Berry for a night of music to commemorate Berry’s 60th birthday, including performances by Eric Clapton, Robert Cray, Linda Ronstadt, Etta James and more. 120 minutes. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $17.95.

**$14.95**

**DVD 464817X YES ACOUSTIC.** Following the live broadcast of Yespeak in theaters, the fans in the cinemas were treated to an exclusive DVD of the shows. The band performed all the popular soundtracks they released over the years including themes from Star Wars, Dawn of the Dead, Renétre; and more. 98 minutes. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $17.95.

**$13.95**

**DVD 4846338 GOBLIN: A Day in the Life of Steve Marriott + Life & Times of Steve Marriott + The Rockin’ Era.** Recorded from a live performance on April 29, 2014. This production was shot from multiple camera angles within the intimate setting of the Mohawk venue in downtown Austin. The band performed all the popular soundtracks they released over the years including themes from Star Wars, Dawn of the Dead; Renétre; and more. 98 minutes. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $22.95.

**$14.95**

**DVD 280848X YESSONGS.** Fullscreen. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**$13.95**

**Blu-ray 3771067 HUMBLE PIE: Life & Times of Steve Marriott + 1973 Complete Winterland Show.** Featuring a DVD and Blu-ray version of Humble Pie, that includes a rockumentary, full version songs including The Soldier, Lady Sings the Blues, Paradise Lost; and more; interviews, rare footage, and an interactive photo gallery. 67 minutes. Includes a CD that collects eleven tracks featuring Up Your Sleeves; Honky Tonk Woman; Hallelujah; and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $29.95.

**$17.49**

**Blu-ray 4757440 GREEN JELLO SUXX LIVE.** Widescreen. An entirely fan-made documentary that follows fearless band leader and founder Bill Manspeaker and his gang of misfits as they tour North America. Filmed with live performances, interviews with current and previous band members and memorabilia, the film features Maynard James Keenan and plenty of backstage antics. English SDH. 113 minutes. ETR Media. Pub. at $29.98.

**PRICE CUT to $14.99**

**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD 488499X JUKEBOX ORIGINAALS.** This greatest hits collection compiles original recordings from music legends Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Eddie Cochran, Gene Vincent, Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Ricky Nelson, Brenda Lee, and Bill Haley & the Comets. Includes 248 tracks on ten CDs. Snapper Music.

**$9.95**

**CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas.** Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies – with the undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Twelve tracks include Sweet Leilani; Blue Hawaii; Ku; Lovely Hula Girl, Beyond the Reef, Hula Lolo; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $11.99.

**$7.95**

and enter the item number in the search box.
OLDIES - EASY LISTENING

CD 4874455 THOSE WERE THE DAYS. A collection of fabulously nostalgic songs, by a wide variety of artists, is presented on 60 tracks. Includes: Chances Are by Johnny Mathis; The Girl from Ipanema by Henry Mancini; Day-O by Harry Belafonte; Oh! Carol by Neil Sedaka; We'll Sing in the Sunshine by Gale Garnett; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; and many more. TGG. Piano, $7.95

★ CD 4884868 PIANO MAGIC: Henry Mancini Pianino & Orchestra. The extraordinary piano music of Mancini is collected on 40 tracks that include Ebb Tide; Breakfast at Tiffany's; Baby Elephant Walk; Misty; Days of Wine and Roses; The Soft Touch; Bali Ha'i; The Whispering Sea; Return to Paradise; The Naked Sea; Reflection; Down by the Wharf; Dreamsville; Softly, Sweetly Lagoon; and more. Impulse. $9.95

★ CD 4884701 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Moonlight Serenade. A soothing collection of melodies are gathered on 20 tracks. Includes Fly Me to the Moon; Moonlight Serenade; Harbor Lights; Moonlight and You; More Than You Know; You Belong to My Heart; Red Sails in the Sunset; Come Fly with Me; Moon River; The Night Is Young and You're So Beautiful; Moonlight Becomes You; Canadian Sunset; and more. Medley. $5.95

★ CD 4884906 PIANO SPECTACULAR: Greatest All Time Hits. A collection of marvelous piano hits is presented on 20 tracks that include Stardust; Pennies From Heaven; Summertime; Georgia on My Mind; I've Got You Under My Skin; As Time Goes By; I've Got You Under My Skin; What a Wonderful World; Over the Rainbow; Yesterday; Your Song; Misty; September in the Rain; and more. Impulse. $5.95

★ CD 4884922 RAY CONNIFF: Love's Greatest Hits. Presents the sensational music of the Ray Conniff singers and orchestra on 20 tracks that include Harbor Lights; Young at Heart; In the Mood for Love; You'll Never Know; I Only Have Eyes for You; Somebody Loves Me; If I Loved You; Remember; My Heart Cries for You; Love Is the Sweetest Thing; I'll See You in My Dreams; and more. Impulse. $5.95

★ CD 488471X 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Romantic Nights. Turn down the lights and light a fire as some 20 tracks get you ready for a romantic evening. Includes As Time Goes By; I've Got You Under My Skin; When I Fall in Love; We've Only Just Begun; The Way You Look Tonight; Tenderly; Lover's Tango; Romantic Nights; Lover's Rhapsody; I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; and more. Medley. $5.95

CD 3808440 MANTOVANI: All-Time Love Themes. Presents Mantovani and his highly acclaimed orchestra in this two CD, 40 track collection of some of the greatest love songs ever written. Includes: Autumn Leaves; Stranger in Paradise; Love's Theme; Scarborough Fair; The Way You Look Tonight; Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing; Some Enchanted Evening; and more. Medley. $9.95

★ CD 4884825 EASY LISTENING SOFT ROCK HITS: 20 Songs. A fabulous collection of nostalgic hits assembled on 20 tracks that include Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; I'll Never Fall in Love Again by Donna Warwick; Delta Dawn by Helen Reddy; New York State of Mind by Shirley Bassey; Have I Told You Lately That I Love You by Van Morrison; and many more. Medley. $5.95

★ CD 4884728 1950'S DOO WOP: Original Artists. Enjoy twenty classics by the original artists. Includes Earth Angel by The Dominoes; Oh! Lady Be Good/Our Love Is Here by Ray Charles; What's New by The Moonglows; Baby Elephant Walk by Henry Mancini; and much more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

★ CD 4884949 SAM COOKE: Greatest Hits. He brings his dulcet tones to twenty nostalgic songs that include: I Never Had A Mother; My Favorite Things; You Send Me; (I Love You) For Sentimental Reasons; You Were Made for Me; Win Your Love for Me; Love You Most of All; Everything Loves to Cha Cha Cha; Oh So Very; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

★ CD 4884930 ROGER WILLIAMS: Piano Gold. Two CDs present the spectacular piano style of Roger Williams on 40 tracks that include Autumn Leaves; Summertime; As Time Goes By; Moonlight Love; Sunrise Serenade; Mania; Love is a Many Splendored Thing; Mona Lisa; Some Enchanted Evening; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Restaurant; Unchained Melody; Young at Heart; and more. Impulse. $9.95

AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin, and many more. TGG. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

★ CD 5878207 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before The Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; With You;chords of Life; You'll Look Good; Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She's About a Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; and much more. TGG. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

CD 4827074 Just a Little Bit; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 4737083 FRANK SINATRA: Song Book. Here are some of the songs that Sinatra helped fame, including; You Make Me Feel So Young; All the Way; Come Fly with Me; My Funny Valentine; I'll Kick a Out of You; Stardust; and more. Forty tracks on 2 CD. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 4749812 COOL: 100 Hits. Collects one hundred hits on 5 CDs by the original artists. Includes: Singin' in the Rain by Andy Williams; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; This Guy's in Love with You by Ray Conniff & The Singers; Cattenea by Perry Como; I Go to My Head by Etta James; and many more. Packedaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. $9.95

CD 3986888 HIT PARADE 1953. Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings! Includes Hold Me, Thrush Kiss by Karen Chandler; Just a Little Bit by Danny and the Juniors; Right Between The Eyes for You; Somebody Loves Me; If I Loved You; More Than You Know; You Belong to My Heart; and much more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2973331 BOBBY DARIN: The Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Multiplication; and Things. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 5909864 SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY SLICKERS: Linkslinks Another Drink. With his own unique version of some of the most popular tunes of the mid 20 century, the spirited Spike Jones and his City Slickers combine some of the most popular tunes of the mid 20 century, the spirited Spike Jones and his City Slickers create the incredible sounds of the medley. $9.95

★ CD 4805767 FRANK SINATRA: The Ultimate Collection. 27 Songs. With his own unique version of some of the most popular tunes of the mid 20 century, the spirited Spike Jones and his City Slickers create the incredible sounds of the medley. $9.95

★ CD 398690X HIT PARADE 1955. Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat "King" Cole; One for My Baby by Frank Sinatra; Ain't That A Shame by Fats Domino; I Won't Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and much. $5.95

★ CD 2921618 PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits. Clark's career has spanned an amazing eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign of The Times; This Is My Song; I Know a Place; My Love; Down Town; I Couldn't Live Without You; and much. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 5878853** THE Ink SPOTs: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks. If I Don't Care; Addis: Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, and Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can't Give You Anything But Love; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**CD 4782777** VERA Lynn 100. Celebrating 100 years of a National Treasure. Brand new orchestral versions of her most iconic songs set to her original voice. Ten tracks, including We'll Meet Again; As Time Goes By; When You Wish Upon a Star; and more. Also includes a DVD of her 100th birthday tribute concert. Over two hours. Decca Records. $9.95

**CD 4884809** NUMBER ONE HITS of the 50’s: 40 Songs. Two CDs present the hits of the fabulous 50’s by a variety of artists on 40 tracks that include Mama Used by Nat King Cole; If by Perry Como; Come On A My House by Rosemary Clooney; Because of You by Tony Bennett; Secret Love by Doris Day; Oh! My Pa-Pa by Darlene Gillespie; and many more. $9.95

**CD 3959921** VERA Lynn: We Meet Again. An English singer/songwriter, Lynn was known as the “Forces Sweetheart” for her contribution to morale during WWII and her best known songs from that era including We’ll Meet Again. This album contains 18 tracks of some of her best including; The Bell’s of St. Mary, Over the Rainbow; The London I Love; Over the Hill; Coming Home; When They Sound the Last All Clear and more. Sound and Music, Pub. at $7.99. $9.95

**CD 2801221** DON McLean: American Troubadour. This collection features songs originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the tracks here are such everyday favorites as: Addicted to Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $12.95

**CD 6857639** THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all their A & B sides and five years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Ribbons; Three Jolly Coachmen; Tom Dooley; Ruby Red; The Tijuana Jail; Home from the Hill; Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh, Sailor Go To Sea; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. $12.95

**CD 4694368** JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from SL Somewhere. A 16 track album full of chill evocations of island life from the hitmaker who brought together on only the best from 1941. A 16-track album includes; Flirtation; Welcome to the Beach; Mama Deedar-Cadillac for Sale; Too Drunk to Karaoke (featuring Toby Keith); I’m No Russian; Color of the Sun; and more! Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Mailboat Records. $5.95

**CD 3780456** NELSON RIDDLE: Lush Live. From a live TV broadcast recorded at The Arlington Theater, Santa Barbara, California in March 1984, this live recording captures colors of life from the king of luxury and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like “Somethin’ Bout A Girl” and “All I Ask of You” and the Andrews Sisters; “Daydream Believer” and “The Party’s Over.” This album contains 18 tracks of style and sophistication. Two CDs. DG. $17.95

**CD 4840429** GALE STORM: I Hear You Knockin’. Comprises just about all the A & B sides of Storm’s Dot singles during the five years she recorded. A dozen tracks from her albums “Gale Storm” and “Sentimental Me” and selected titles from the “Softly and Tenderly” album. Sixty tracks, including I Hear You Knocking; Memories Are Made of This; Ivory Tower; Dark Moon; and many more. Two CDs. Sound of Music. $19.95

**CD 3986986** HIT PARADE 1954. Twenty-five 1954 hits go straight from the jukebox right to your collection! Enjoy treasured original artist recordings like Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett; Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Shake Rattle and Roll by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 4744829** DANIEL O’DONNELL: Walkin’ in the Moonlight. Twenty-six tracks from this Irish vocalist include Walkin’ in the Moonlight; The Plains of Old Kildare; Do What You Do Do Well; Ten Guitars; You Raise Me Up; That’s Amore; and more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. $7.95

**CD 3937579** LINDA PURHL: Midnight Caravan. Fifteen tracks of glamorous nightclub music performed by Purhl including I Feel a Song Coming On; Let Me Love You; Autumn in New York; I Thought About You; My Ship; Caravan; My Romance; and more. L.M.G. Music, Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**CD 378774** D-DAY: 75th Anniversary Musical Tribute. This musical tribute is performed by the BBC Concert Orchestra, the BBC Singers, The Central Band of the Royal Air Force along with the broadcast voices of Churchill, Eisenhower and Roosevelt. It includes Washing on the Siegfried Line; American Hoedown; Glenn Miller Medley; Armed Forces Medley and much more. Sixteen tracks. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $10.99. $7.95

**CD 1844579** RICKY NELSON: The Definitive Collection, 1957-62. A comprehensive 106-track collection featuring the A and B sides of all of Nelson’s U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1962, and all the tracks on the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes ‘I’m Walkin’; A Teenager’s Romance; 8°s, 9°s and 10°s; Poor Little Fool; Travelin’ Man; Hey Pretty Baby; Mad Mad World; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**CD 5878756** FRANKIE LAINE: Sings “I Believe” and Other Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s greatest vocalists, Laie performs 16 tracks: Mule Train; Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is A Golden Ring; The Valley Wayward; Wired; Answer Me; There Must Be A God; The Lady of Spain; Blues Tango; Temptation; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**CD 3957799** THE BEST OF BILLY REID & THE LONDON PIANO-ACCORDION BAND. Join Billy Reid and his Piano-Accordion Band as they take you on a nostalgic musical tour on 23 tracks. Includes; I Dreamed a Dream; Sweetheart of the Valley On the Moon; Moonlight On the Prairie; There’s A Home In Wyoming; There’s Something in Your Eyes; For You; The Echo Waltz; Cuban Love Song; It Was a Tango; Play To Me Gypsy; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 481195X** PETULA CLARK: In Her Own Write. A celebration of songs and themes composed by Clark include Colours of Love; Mad About You; Cross The Border; You’re the One; My Love Will Never Die; and more. Felcanne Production. Includes a bonus version of Clark as well as original film soundtracks. $4.95

**CD 4846222** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: In a Brazilian Mood/España. These 24 tracks featuring the guitarist interpreting material such as The Girl from Ipanema; Fly Me to the Moon; Cancion; Lady of Spain; Blue Tango; Temptation; and more. Garrett Music. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**CD 4869900** THE JAYE P. MORGAN COLLECTION, 1952-62. This excellent 60-track collection comprises selected A and B sides of Morgan’s singles on the RCA, Derby, Decca and MGM labels during this era. Includes That’s All I Want from You; The Lonitest Walk; Danger! Heartbreak Ahead; If You Don’t Want My Love; Popper-Hot Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**CD 4811933** JANE MORGAN: The Ballads of Lady Jane & the Second Time Around. A collection of twenty-seven ballads by Jane Morgan, and unlike the all-easy listening records Morgan had previously cut, this collection includes material like The Ballad of Lady Jane; The Riddle Song; cute and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 3853996** HIT PARADE 1941. One of the biggest and best-selling 1941 hit songs this year, this new 1941 musical tribute brings together only the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw; Take The A Train by Duke Ellington; Dolores by Bing Crosby; Yes, My Darling Daughter by Harry Roy; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 4689900** THE JAYE P. MORGAN COLLECTION, 1952-62. This excellent 60-track collection comprises selected A and B sides of Morgan’s singles on the RCA, Derby, Decca and MGM labels during this era. Includes That’s All I Want from You; The Lonitest Walk; Danger! Heartbreak Ahead; If You Don’t Want My Love; Popper-Hot Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**CD 4811953** JANE MORGAN: The Ballads of Lady Jane & the Second Time Around. A collection of twenty-seven ballads by Jane Morgan, and unlike the all-easy listening records Morgan had previously cut, this collection includes material like The Ballad of Lady Jane; The Riddle Song; cute and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 3853996** HIT PARADE 1941. One of the biggest and best-selling 1941 hit songs this year, this new 1941 musical tribute brings together only the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw; Take The A Train by Duke Ellington; Dolores by Bing Crosby; Yes, My Darling Daughter by Harry Roy; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95
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CD 469435X BOB HOPE & FRIENDS: Thanks for the Memories. Comprises Bob Hope's complete Decca recordings, featuring duets with Shirley Ross, Bing Crosby, and Jimmy Durante, plus a vocal trio with Peggy Lee and Bing Crosby. Includes Thank You for the Memories; Road to Morocco; Chicago Style; How Long, Road to Bali; The Boy With the Proscobis; and more. MCA Records. $5.95 ★

CD 4738837 SAX LOVE. Collects 16 memorable melodies selected from some of the greatest love songs of recent years, including If You Were Here Tonight; Reunited; I Wanna Know What Love Is; Right Here Waiting For You; Let's Wait a While; and more. Acrobat. $4.95 ★

CD 4653149 THE SHADOW KNOWS MY NAME. This Halloween-themed compilation is the perfect soundtrack for all your scary shenanigans, guaranteed to shock, titillate, and amuse you. Thirty-four tracks, including He'll Be There by David Carroll & His Orchestra; Frog Man Hop by Kenny Owens; The Shadow Knows by Paul Peck, Ghost Riders in the Sky by Dean Martin; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. ★

CD 6543933 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS: Ssgt Barry Sadler. Sadler delivers 13 turns, and moving, the title track joins I'm a Lucky One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saigon; Salute to the Nurses; I'm Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier Among the Lament; Bamba; and the "Boat to China; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.98. $12.95 ★

CD 4815663 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1949. This 103 track, four CD set comprises all but a few of the records which peaked in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Selling Songs during 1949. Songs include Buttons and Bows by Betty Rhodes; Baby's It's Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; She Wore a Yellow Ribbon by Andrew Sisters; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. ★

CD 4685015 THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRET: Mexican Leather and Maria Elena. Twenty-four tracks from the two albums feature: A Day in the Life of a Fool; Delicado; Lo Mucho Que Te Quiero; The Moon Was Yellow; Distant Drums; Four Walls; I Know One; He I've Have to Go; Am I Losing You; Welcome to My World; Watch; Fool; Missing You; and more. Three CDs packed in a tri-fold cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95 ★

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedic, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won't You Please Come Home?; It's My Nose's Birthday; The Day I Read a Newspaper; I Love to Love; Everything Happens to Me; a Most Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; On a Slow Boat to China; and more. Three CD set. Garrett Music. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95 ★

CD 3763099 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47. Judy Garland records her debut on the radio and her first jobs in show business. This 76 track, three CD set, includes hits such as: Over the Rainbow; I'm Nobody's Baby; A Journey To a Star; The Trolley Song; Mama, I'm Only Alice Me in St. Louis; Louie, Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; This Heart Of Mine; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95 ★

CD 386607G THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62. Comprising the singles and album tracks with eight of his solo hits and many other tracks that have become a part of the classic American vocal heritage. Greatest hits include My Darlin', My Darling; Four CDs and 107 tracks also include Love Is the Sweetest Thing; Full Moon, Empty Arms, Brotherly Love; One Misty Morning; and so many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95 ★

CD 477563S LARRY CLINTON & HIS ORCHESTRA: All the Hits and More 1937-48. This 48 track, two CD set features all Clinton's 38 hits plus others released on the Victor, Bluebird and Decca labels, many featuring his star vocalist Bea Wain. Songs included The Big Dipper; Abba Dabba; Two Dreams; Go Together; Change Partners; Stolen Heaven and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95 ★

CD 3840867 MARIO LANZA: Classics. This 23 track CD brings together Lanza’s most popular recordings, including his three million-selling singles, his Top 20 chart successes, and the highlights from two best-selling albums. Songs include Granada; I Love, I Love; A toast to the Lord’s Country; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95 ★

CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of The Ventures’ career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums – Walk Don’t Run; The Ventures; Another Smash; and The Ventures, Vol. 2. Three CDs. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95 ★


CD 4797728 THE CONNIE HAINES COLLECTION 1953-1954. This 50 track, two CD set comprises recordings from Haines’ relationships with Frank Sinatra, Tommy Dorsey, Gordon Jenkins, Harry James as well as selected A and B sides of her solo singles. Tracks include I Love You; That Old Black Magic; Everything Happens to Me; It’s a Most Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; On a Slow Boat to China; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95 ★

CD 3998541 MEL TORME LIVE WITH THE MEL-TONES, VOLUME ONE. Delight to the smooth sound of the man with a golden voice in these 19 tracks that include Fairly Old College; You’re the Top; That Old Black Magic; Everything Happens to Me; It’s a Most Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; On a Slow Boat to China; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95 ★

CD 4846214 THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: Viva Mexico/Go South of the Border, Vol. 3. Collects 24 tracks from the acclaimed guitarist, including: Happened in Montevideo; La Cucaracha; Espana Cani; Jabouke; Ay Ay Ay; Orchids in the Moonlight; Tijuana Sun; and more. Garrett Music. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95 ★

CD 4818865 THE JOHNNY DESMOND SINGLES COLLECTION 1939-1958. This set comprises a few recordings with the bands of Slim, Crocker and Gene Krupa, along with selected A and B sides of his singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Coral labels during this era. Fifty tracks, including The Yellow Rose of Texas; Woman; Play Me Hearts and Flowers; Try Again; Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; On a Slow Boat to China; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95 ★

CD 379455S FRANK SINATRA: Triple Gold. This collection is prime Sinatra, at the peak of his powers, taking hold of songs and integrating them with a weight of emotional and musical delivery that leaves you breathless with admiration. Sixty tracks include Come Fly with Me; All or Nothing at Three CDs. Start. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95 ★

CD 665768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone’s albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone with Strings, as well as the complete as the sessions with The Rhythm Kings: Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings. Ellington plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.99 ★

CD 4749865 SING! 100 Hits. Five CDs taking the listener on a fascinating journey of music. Some favorites include I Love to Love by Tina Charles; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; September by Earth, Wind & Fire; When Will I See You Again by The Degrees; I’m Every Woman by Whitney Houston; It’s So Lonely by Scouting for Girls; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. $9.95 ★

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
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**CD 3991059** THE 60S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the sixties by artists like Andy Williams, Jose Feliciano, Neil Sedaka, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, Doris Day, Johnny Mathis, Sammy Winette and more. CD, Demon Music. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD 3960838** OLD SOUTHERN SUMMERTIME. A collection of thirty-three hot sunny gems for your summer holiday listening fun. Two CDs feature hits performed by the original artists including: The Sun, The Del Vikings, Cool Breeze by Gerald Sim, Bikini Beach Party by Annette Funicello; In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening by Dean Martin, Moonlight Cocktail by Mel Torme; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99.

**CD 4846057** BEST BEETLE. The Platinum Collection 1957-62. This 58 track, two CD set comprises just about all of the band’s A and B sides from this era, plus titles from their At Play, Wait for Me; and Cuddin’ Capers albums. Songs include: Beep Beep; Do-Oh; Don’t Go Home; What Is Love; Barefoot Girl; Wait for Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 3937704** THE TAB HUNTER COLLECTION 1956-62. Comprises most of his A & B sides for DOT and Warner Brothers during this era, plus the titles from his albums Tab Hunter; When I Fall in Love and F.D.D. Tab Hunter. Sixty-one tracks include: Young Love; Red Skies in the Sunset; Jealous Heart; Wild Side of Life; Time After Time; But Beautiful; and many, many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 1833727** AMERICA’S NUMBER ONE SONGS OF THE 50S. Every chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one amazing collection! A whopping 124 tracks include: Rudyolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Gene Autry, Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; Because of You Tony Bennett, The Doggies in the Window by Patti Page; Mr. Sandman by the Chordettes, Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4844610** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: The Sound of Love/The Way of Love. Twenty-four tracks find the guitarist interpreting material such as Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You; American Pie; Summer of ’42, This Guy’s In Love with You; Got Out of My Head/High Over You; Christmas and Music. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 6807860** TERESA BREWER: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 57 track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer’s hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music! and I’ll Waltz Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides of her singles this 2CD set also includes Copper Canyon; Let Me Go, Lover; A Tear Felt; A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl; Ricchetto, Jilted; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 4852984** THE KAY STARR HITS COLLECTION 1956-62. This 48-track, two CD set comprises Kay Starr’s recordings during her time with the Capitol and RCA-Victor labels. Songs include Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; Comes A Love; Hoop De Doo; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Side by Side; Changing Partners; If you Love Me; and many, many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4848161** THE WRECKING CREW. Compilation of 73 tracks from the musicians who played the sessions for thousands of studio recordings in the 1960s and 1970s, and includes several recordings under their own names. This 2CD set includes: My Baby by the Ronettes; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Mary, Mary by The Monkees; and many, many more. Four CDs, Wiedenower Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 4758224** THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION 1953-62. Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical talents of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer; I’m More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4790464** BING CROSBY: Through the Years, Volume Three 1951-1952. Contains the beloved songs from Bing’s third long-playing record, including In the Cool, Cool of the Evening; Your Own Little House; Till the End of the World; It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas; It Had to Be You; Rosalinda; and more. Sepia. Pub at $13.99.

**CD 5880993** THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could match. Presented here are some of his best recordings, including several of those hits—from Near You to Autumn Leaves—plus his taxes on classic melodies like The Warsaw Concerto (The World Outside); Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 3945871** SONGS FROM THE VERA LYNN SHOW. Here, the listener has the opportunity to hear Lynn in peak performance, in the highest quality sound, accompanied by a majestic concert orchestra. Twenty-seven tracks, including I Love to Sing; In the Middle of an Island; Mr. Wonderful; With All My Heart; I’ll Be Seeing You; and more. Sepia. Pub at $13.99.

**CD 4664531** THE HAL KEMP HITS COLLECTION 1930-41. This 46 track, two CD collection includes: You’ve Got Me Crying Again; Irresistible; Doonah for the Good Times; Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It’s So Easy; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3960722** ANDY WILLIAMS: Gold. A compilation of sixty tracks that include Can’t Get Used to Losing You; Music to Watch Girls By; Moon River; The Good Times; Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It’s So Easy; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. CD, Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4725476** DESTINATION LONELY STREET. If you’re unlucky enough to take a dark, deserted downtown Lonely Street, be sure to bring this mesmerizing collection along. Thirty-two tracks, including Lonely Street by Gene Vincent; Lonesome by the Four Tunes; Lost in a Dream by Buster Brown; Lonesome for My Baby by Ernie Chaffin; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $17.99.

**CD 2913864** 1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS. Much of what we’ll hear will are ads created at hip ad agencies and DIY, underground FM radio stations. Includes some very established companies blending popular psychedelic pop sound into their ads—Ric Krispies, Revlon, Bal Deodorant, Pepsi, Les, Gillette, to name a few. Collects 62 tracks, RockBeat Records. Pub. at $9.99.

**CD 3753102** THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62. This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy’s fabulous recording career. It includes Without a Memory; The Man That Got Away; and the A Star is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy; Alone; Judy In Love; and many, many more. Sepia. Pub at $29.99.

**CD 4715837** CLUB 15 FROM HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS THE ANDREWS SISTERS. This two CD set collects 69 tracks, continuing Judy’s fabulous recording career. Songs include Without a Memory; The Man That Got Away; and the A Star is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy; Alone; Judy In Love; and many, many more. Sepia. Pub at $29.99.

**CD 3920380** PHILCO RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY. This superb 2 CD set picks up Bing’s coverage versions of the hits of the day, between October 1946 and June 1949. Fifty-nine tracks that include: Five Minutes Among My Souvenirs; Country Style; Time After Time; Baby Face; Rambling Rose; Sunflower; Once in Love with Army; and more. Sepia. Pub at $18.99.

**CD 2863677** A SUMMER PLACE: Great Instrumental Hits. Presents a stunning collection of 75 great instrumentals from the 1950s including Blue Hawaii by Billy Vaughn Orchestra. All My Love by Percy Faith and His Orchestra; Quiet Village by Martin Denny; You Better Run by Santo and Johnny, and many, many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub at $29.95.

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 4745345 THE TONI ARDEN COLLECTION 1944-61. This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises A and B sides from Arden’s releases on the National, Columbia, RCA-Victor and Decca labels from this era. Songs include I Can Dream, Can’t I?; Too Young, I’m Yours; Kiss of Fire; Are You Satisfied; Padre; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three-CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Til We Meet Again; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Timeless Through the Tunes with Me; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

CD 4769347 THE BALLADS OF CLYDE MCPHATTER. Collector’s 39 tracks that include Treasure of Love; Fever; The Belts; I’m Not Worthy, Rainin’ in My Heart; I Never Knew; Without Love (There Is Nothing); and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 3840743 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1946. An intriguing and entertaining musical snapshot as the world dealt with the aftermath of WWII. This collection of 98 tracks on four CDs gathers every record which peaked in the Top 10 space in ’46 including Symphony by Jo Stafford; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows by Perry Como & The Satisfied; and more. Some songs are performed by multiple artists, including Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael and Red Foley. Five-two tracks include A Little Bird Told Me. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 3821919 THE LEO REISMAN HITS COLLECTION 1921-40. This three CD set consists entirely of recordings which before 1940 were on the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4797698 THE BLUE BARRON COLLECTION 1938-53. This 48 track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Harry Friedman’s (Blue Barron) releases on the Bluebird, Hits by Blue Barron and MGM labels during these years. Tracks include Cruising Down the River; At a Perifeme Counter; Darn That Dream; You Walk By; You Were Only Fooling; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3737071 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Great Romantic Memories in Song. This two-CD set collects 39 romantic favorites, including As Time Goes By by Johnny Mathis; The Night We Called It A Day by Frank Sinatra; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4896417 PERRY COMO & GOLD. Three CDs capture the essence of Perry Como, by delivering 60 tracks of favorites like Magic Moments; Hot Diggity; Catch a Falling Star; Dream on Little Dreamer; It’s Impossible; Moon River; The Way We Were; Young at Heart; Send in the Clowns; Till the End of Time; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 3070115 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951. VOLUME 2. This great-value four CD collection comprises 110 tracks that charted in the Top 10 of the Billboard charts during this era. Songs include I’ll Make Believe; I’ll See You Again; Paradise; Night and Day; Stormy Weather; and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $25.99 $17.95

CD 4791169 BILL HALEY: The Early Years 1947-1954. Presents material recorded during the time period when Haley was transplanting from his roots as a Texas hillbilly to rock ’n’ roll superstardom. Experience the roots of one of rock’s founding fathers with over 50 tracks, including Too Many Parties, Too Many Girls; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; I Got My Love At Last; and many more! JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 3937410 THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY VE DAY COLLECTION. May 8, 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of VE Day and this collection of fifty tracks celebrates that time in our lives with songs like We’ll Meet Again by Vera Lynn; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller Orchestra; Brook’s Weegee Bugle; Boy to the Andrews Sisters; and much more on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


CD 4775546 THE DUSTY SORROW COLLECTION. 1950-62. This 56 track, two-CD set comprising selected A & B sides from Dusty’s singles on The Columbia, ABC-Paramount and Columbia labels during these years. Songs include That Night of Heaven; Frenesi; Tell Me More; That’s How She’s Sure; Crocodile Tears and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3950417 THE JUNE HUTTON COLLECTION 1945-55. This 50 track, two-CD set comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had as the only female member of The Pied Pipers, along with most of her A & B sides for Decca and Capitol. Tracks include Dreaming Again; Sweetie Went Away; My Kinda Love; Bye, Honey, Bye-Bye; I Miss You So; Song of the Sleigh Bells; Too Little Time; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3988687 HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Made of the Belle by Jo Stafford; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

CD 4416503 SEA OF LOVE: Hits of the Late 40’s & Early 50’s Collects 75 songs from an array of legendary performers from this era. Tracks include The Love of Life by Phil Phillips; My Happiness by Connie Francis; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Little Fool by Rick Nelson; Fats Domino by The Jewels; Keep My Eyes Open by Frank Sinatra; and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 4745329 SPINGE FEVER. This Spring fever season compilation includes 28 tracks, such as Spring Fever by Vilas Craig & The Kollege Kings; Hello Spring by Craig Douglas; Chicken Reef by Les Paul; April Love by Shirley Jones and Pat Boone; Bread and Butter by Bobby Rydel; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub at $11.99 $9.95

CD 3959546 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Island. Released in 2017, this album of ten tracks includes The Island; Who’s In Love Here; Like a Lover; So Many Stars; Photograph; You’re Breaking My Heart; More; We Can Try Love Again and Flower of Bahia. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 3988244 THE ART LUND COLLECTION 1941-99. This 2 CD, fifty-one track set features hits from his 100 chart entries, including the number one Mam Selle, the number 4 Peg O’ My Heart and the top twenty hits And Mim; Hair of Gold; Eyes of Blue; On a Slow Boat to China; and Mona Lisa; plus three top 20 hits by Benny Goodman, including the number one hit Five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 3995949 THE JEROME KERN COLLECTION 1921-53. This 52 track, two-CD set celebrates one of music’s greatest composers, including the number one hit All the Things You Are; The Man I Love; Look for the Silver Lining; and many more. ABC-Paramount and Columbia labels from the years 1944 to 1954, including duets with Dick Haymes, Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael & Red Foley. Five-two tracks include A Little Bird Told Me. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

CD 4789230 THE MUSICAL SNAPSHOTS OF AMERICA. A three CD, fifty-one track set celebrates the musical snapshot as the world dealt with the aftermath of WWII, this collection of 98 tracks on four CDs gathers every record which peaked in the Top 10 space in ’46 including Symphony by Jo Stafford; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows by Perry Como & The Satisfied; and more. Some songs are performed by multiple artists, including Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael and Red Foley. Five-two tracks include A Little Bird Told Me. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

CD 396867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Made of the Belle by Jo Stafford; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

CD 4416503 SEA OF LOVE: Hits of the Late 40’s & Early 50’s Collects 75 songs from an array of legendary performers from this era. Tracks include The Love of Life by Phil Phillips; My Happiness by Connie Francis; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Little Fool by Rick Nelson; Fats Domino by The Jewels; Keep My Eyes Open by Frank Sinatra; and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 4745329 SPRING FEVER. This Spring fever season compilation includes 28 tracks, such as Spring Fever by Vilas Craig & The Kollege Kings; Hello Spring by Craig Douglas; Chicken Reef by Les Paul; April Love by Shirley Jones and Pat Boone; Bread and Butter by Bobby Rydel; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub at $11.99 $9.95

CD 3959546 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Island. Released in 2017, this album of ten tracks includes The Island; Who’s In Love Here; Like a Lover; So Many Stars; Photograph; You’re Breaking My Heart; More; We Can Try Love Again and Flower of Bahia. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 3988244 THE ART LUND COLLECTION 1941-99. This 2 CD, fifty-one track set features hits from his 100 chart entries, including the number one hit Mam Selle, the number 4 Peg O’ My Heart and the top twenty hits And Mim; Hair of Gold; Eyes of Blue; On a Slow Boat to China; and Mona Lisa; plus three top 20 hits by Benny Goodman, including the number one hit Five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95
and enter the item number in the search box.

**Oldies - Easy Listening**

*CD* 4797671  60TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BERLIN WALL. This collection memorializes that long-ago time, via historic spoken word clips and music of that era and the years just before. Thirty-four tracks, including Mission to Moscow By the Benny Goodman Orchestra, Mr. Kruschev by Bo Diddley, and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99  **$15.95**

*CD* 3887359 THE ANDY RUSSELL COLLECTION. 1944-49. This 50 track CD set comprises selected A & B sides from Russell’s singles on Capitol, including those with the Pied Pipers and Bob Eberly. Songs include Besame Musco; Amor; What a Difference a Day Made; I Dream of You; I Can’t Begin to Tell You; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$12.95**

*CD* 3988481 I LEFT MY HEART AT THE STAGE DOOR CANTEEN. Essential Collection. Three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists that include such memorable songs as I’ll Be Seeing You by Bing Crosby; Victory Polka by The Andrews Sisters; Candy by Something to Remember You By by Dinah Shore; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99  **$21.95**

*CD* 4715829 CHESTERFIELD RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY. Crosby’s Chesterfield radio show ran from 1949 until June 1956. Many of his broadcasts were duets with the likes of Perry Como, Dick Powell, Fred Astaire, Bob Hope and many more. This two CD set collects 60 tracks, including The Night They Danced the Tango; I Love My Baby; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 3849775 AL JOLSON: The Kraft Music Hall Years 1947-1949. Collected from Jolson’s pre-war and post-war era on both screen and record. This three CD set comprises selected A and B sides from these years, including her UK number one hit Tennessee Waltz; If I Knew You Were Coming I’d’ve Baked a Cake; The Man I Love; I Was Waiting for You; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; Sentimental Journey; and so many more. Chiaroscuro Records. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 4757939 GENE KERR: 54-track collection of A & B sides from various labels during the 1950s and 1960s. Songs include Uptown; I Love New York; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 4699920 THE FRAN WARREN COLLECTION. 1945-66. A 48-track, two CD set featuring recordings with the Charlie Barnet Orchestra and Thomhill Orchestra, plus selected A & B sides from Warren’s singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Unique labels during this era. Songs include I’ll Be Seeing You; I’ll Be Seeing You Again; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 4764099 THE JANE MORGAN COLLECTION, 1946-62. This 54-track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides of Morgan’s early UK hits, plus clips from her radio show I’m Always Pining and her U.S. singles on Kapp. It also features all her chart entries from these years, including her UK number one hit The Days the Rain Came. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 3691519 DORIS DAY: The Hits Collection, 1945-62. Day was one of the mainstays of the radio Hall of Fame. Many tracks are included from her various radio shows, including Star Sunday, I Love Love Love Somebody; A Go-Go; Soul Doctor; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$11.95**

*CD* 4715896 EDDIE FISHER: Songs from Stage & Screen. Collects 28 songs from Fisher’s illustrious career, including tracks from both the 1950s and 1960s. Songs found here include Tonight; Just in Time; Gigi; Moon River; Mack the Knife; Un谓der The Boardwalk; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99  **$9.95**

**CD 4749200 FEELING GOOD: 100 Hits.** Listen to some feel-good music with this collection of 100 tracks on five CDs by the original artists including Can You Feel It By The Jacksons; Got To Be Real by Cheryl Lynn; Keep On Movin’ by Ste; Two Princes by Spin Doctors; Safer Dance by Men Without Hats; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard gatefold. Some music. **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**CD 4765265 YOUR REQUEST/FIRESIDE: Sing Along with Mitch.** Sing along with one of the most popular sing-along band leaders in history named Mitch Miller. Ten tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

**CD 4715756 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1947.** This 98 track, four CD set comprises early hits which reached the Top 10 of the Best Sellers chart in the Top 7 of the Juke Box or Disc Jockey charts during the year. Includes songs from Guy Lombardo, Harry James, The Ink Spots, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$12.95**

**CD 4790472 BING CROSBY: Through the Years, Volume Four 1952-1953.** This CD collects 26 tracks from the legendary singer-entertainer, including: On the 10, Ten From Ten Ten Ten, Zing a Little Zong; Watermelon Watermelon; A Quiet Girl; Sleigh Ride; I Love My Baby; Chicago Style; Ohio; and Savannah; April Showers; Sonny Boy; I’m Crying Just for You; Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair; My Mother’s Rosary; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

**CD 394526X AL JOLSON: For Me and My Gal.** Compiles 12 songs from the legendary jazz and blues singer, including Swanee; You’ve Gone; Toot, Toot, Tootsie, Goodbye; Rock a Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody; April Showers; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

**CD 3950476 UNITED WE STAND.** Bluegrass artists from across the U.S. have recorded new songs highlighting love for our country at an opportune time when the world is currently embroiled in the COVID 19 pandemic. The tracks include: Mackenzie Finley; Soldier by Carolina Road; Women in Uniform by Daughters of Bluegrass; Sergeant Burn by Clay Hess; I Wave by Family Sowell, and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.98  **$11.95**

**CD 3889414 DORIS DAY: Gold.** This three CD set collects 60 hits by the well-known vocalist including Sugarbush; Que Sera Sera; Secret Love; sentimental Journey; A Guy Is A Guy; Autumn Leaves; Singer in the Rain; Dream a Little Dream of Me; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve case. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99  **$19.99**

**CD 4706057 THE ANNETTE HILLS: Funiculair: Essential Collection.** This three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists including: I Love Love Love Somebody; I Love New York; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  **$11.95**

**CD 475784X BING CROSBY: On the Sentimental Side.** Twenty tracks showcase Crosby’s legacy as a famous and respected showman. Songs include: The Big Mistake; The Boy From Mississippi; Mission to Moscow; Joobalai; I Have Eyes; A Man and His Dream; April Played the Fiddle; Go Fly a Kite; Meet the Sun Halfway; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

**CD 3753685 AUTUMN LEAVES.** Twenty-nine gems for the golden season of Indian Summer. Songs include: Stormy Weather by Ella James; Rain, Rain, Go Away by Bobby Vinton; Waiting for Fall by Tab Hunter; September in the Rain by Charlie girl; I Dream of Jeannie; and many more. Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99  **$9.95**
Oldies - Easy Listening

★ CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection. One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s. Gene Pitney established an identifiable pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This 2 CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including Something's Gotten Hold of My Heart, (The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance), Make It Over, Without You, Why, and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 3920402 UTE LEMPER: Rendezvous with Marlene. Collects twenty tracks from the German actress and singer including one for My Baby; Lili Marlene; Blowing in the Wind; Run, Don’t Want to Buy Some Illusions; Falling in Love Again; Dejaune Du Malin; Ich Hab Noch Einen Koffer in Berlin; and more. Jazzahead Records. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ CD 4705041 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 teenage classics of the 50s and 60s. Artists include Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Connie Francis, Eddie Cochran, Bill Haley and His Comets, Fats Domino, Peggy Lee, Dinah Washington, Ricky Nelson, Patsy Cline, and many more. Five CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

★ CD 4705054 DECADE OF HITS: The 60’s. A lost era of unforgettable music comes roaring back to life in this 75-track collection, containing the original recordings of The Twist by Chubby Checker, The Lion Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; Hit the Road Jack by Ray Charles. Stand By Me by Ben E. King; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99. $18.99

★ CD 4705046 DECADE OF HITS: The 50’s. Celebrate a bygone era with this massive 75-track collection, featuring the original recordings of such unforgettable classics as Mona Lisa by Nat “King” Cole; Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Hound Dog by Elvis Presley; and more. Five CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $32.99. $23.99

★ CD 3986942 HIT PARADE 1959. Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track collection endure as must-have entertainment. Enjoy treasures like Mack the Knife, by Frank Sinatra; Ask the Man Who Smokes Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $11.95

★ CD 3986931 ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs. Presents 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include Unforgettable; That’s My Desire; Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Lonesome Tonight? His unforgettable songs o’ a life summertime: Yesterday, Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Till There Was You; Over the Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and more. Medley. $5.95

★ CD 4749774 THE BEST LOVE ALBUM: 100 Hits. Gathers 100 great hits for your romantic evenings on five CDs by the original artists including All by Myself by Eric Carmen; Time After Time by Cyndi Lauper; Dear Darlin’ by Oily Murs; Drops of Jupiter by Train; Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Ten CDs. Dynamic. Price cut to $9.95.

★ CD 3986950 HIT PARADE 1960. A new decade is born, and with it came these 25 treasured tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3986926 HIT PARADE 1957. Enjoy the 25 hits that made 1957 a year to remember in the classic pop genre. Includes hits by Elvis Presley, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, Tammy by Debbie Reynolds; Banana Boat (Day O) by Harry Belafonte, Blueberry Hill by Fats Domino; Diana by Paul Anka, and more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3937654 SUZY 1956. The year 1956 gave us such hits as Heartbreak Hotel and Hound Dog by Elvis Presley; Allegheny Moon by Patti Page; Just Walking in the Rain by Johnnie Ray; (You’v Got) The Magic Touch by The Platters—one of those classic songs many more in 25 tracks. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 395387X HIT PARADE 1940. An amazing year in music is revisited with these 25 beloved tracks. Includes I’m Nobody’s Baby by Judy Garland. Say Si Si by The Andrews Sisters; Only Forever by Benny Goodman; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread) by Glenn Miller with Ray Eberle; and more. Dynamic. Price cut to $9.95.

★ CD 395786X ETHEL MERMAN: I got a Kick Out of You. A lost era of unforgettable style of Ethel Merman on 22 tracks. Shake Well Before Using; Marching Along With Time; This Is It; An Earl Of Musc Heel; I Was Reminds Me Of You; When I Grow Too Lovely; It’s Just a Spanish Conversation; Shanghai De Ho, I Get a Kick Out Of You. Iotta Right to Sing the Blues; and many more. Pegasus. Entertainment. $4.95

★ CD 3988570 THE MINDY CARSON COLLECTION 1946-80. A 54 track, two CD set comprising selected A & B sides from her golden era. In its entirety, Mindy Carson presents 100 Hits. RCA-Victoria, Columbia and Joy labels from this era and including her 9 career chart entries including My Foolish Heart, and the collection features such timeless classics as Someone to Watch Over Me; Remember Me; Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Listening, that’s my desire; and many more. Five CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99. $16.99

★ CD 6966136 THE LOU BUSCH/JOE “FINGERS” CARR COLLECTION: 1940-62. Features hits by one of the arrange/conductor/composer of the golden era of popular music during the 1940s, and 50’s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks includes So You’re the One; It All Comes Back to Me Now; Stormy Weather; and many more, sung by the original artists. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. $10.99

★ CD 4715918 THE FIRST BRITISH HIT PARADE: The 8 Sides. This CD collects the B sides from the early Britishcharts. Twenty-seven tracks, including I Cried Myself to Sleep by Al Martino. Pretty Boy (Pretty Girl) by Jo Stafford & the Starlighters. At Last! At Last! by Bing Crosby; What’s the Use? by Johnnie Ray & The Four Lads; more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. $10.99

★ CD 3959066 THE VERSATILE MR. BELAFONTE. One of the most clever Belafonte compilations ever made, this is a perfect portrait of his early repertoire. Collects many more: Papa Charlie Cries; Blueberry Hill; Don’t Ever Love Me; Chimney Smoke; I’m Just a Country Boy; The Marching Saints; Kingston Market; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 3900207 KING SIZE TAYLOR: Vol. 3. Collects 33 tracks, including Heeby Jeesbies; All Around the World; Dr. Feelgood; She Said Yes; Hit the Road Jack; My Baby’s Got a Baby by Miss Molly; Matchbox; Slipin’ and Slidin’; Whole Lot of Lovin’; Sweet Sixteen; Long Tall Sally; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $14.99

★ CD 3958457 ANDY WILLIAMS/ Emperor of Easy, Clean and Refined: “Emperor of Easy’s” best: including: The Singer; Bonita; A Question of Love; Homeward Bound; Through the Years; Proud Mary; Too Young and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99. PRICE CUT to $9.99

★ CD 3840719 1953 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides. Featuring some of the illustrious names from what was often called the golden age of popular music, this three CD set brings together 78 tracks, including Baby Flame; Mr. Fortune by Nat King Cole, Any Old Time by Tony Brent. Lady of Spain by Eddie Fisher. After All by The Mills Brothers; Moon Above Malaya by Jimmy Young; and more. Includes a 39 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ CD 3959589 ROD MCKUEN: Greatest Hits. Features twenty of McKuen’s greatest hits including Staney Street; The Lovers; Lonesome Cities; If You Go Away; Seasons in the Sun; Kaleidocopes; The Marvelous Clouds and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ DVD 395790X LITTLE RICHARD & FRIENDS: Music Legends. Enjoy live performances from the legends of rock ‘n’ roll, featuring Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bill Haley, and Chuck Berry playing their all-time greatest hits. Includes live renditions of Tutti Frutti; Good Golly Miss Molly; Rock Around the Clock; The Great One. And more. 13 minutes. One Media. $4.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
and enter the item number in the search box.

**DVD 4847830**
**ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Totally Amazing.** This concert was recorded in October of 2005 at Caesars Rama in Ontario, California. Humperdinck performs 20 songs, including *S Wonderful; Am I That Easy to Forget; My Way; The Last Waltz; I Wish You Love; Cry; Totally Amazing;* and more. 78 minutes. Also includes a CD of the concert. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**DVD 3856100**
**FREDDY FENDER: Music Legends.** Known to cross musical boundaries in Tejano, country, rock ‘n roll, and “swamp pop” styles, Freddy Fender gives a full-access pass with this collection of live performances and an interview with the legend himself. Tracks include Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Next Time You See Me; Since I Met You Baby; and more. 112 minutes. One Media. $3.95

**Blu-ray 4857361**
**ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Totally Amazing.** This concert was recorded in October of 2005 at Caesars Rama in Ontario, California. Humperdinck performs 20 songs, including *S Wonderful; Am I That Easy to Forget; My Way; The Last Waltz; I Wish You Love; Cry; Totally Amazing;* and more. 78 minutes. Also includes a CD of the concert. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

**CD 6700896**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0.** Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4818997**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Relax into Sleep, Vol. 2.** Over the past 45 years, more people have fallen asleep to the relaxing music of Halpern than to any other composer! His music has a free-floating ambiance that is not anchored in a predictable melody, harmony and rhythm, allowing your mind to naturally shift gears into a relaxed, state. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 5977770**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound.** Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and elegant way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4757998**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Cannabis Dreams.** Alpha brainwave entrainment tones are subtly mixed into the music, which entrains your brain to higher coherence to further support your immune system. Over one hour of soothing music for relaxation, healing and well-being. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4652576**
**ANDREAS VONNLEHER: Down to the Moon.** Collects the tracks from the Swiss harpist, including Down to the Moon, Electric Steam; Forest; Water; Three Silver Ladies Dance; La Lune et l’Enfant; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95

**CD 470066**
**JIM VALLEY: A Gala Faire.** A collection of neoclassical instrumentalists to draw you into a world of wonder and calm your stress: Ebb and Flow; Celtic Wedding; Resilience; Walter Popsicle; Lamp Lovers; Blue’s Song; and more. Rainbow Planet. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**CD 3854256**
**RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks.** Let the mystical and magical sounds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of The Earth; Catherine Howard; Umberto II; and Merlin the Magician. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**CD 3961036**
**PAUL HORN & STEVEN HALPERN: Connections.** Features three tracks, one as long and gentleman tracks exploring a contemplative blues, and several traditional African rhythms guaranteed to connect your mind and brain, ten tracks in all. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

**CD 4652584**
**ANDREAS VONNLEHER: Quiet Places.** Ten tracks from the multi-genre, multi-instrumentalist. Pygmalion; Polynymia; The Pyramidents; Enchanted; Fields of Blue; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95

**CD 4840240**
**ANN SWEEETEN: Change Is in the Wind.** Collects ten tracks from the renowned pianist and composer, including Autumn; Time of Your Life; One Last October; May 24, Years Ago; Turning the Page; Forever Sunday; Silver Lining; and more. Orange Band Records. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**CD 3841223**
**PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies.** Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, considered a pioneer of “musique concrete” a genre of electronic music. Selections include Pleins Jeux; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphee; Deuxieme Symphonie; Asile; and more. Decca Records. $39.95

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

**CD 658598X**
**THUNDER DRUMS.** The music of Native American; Mexican, African, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influence this CD of nine percussive tracks, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

**CD 477535X**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Among Friends.** This CD presents a compelling portrait of Halpern’s collaborations with a stellar array of leading New Age and jazz musicians, including Paul Horn, Paul McCandless, David Darling, Michael Manting, Jorge Alfaro, Georgia Kelly, and many more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

**CD 3958418**
**CELTIC DREAMS.** Lose yourself in the beauty of Ireland with this collection of enchanting celtic melodies. Includes these eight tracks: She Moved through the Fair; Carrickfergus; The Water is Wide; Loch Leann; Celtic Dreams; Will Ye Go Lassie; Flow Gently, Sweet Afton; and A Chuisle, a Chrol. Newbourne Media. $5.95

**CD 4694406**
**ROMANTIC MOODS.** Ten tracks of instrumentals to invoke a romantic mood with your significant other: Endless Tide; Sea of Serenity; Starfinder; Halcyon Blue; Leeward Shore; Fantasia; Forever Beneath the Waves; Atlantic; Driftwood and Oceanic Dreams. Network Music. $5.95

**CD 3945812**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Spectrum Suite.** Pioneering sound healer Steven Halpern resonates, activates and elevates your seven chakras with the seven musical keynotes of the sonic and electro-magnetic spectrum. This 45th anniversary edition is almost identical to the original vinyl LP. Ten of your chakras with tracks 1-7. Tracks 8-18 include the out of print varieties from all Side B pressings. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 3900355**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Comfort Zone.** Transports you to a place of relaxation, mindfulness and inner peace. Halpern’s impressionistic compositions enthrall your brain to a well-balanced alpha state that leaves you feeling at peace with yourself and your world. Collects 14 tracks. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4840860**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Higher Ground.** The music included here balances the heart-brain connection, transports you to the Occasion, and allows you to experience a mindful awareness. Over an hour of meditative music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 6887062**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0.** By combining two of the premier New Age musicians, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 6588327**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Spectrum Suite.** Pioneering sound healer Steven Halpern resonates, activates and elevates your seven chakras with the seven musical keynotes of the sonic and electro-magnetic spectrum. This 45th anniversary edition is almost identical to the original vinyl LP. Ten of your chakras with tracks 1-7. Tracks 8-18 include the out of print varieties from all Side B pressings. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 6454757**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Ocean of Bliss.** Features 13 tracks, over an hour of Halpern’s award-winning music withMother Earth’s Organic Brainwave Entrainment soundtrack, the hypnotic rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate healing energies, which are so important in the new COVID-19 reality. Open Channel Sound Compan. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4700231**
**STEVEN HALPERN: Connectioins.** Features three tracks, one as long and five world/groove tracks exploring a contemplative blues and several traditional African rhythms guaranteed to connect your mind and brain, ten tracks in all. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

**CD 6042212**
**PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies.** Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, considered a pioneer of “musique concrete” a genre of electronic music. Selections include Pleins Jeux; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphee; Deuxieme Symphonie; Asile; and more. Decca Records. $39.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

CD 488398 STEVE ROACH/MICHAEL STEARNS: Beyond Earth & Sky. These seven captivating tracks are born from a deepening of source. Including Horizon is Home, The Long Road; Cloud of New Promise; Embrace the Infinite; and more. ProjekT. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 4879759 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Book of Life, Vol. II. An Andreas Vollenweider album with a diverse range of styles that includes many instruments and sound effects. Sixteen tracks, including La Strega; The Grand Ball of the Dublin Castle; Chanson de la Foret Bleue; Cathedral and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 4790375 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Dancing with the Lion. This is a re-issue of the fifth worldwide studio album from the new age star. Eleven tracks, including Dancing with the Lion; Pearls and Tears; Ascent from the Circle; And the Long Shadows; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 4775325 STEVEN HALPERN: Affirmations to Support Sobriety and Recovery. Support your healthy and sober lifestyle with meditative music and subliminal affirmations. A series of CD's offers positive affirmations are spoken at full volume, then mixed inaudibly into the music. You don’t hear them, but your subconscious mind does, and responds automatically. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $17.99 5.95

CD 4652592 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: White Winds (Seeker’s Journey). Vollenweider’s fourth studio album, released in 1984. Collects 10 tracks, including The White Winds/The White Boat (First View); The Woman and the Stone; Flight Feet & Root Hands; Brothership; and more. MIG Music. PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 4775341 MEDITATIONS TO SUPPORT SOBRIETY AND RECOVERY. Addiction affects millions of people, either directly or as family members, friends and co-workers. For anyone dealing with their own recovery issues, the meditations, information and music on this CD will enhance your recovery issues, the meditations, information and music on this CD will enhance your success. Inner Peace Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 4775333 COPING SKILLS FOR CAREGIVERS. This spoken word with music CD empowers you as a caregiver, to maintain an attitude of love, compassion and acceptance—while keeping your own life in balance. Inner Peace Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 3957136 PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Spirit. Create your own peaceful retreat as you relax to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95

CD 3957225 ZEN MUSIC FOR RELAXATION. On two CDs and eighteen tracks, you will discover Zen-like peace as modern and traditional instruments combine to soothing melodies. NorthQuest. $4.95

DVD 4653009 MY FIREPLACE GIRL: Beauty in Black. Widescreen. Come get comfortable, with a roaring fire and a beautiful young lady to keep you company. Watch as the fire roars and keeps her warm while she relaxes, knowing she spends time dealing with her issues. Starring: Instagram sensation, ModelAngelica. 61 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 9.95

World - Folk

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 483707X DANIEL O’DONNELL: I Have a Dream. Collects 20 songs from the Irish singer's Light the Way album. Including: I Have a Dream; Sweet Caroline; Knock Three Times; Beautiful Sunday; I Can See Clearer Now; Is This the Way to Amarillo? and more. Demon Music Group. $7.95

CD 4737210 SONGS OF IRELAND: The Rose of Tralee. A wonderful assortment of Irish music, compiling 18 tracks. Songs include Cliffs of Moher; Mountains of Mourne; Galway Bay; Galway Shalw; Limerick You’re a Lady; Blackwater Side; In Dublin’s Fair City; and more. Start Entertainments. $5.95

CD 4813804 HARPS, PIPES & FIDDLERS. Presents a collection of various artists and the instruments that have represented the traditional music of Scotland and Ireland. Includes Alison Kinnaird Leslie March; Ann Heymann Miss Hamilton; Ged Foley Blackhall John D. Burgess Swallow Tailed Coat/Turf Lodge; Fiddlers Five William Ritchie Esq/Hugh McKenna’s Reel; and many others. Temple. $4.95

CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit. Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Junction; Have All the Pigeons Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin’ Rovin’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 4884884 IRISH LOVE BALLADS: 20 Songs. A must collection of ballads that were presented on 20 tracks that include, Eileen by Bing Crosby, I’ll Take You Home Again, Kathleen by Johnny Cash; Gentle Annie by Tommy Makem; Love Letters by Midteen O’Hara; Galway Bay by Sam Cooke, My Wild Irish Rose by Connie Francis; A Morning Dew by Bonnie Dobson; and more. Imperion. $5.95

CD 4884876 IRISH FAVORITES: 20 Songs. A collection of Irish songs by tour artists are presented on 20 tracks that include Danny Boy; Submarine; Old Comrades; The Rising of the Moon; The Irish Rover by The Clancy Brothers with Tommy Makem; Molly Malone; Brennan on the Moor by Buri Ives; The Sailor’s Return; The Black Rose; and more. MIG Music. PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 3723664 THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BOX SET. The music of Scotland featuring singers, bands and pipers performing many of Scotland’s best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all. The selection includes: The Mull of Kintyre; My Day; Saltire; Caledonia; Loch Lein; I Love a Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scotdisc. $11.95

CD 4686269 BOB DYLAN: The Freewheelin’ Outtakes 1962 Sessions. Collects 29 previously unreleased tracks, including: Gal; Whatcha Gonna Do; Corrina; Corinna; Wichita (Going to Louisiana); and more. BDA. Pub. at $15.95 11.95

CD 4737172 LAND OF SONG. This wonderfully varied selection from two great choirs, The Morrision Orpheus Choir and The Pentland Singers, includes classics and the operatic favorites, Welsh standards and pop tunes. Thirteen tracks, including softly as I leave You; Cymru Fach; Where Shall I Be?; and more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

CD 6558879 EDITH PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime, Edith Piaf was widely regarded as one of the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks. Durrigan (Hurrichan); Je Suis (I Am Igor); Le Roi En Exil (The King In Exile); Jai Puissance (Have Power); Gentle Annie; I’ll Take You Home Again; and more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $13.99 9.95

CD 2928156 MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Red River Valley; Down in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Rhymes of the Rhyme; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Scotia. Pub. at $13.99 9.95

CD 4775473 AMAZING GRACE: The Sound of the Pipes. Collects nineteen tracks of well-known bagpipe music including: Highland Cathedral; Amazing Grace; Carlislend Loch; Goin’ Home; Abide with Me; Scotland the Brave and more. Start Entertainments. $5.95

CD 4775489 BEST OF THE GUARDS. The various National Guards of the United States have long upheld the finest ceremonial traditions and this CD demonstrates this with 17 tracks of their music including Fanfare for a Genial Occasion; Knightsbridge March; Strike the Colors; Old Guard; Fanfare for a Celtic; Crown Imperial and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

CD 4793153 BOB DYLAN: Rough and Rowdy Ways. Released in 2020. This is Dylan’s first album of original material in eight years. Its 17 tracks include: I Contain Multitudes; False Prophet; Crossing the Rubicon; Black Rider; the nearly 17-minute epic Murder Most Foul; and more. Columbia. $14.95
CD 4807275 LONE RENEGADE. A collection of 45 tracks from a variety of live FM broadcasts, including: "Midnight Special " and "Frosty the Snowman". Sony Music. £11.95

CD 4828218 ITALIA MIA: Our Great Italian Heritage. Collects 70 legendary recordings performed by some of greatest performers in music history. Includes the likes of Enrico Caruso, Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Vic Damone, and many others. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at £29.99 £21.95

CD 4747259 EMMYLOU HARRIS: PBS Soundstage. Recorded from two live concerts in Chicago, Illinois on October 19, 1978 and at the Catalyst, Santa Cruz, California on June 15, 1978. Twenty tracks, including "Two More Bottles of Wine", Easy From Now On; To Daddy; Under the Weather". £11.95

CD 4760700 NATALIE MACMASTER: Live in Cape Breton. Some 15 tracks present world class fiddler Natalie MacMaster live in concert on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. Includes Welcome; Troughs; The Silverspear; The Silver Spear; Traditional Medley; Jig Party; Flea as a Bird; Ave Maria; Tullichgouram; Anniversary Waltz; G Medley; King George Medley; Pretty Mary Medley; and more. Foreign media. £11.95


CD 4877037 JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Bread & Roses Festival 1976. Collects 11 songs-tracks one through nine recorded from an FM broadcast on September 2 and September 3, 1976 at the Bread and Roses Festival and bonus tracks 10 and 11 from the Showtime TV show, August 29. 1987. Songs include Furry Sings the Blues; A Chair in the Sky; The Circle Game; Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; and more. Folkways. Pub. at £14.99 £11.95

CD 4813812 THE PORTRAITS AND THE MUSIC. Some 14 tracks represent music as it was written by, or inspired by, or covered by, many of the traditional Irish fiddlers from the past, played by some of Scotland's top musicians. Includes Chapel Rekhow at Aly Bain and Alison Kinnaird; Ode Ornaments of the Twentieth Century by Aly Bain and Alison Kinnaird; Dinner for Aileen Mccallum; Brian Miller; Jock o' Hazeldean by Aly Bain and Alison Kinnaird; and more. Foreign media. £5.95

CD 4794303 PAUL SIMON: The Broadcast Archives. This three CD set collects recordings from two Saturday Night Live performances—October 18, 1975 and November 20, 1976—two live FM broadcasts at the Tower Theater in Philadelphia on October 7, 1980 and the Tokyo Dome, Japan on October 12, 1991. Forty-four tracks, including Me and Jullo by Down in the Schoolyard; Mrs. Robbin Rant; Red Headed and more. Includes selections from five versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at £24.95 £17.95
CD 4853148 EDITH PIAF, VOL. 1: La Vie En Rose. Gathers 93 tracks from Piaf’s illustrious career, including “Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien” and “La Foule.” Remastered with newly discovered lyrics. $11.95

CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that has had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern Gospel. Remastered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $25.95 $21.95

CD 3987264 SYLVIA TYSON: You Were on My Mind. A collection featuring fourteen tracks from this Canadian singer/songwriter and folk performer including Papee’s Mill, Walking on the Moon, Sleep on My Shoulder, Tucker’s Cafe, River Road, Last Call, and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 4879945 KLAUS SCHULZE: Richard Wahrnfried’s Megatone. Megatone is the third studio album by Schulze’s side project, Richard Wahrnähr, released in 1984. This Megatone brings something new to his usual kosmische musik. This vast and cosmic trip mixes pure atmospheric realms with perpetual, repetive drum rhythms from Schulze’s own Guru, Agamemnon, and Rich Meets Max. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 4818784 GENE CLARK: The Lost Studio Sessions. Clark records for the first time these original solo studio versions of 1975; The Virgin; and One in a Hundred, which would later appear on the White Light album, while a fourth song, her “The Kind of Girl emerged on the infamous Roadmaster album. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

CD 4860079 SOUTH OF THE BORDER: Great Latin Hits. This essential collection gathers 75 of your Latin favorites, including Brazil by Xavier Cugat, Frenesi by Artie Shaw, I Came, I Saw, I Conquered by George Evans, Mama Yo Quiero by Carmen Miranda, Cherry PInk and Apple Blossom White by Perez Prado, and more. $21.95

CD 4791150 BEYOND REMBETIKA. Here are the earliest known recordings of Greek and Balkan folk, including the landmark Rembetika and spanning 1919-1958. Collects 92 tracks on four CDs. Performers include Kitsos Harissiadis, Irio Tisimtsis, George Trakis, The Frosi, the Santorini Amygdrom, and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

CD 4665929 BOB DYLAN: Shadows in the Night. Collects 10 songs from this music icon, including I’m a Fool to Want You; The Night We Called It a Day; Stay With Me; That Lucky Old Sun; Full Moon; and Empty Men; and more. Sony Music. $8.95

CD 4791266 DEMOTIKA: Authentic Village Music from Greece 1917-1955. This Greek immigrant community imported many of its cultural traditions to the United States—and none more potent than the music they brought with them. Here are tracks recorded in the U.S. by musicians versed in a style that transcended traditional Greek music and includes 78 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 4878612 NAKED BLUE: Just the Clothes on My Back. Best-selling author Lee Child and recording artists Jen and Scott Smith spent some quality time together exploring their favorite character, Jack Reacher. The result is an exciting full-length collaboration. Ten tracks, including Just the Clothes on My Back; Alone; Sanctuary; Midnight Train and more. Bluetick Records. $5.95

CD 4814215 L’ESSENTIELLE GRECO. An exquisite collection of songs, by the incomparable Juliette Greco, is presented on 3 CDs. These discs represent a carrier spanning six decades from 1951 to 2013. Includes pieces such as Amours Perdues; Sans Vous Aimer; Coin De Rue; Paris Canaille; Parlez Moi d’Amour; Mon Temps des Cerises; Le Miroir Noir; and many others. Universal Music. $39.95

CD 4790901 THE BEST OF LIVE: 50 Years of Livingston Taylor. Collects 11 songs from the acclaimed folk singer, including Call It Good Friday On Back; Thank You Song; Lost in the Love of You; Caroline; and more. Whistling Dog Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4791223 CANTORS, KLEZMORIM AND CRONEROS 1905-1953. The 67 tracks compiled here dig deep into the archive of early 20th century Yiddish music and includes many talented musicians. An ideal introduction to this unique music and also will be of great interest to the expert of the genre. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

CD 4696409 GAMELAN MADU SARI: Hive. Featuring vocalists Anis Astuti, Sutrisno Hartana, Ben Rogalsky and more this CD presents its second recording of new music for javanese gamelan, a richly diverse mix of nine tracks of instrumental/vocal pieces. Songlines. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 3988503 JAMES TAYLOR: The Mermaid Theatre. Features twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Mermaid Theatre, London, England on March 25th, 2003, including Secret O’Lite; October Road; Whenever You’re Ready; Life Em Up; Sweet Baby James; and more. $11.95

CD 3960897 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILLAGO RO BOYS: Trinidad, the Land of Calypso. Two CDs with 28 tracks feature Trinidad, Land of Calypso; Donkey City; Jamaican War Bride; Pretty Woman; Wai Wai Sodya; Divorce by Telephone; Fifty Women to One Man; and more. Packaged in bearclaw family productions. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

CD 5691764 STEPHEN STELLS & DAVID CROSBY: Cowboys for Indians. On February 23, 1987 Crosby and Stills recorded this album, including Midnight River; Treetop Flyer; For Free; Carry Me; and more. Legendary Media. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

CD 4852575 THE FELLIN’ SOUNDTRACKS: Timeless Classic Albums. Compiles four soundtracks of four classic films from the renowned Italian film director: La Strada; Le Notti Di Cabiria; La Dolce Vita; and Otto E Mezzo. Each of these four CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. A fifth CD which is nearly a complete Fellini soundtrack collection, from music videos to commercials. $39.95

CD 4880064 STEVE KHAN: Subtext. With Subtext, the unique trajectory of Steve Khan’s musical story expands and evolves, while re-asserting its linkage to the broad sound of the discograpy, outside of the side of conventional. Nine tracks, including Bird Food (Comida para Pajaros); Blue Subtext (Subteto en Azul); Baraka Sasa; and more. ESC Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 3913791 PHIL CICCO: The Best of the Rest. This CD collects 17 songs from Cicco’s three bonus tracks (all previously unreleased) from the folk singer, including In the Heat of the Summer; That What I Want to Hear; City Boy; The War Is Over; Brasero; Sailors; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.99 $19.99

CD 3717410 JOHN PRINE: Talking Dirty. Features a performance recorded in October 1986 from Asheville, North Carolina. Twenty-two tracks, including Let’s Wait Awhile; The Torch Singer; Aw Heck; Six O’Clock News; My Own Best Friend; Spanish Pianist; Uhm; and Unbelievable. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
**CD 4747437 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: First Time in Japan.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Osaka Stadium, Osaka, Japan on May 5, 1967. Ten tracks including Mrs. Robinson, Homeless Bird: Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Wake Up Little Susie; "Slop Sidlin' Away; White Eyes; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4693492 PETER, BETHANY & RUFSU: Puff & Other Family Classics.** Comprises eleven tracks from Peter (originally of Peter, Paul and Mary), Peter's daughter Bethany and Rufus Cappadocia, reinterpreting the original vitality of the popular folk group. Songs include Blue Tail Fly; Cindy; Careless Love, The Cockoo; You Better Mind; Long Chain On; Frankie; Johnny and more. Saladsongs. Pub. at $10.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 3900347 SONGBIRDS: Albanian Music from 78s, 1924-1948.** A wonderful set consisting of 84 tracks on four CDs! Songs include Islam Jonezi and Friends; Coban Arifi and Sabri Fehmi; Xhemal Asllani and Sabri Fehmi; Selim Asllani and Halize Asllani; Riza Blytyli; Mali Kola; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $12.99

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4840593 LET'S GO LATIN: Vocal Group Harmonies.** A 32 track compilation of Latin rhythms of the 1950s and early 1960s. Songs include Mexico by The Latinaires; Hay, Hay, Hay by the Be Be Boogie by The Bar-toneps; Mambo Sh-Mambo by Otis Williams and The Charms; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4652770 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Chicago 1970.** Recorded from live FM broadcast at Mandell Hall, Chicago, Illinois on May 27, 1970. Ten tracks, including Walk Awfule; Matty Groves; The Deserter; Flatback Cap; Sir Patrick Spens; and more. Uncorn. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 3997086 ELLEN MICILWAINE: The Renaissance Sings It All.** Eleven tracks from this singer-songwriter and guitarist including: If You Want Waacha Got; Say a Single Word; Everybody Needs It; Come Sit Down and Tell Me; Crawling Kingcobra; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

**$11.95**

**CD 4725484 JOHN RENBOURN GROUP: A Maid in Bremen.** This contemporary folk album collects 15 tracks, including I Am a Maid That's Deep in Love; Dead And Dead; A Lad Left Alone; A Maid in Bedlam; Will Of Winstburg; To Glastonbury; and more. Recorded Live at Roemer, Bremen on February 14, 1978. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.99

**$17.95**

**CD 4756436 WOODY GUTHRIE: 100th Anniversary Collection.** This box set is a special 100 track compilation from the legendary folk singer. Songs include, This Land Is Your Land; Hard Travelin'; Pretty Boy Floyd; I Ain't Got No Home; Slipknot; Vigmantile Mary; and many more. 100 CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4747496 BUDDHIST: 100 Beats.** A wonderful collection of beats perfect for just chilling, for yoga or for an evening of entertaining with friends. Compiles 100 tracks on four CDs. DCD Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 474750X CUBAN: 100 Beats.** This four CD set brings together the best sounds from the world of Cuban music, blending together lounge, cafe and chill beats. Compiles 100 tracks. DCD Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 3717313 DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976.** This CD comes from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York's Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Features a host of his classic tracks plus a handful of his new compositions. This stunning concert includes Sunshine Superman; Atlantic; Mellow Yellow; Hurdy Gurdy Man; and more. Nineteen tracks. Uncorn. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 5998546 LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv.** A live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19, 1972 are collected these ten tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy; Avalanche; We Shall Not Be Moved; and a two part interview with Leonard Cohen. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99

**$9.95**

**CD 3931684 THE NEW RESO GATHERING.** Tim Graves brought together some of today's brightest Resophonic Guitar players to spotlight each of their talents and their instruments in this 25 track CD. Titles by various artists include Lily Dale; Fireball; Pickaway; Happy Times and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 3848884 ELMO WILLIAMS & HEZEKIAH EARLY: Takes One to Know One.** Collects ten tracks, recorded at various locations including: Mother's Dead; Insane Instrumental; Blue Jumped the Rabbit; Booster; Nothin' Man; Hoopin' and Hollerin'; Been Here and Goin' To Your Throats; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 3848787 A.A. BONDY: American Hearts.** Includes 12 tracks from this alternative folk artist, recorded in The Red Barn, Palenville, NY: How Will You Meet Your End; There's a Reason; Black Rain, Black Rain; Rapture; American Hearts; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 3819017 CIVIL WAR & OTHER LOVE SONGS.** Features twelve tracks including: When I Grow Up; All Over Morocco; It's Over; Rosey's Bordello; Me and You; Anywhere but Here; The Junction; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Magentalane Music. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 3914550 JOE NOLAN: Drifters.** Ten tracks are collected here from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including Kisses in the Dark; Tupelo Honey; Maybe We Didn't Get Our Timing Right; How I Used to Be; Missing; and more. Fallen Tree Records. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**DVD 4728327 CAT STEVENS: Tea for the Tillerman Live.** This live, rare classic 1971 performance captures the warmth of Stevens' studio recordings but with even more passion and depth. Songs include Moonshadow; On the Road to Find Out; Where Do the Children Play? Wild World; Miles From Nowhere; Longer Boats; Father and Headed Woman and teasing keyboard solos. Fretcast. 35 minutes. MVD Visual.

**$11.95**


**$14.95**

**DVD 3918149 JOHN MARTYN: Live from the Camden Palace.** Fullscreen. When John Martyn performed at the Camden Palace in 1984 as part of the “Live from London” series, he was already considered a great. Accompanied by Foss Paterson, Jeff Allen and Danny Cummings, this concert goes to highlight the remarkable skills of a man who left a lasting legacy. Songs include: Any Kind of Woman; It All Go.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**DVD 4728475 PETER, PAUL & MOMMY, TOO.** Fullscreen. Peter, Paul and Mary continue their folk magic music for children and families. This live performance from their PBS television special features the trio's delightful and heartfelt renditions of such classics as The Edystoke Litte: The Fox; We Shall Overcome; Put the Magic Dragon and more. 90 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**CD 3084914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Strauss, Rachmaninov, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Mendelssohn. Pub. at $9.99

**$7.95**

**CD 373708X LORETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites.** A must-have CD for any fan of the legendary singer. Thirty tracks are compiled here, including How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace. Get to Heaven; and more. LIFE. Pub. at $12.99

**$9.95**

**CD 3084892 101 TREASURED HYMNS: Magnificent/Great/Amazing Grace.** This two CD set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves, Standing on the Promises; Jimmy Longing for Jesus; Angels Watching Over Us; When We All Get to Heaven; and more. LIFE. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**
Time Life Music

★★ CD 387527X THE WOODSTOCK COLLECTION: Let's Work Together. Collects 30 songs on two CDs, including Do Wot, Waddy Do, by Mandy, and Many More. Time Won't Let Me by the Outlaws. Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; Suzanne by Judy Collins; Jungle Jangle by the Archies; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95.

♥ CD 3875180 POP GOES THE '70S: Sky High. Thirty classics, including A Horse With No Name by America; You're So Vain by Carly Simon; Cal's in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John. It's a Heathen by Boz Scaggs; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 3737047 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 135 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Strait, Patsy Cline, The Statler Brothers, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tex Ritter, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $119.95.

★ CD 3873700 '70S COUNTRY: Southern Night Country. This collection from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don't Make My Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gayle; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspensions by Eddie Rabbitt; Southern Highway by Don Williams; Only the Good Die Young by Conway Twitty; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 3874982 '70S COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Charley Pride; George Jones; Charlie Daniel's Band; Tanya Tucker; John Denver; The Statler Brothers; Hank Williams Jr.; Linda Ronstadt; Kenny Rogers; and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99. $99.95.

★ CD 3712224 SOUL OF THE '70S. This ten CD set contains 150 soul favorites from the decade. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire; Steve Wonder; the Jackson Five; James Brown; Kool & the Gang; Gladys Knight & the Pips; Commodores; Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Smokey Robinson and the Miracles; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $119.95.

★ CD 389370X GREATEST LOVE SONGS OF THE '60S. Collects 155 tracks on nine CDs, in cardboard sleeves and slipcased including Cherish by the Association; I Got You Babe by Sonny & Cher; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; 'It's Now or Never by Elvis Presley; When the Walrus Was Dreaming and the Belmondo; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99. $99.95.


★ CD 3097056 SOUL OF THE '60S. A fantastic collection of 151 tracks by the original artists including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurtin' Thing, by Lou Rawls; You Beat Me to the Pump of Love, by Wilson Pickett; Moon Over Miami, by Dave; Funky Broadway, by Wilson Pickett; Heat Wave, by Martha & the Vandellas; Get Ready, by The Temptations; Pride and Joy, by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Nine CDs, slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $119.95.

★ CD 3084891 THE BRITISH INVASION. Featuring eight CDs containing 122 influential British tracks with performances by Eric Burdon and the Animals, The Kinks, Herman's Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John and more. Also included is a DVD with 12 full-length performances from the Ed Sullivan Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers and more. 46 minutes, in B&W and Color. Slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.95. $119.95.

★ CD 3892987 '60S COUNTRY. Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold; Jim Reeves; Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette, Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99. $99.95.

★★ CD 3737098 MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Step back in time with great musical memories by these hit-makers: Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Patsy Cline, Andy Williams, the Platters, Dean Martin, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Bobby Darin, and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99. $129.95.

★★ CD 3875083 GREATEST LOVE SONGS OF THE ‘70S. Nine CDs with 150 of your favorite love songs from the decade, including You’re the Inspiration by Chicago; Say You Love Me by Fleetwood Mac, Mandy by Barry Manilow; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Do That One More Time by Captain & Tennille; I’ll Be There by the Jackson Five; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99. $99.95.

★ CD 3701433 '70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors. Collects 34 songs from country music’s biggest stars. Tracks include Good Hearted Woman by Waylon and Willie. The Most Beautiful Girl by Charlie Rich; Thank God I’m a Country Boy by John Denver; Jolene by Dolly Parton; Sunday Morning Coming Down by Johnny Cash; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $32.99. $21.95.

★ CD 4756355 SOUL OF THE ‘60S: Shop Around. Collects 16 songs, including How Sweet It is (to Be Loved by You) by Marvin Gaye; I Got the Feelin’ by James Brown; Shop Around by The Miracles; Beachwood 4-3789 by the Manhattans; Sunny by Bobby Bland; and more. StarVista. $4.95.

★ CD 3701492 COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times. If you like country music, you’ll love this collection of 33 songs from some of country music’s biggest stars. Tracks include Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by Elvis Presley; Amanda by Waylon Jennings, Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 3873709 TIME LIFE’S EASY LISTENING CLASSICS. This ten CD set collects 128 tracks of easy listening music from music legends such as John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dionne Warwick, Sonny & Cher, Carole King, Elton John, Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Patsy Cline, Diana Ross, Steve Wonder, Nat King Cole, The Jackson 5, Louis Armstrong, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $109.95.

★ DVD 3701581 Opry Classics: Queens of Country. Features Kitty Wells, Mahalia B. & Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes The Hurrits All Over by Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ DVD 3995605 Opry Video Classics: Hall of Fame. This collection honors the artists from the class of ’73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Crystal Gayle. Other performers include Big River by Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man by Willie Nelson; Po’ Folks by Bill Anderson; Oh Lonesome Me by Don Gibson; One’s On the Way by Loretta Lynn, Johnny, by Dolly Parton; and more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

★ DVD 3906556 Opry Video Classics: Honky-Tonk Heroes. Nothing got things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb; Heartsache by the Number, by Ray Price; I Can’t Help Myself, by the Archies; Kaw-Liga, by Charlie Pride; and The Race Is On, by George Jones. In Color and B&W. 53 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

★ DVD 3902844 Opry Video Classics: Duets. Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the 50th Opry anniversary. The featured duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Oh Lonesome Me; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline, (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If Teardrops were Pennies; and more. In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.
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The 50 Guitars of Tommy Garrett: Modern Gypsy Jazz. Twenty-four tracks with some of America’s top players. Available on 3 CDs, published at $29.95.

The 50 Guitars of Tomlip J. Garrett: The Modern Gypsy Guitar. Fifty tracks with some of America’s top players. Available on 3 CDs, published at $29.95.
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1952-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3889181 DON WILLIAMS: The Journey.** The 14 tracks collected here span over 30 years of great songwriting. Songs include Leaving for the Flatlands, I Need You to Love Me, Minnie Rider, clingin' in the Fast Lane; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 4796471 JOHN HARTFORD: Steamboat Whistle Blues.** This CD collects 19 songs from a live performance at the Post-Aula in Bremen, Germany on February 28, 1977. Nineteen tracks, including Buffalo Gals, A Simple Thing as Love; Skippin' in the Sun; Don't Go Away; and more. Radio Bremen. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4488481 SWEET COUNTRY BALLADS: Best of the 50's & 60's.** Two CDs bring together fantastic country ballads on 20 tracks. Includes Take Me in Your Arms and Hold Me by Eddy Arnold; Devil Woman by Marty Robbins; I Need You by Lefty Frizzell; etc. 40 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 4745272 THE RED SOVIBE COLLECTION 1949-59.** This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises most of Red's A and B sides from his MCM and Decca releases during this era. Songs include Who's Lonely Now; Hold Everything (Till I Get Home); I Wanted You for a Lifetime; It Jesus Came to Your House; Groovy Boy; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4919060 ROY DRUSKY: The Singles & A Side Collection 1955-62.** This 49-track, two-CD set comprises Drusky's A's and B sides for the Columbia and Decca labels during this time period. Songs include Alone with You; Country Girl; Anyone; I'd Rather Loan You Out; Another Just Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** **CD 3866017 THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1953-82.** Compiles every B & B sides of Cramer’s singles for the Abbott, MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks including Beautiful Country Girl; Jolly Cholly; Succotash; Dixie; Rumpus; Last Date; Slap Happy; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5942942 FRIZZLE-COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1944-1953.** Headed to the country or 100 chart no less than 112 times, this collection, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You've Got the Money (I've Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs recorded by great western artists for the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Kane Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frank and Jack Ryan; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Johnny Cash; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 3937496 JIMMY RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some of the most classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music’ entertains with over 100 remastered tracks including The Soldier’s Letter, Texas, Amigo, When I Stop to Think about You, I'm a Survivor, What My Woman Can't Do; and more. Three CDs. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 5934669 LEWIS FELTNER: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62.** Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Macy's, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; He'll have to Go; and My Heart's like a Welcome Mat. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 473838X THE FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941.** Experience the year round of the first five years of American country music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six volumes of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Singing in the Dark; The Last Waltz; Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs recorded by great western artists for the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Kane Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frank and Jack Ryan; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Johnny Cash; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 4738822 JIM REEVES: Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-59.** Reeves was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Macy's, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; He'll have to Go; and My Heart's like a Welcome Mat. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 668015X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941.** Experience the year round of the first five years of American country music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six volumes of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Singing in the Dark; The Last Waltz; Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs recorded by great western artists for the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Kane Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frank and Jack Ryan; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Johnny Cash; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 4738387X THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: Six Flags over Texas/Goo; Country.** This CD collects two classic LPs on one CD. Thirty-six tracks, including Yellow Rose of Texas; Streets of Laredo; Wakaba Canyon; Don't Let the Wind Shut Down Your Heart; Shoo, Shoo Baby; and more. Garrett Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4799259 THE HANK WILLIAMS SONGBOOK, VOLUME 3: Jambalaya (On the Bayou).** The majority of the songs collected here are drawn from Hank Williams either as a commercial release, radio show broadcast or demo. Also included are songs based around his style, tributes, plagiarized versions, and recordings featuring members of his band. Thirty tracks include Honky Tonk Woman; Walkin' After Midnight; Your Cheatin' Heart; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Long Black Veil; Lovesick Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY** **CD 6675903 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass music by utilizing a huge, 112-track set and introducing a new way it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influences, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home, Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
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This World with Me; Oh, Lonesome Me; You Don’t Know Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Records. Pub. at $17.95
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CD 3988406 The DILLARDS: Old Road New Again. Features eleven tracks from the Bluegrass band including Earl Hamlin; Conklin; Dillard: Together; Home, I’m Ready; Little Red Rooster; Last Sunset; Take Me Along for the Ride; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3097072 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn. From one of the greatest country music vocalists comes these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovesick Blues; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; After the Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Goin’ To San Antonio; I Love You A Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through. This With Me; Oh, Lonesome Me; You Don’t Know Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 8674240 EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics. Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All I Took; Feeler Single; Settle; Double; Coat of Many Colors; Amanito; Together Again; Return of the Grievous Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 465305X THE PEE WEE KING COLLECTION 1946-58. This 80 track, three-CD set collects 94 tracks from this time period. Tracks from the Staney Brothers include Renee & Tompkins: The Farmer’s Blues; The Girl Behind the Counter; Showcase from Flatt & Scruggs are Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through. Country Blues and String Band Music, including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, Ernest Tubb, Webb Pierce, Hank Snow, Hank Thompson, Ray Wells and Ray Price. There were also some hot new kids on the block like Buck Owens, Roy Drusky and Jimmy Dean. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6908926 SHE’S TELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY. Collects 28 risque hillbilly songs from the 30s, including Frankie and Johnnie by Gene Autry; When LuLue’s Gone by Bing Crosby; Red Righteous Blues by Jimmie Davis; Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feel Good by Hartman’s Heart Breakers; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

CD 4744942 CLIFFIE STONE: Barracuda. Forty-three tracks from this country-western bassist including Polly Poly; Domino; Blue Moon of Kentucky; He’s A Real Gone Oakie; Cream of Kentucky; Please; Please; Eater Pie; Philosophy; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

CD 466834X KRISS KRISSOFTERSON: Let the Music Play. Features 15 tracks from a live broadcast recorded at RCA Studios, New York City on April 25, 1972. Songs include Duvalier’s Dream; When I Loved Her; Jesus was a Capicorn; Same Old Song; My Boy, Sunday Mornin’ ‘Comin’ Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 468437X TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD: Classic Trio Albums, 1964 & 1975. Collects Ford’s two Capitol trio albums: Country Hits Feelin’ Blue and Ernie Sings and Glenn Picks, featuring Billy Strange and Glenn Campbell. Twenty-two songs including Take Me Back and Try Me One More Time; No Letter Today; Born to Love; Dream Songs; For The Good Times; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 474506X COUNTRY & WESTERN GREATS: Sea of Heartbreak. Collects twelve tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Sweet Dreams; Home in On My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Story Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 4987845 THE MERLE TRAVIS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-58. Eighty-four tracks. Three CD set, comprising most of Travis’ Capitol A & B sides from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Songs include No Vacancy; Cincinnati Lou; Sweet Temptation; That’s All; When There’s Doubles Talk; We Love Our Smoke; Red Nightgown Blues; King; You Don’t Know Me; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 4715926 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1960. This 114 track, four-CD set comprises the biggest U.S. country hits of 1960 with many traditional established country stars well-represented, including Ernest Tub, Webb Pierce, Hank Snow, Hank Thompson, Ray Wells and Ray Price. There were also some hot new kids on the block like Buck Owens, Roy Drusky and Jimmy Dean. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 4806301 FIDDLIN’ JOHN CARLSON AND MOONSHINE KATE: Volume VII, 9 December 1930 to 28 February 1934. Old time country music played by Fiddlin’ John Carson is collected here on KATE, VOLUME VII, 9 DECEMBER 1930 TO 28 FEBRUARY 1934.

CD 3997116 IAN & SYLVIA: Together Tapes. These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Sweet Dreams; Home in On My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Story Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 687282X TUMBLED TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden West. A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs and western legends including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. CDs Dynasty. Pub. at $21.99 $15.95

CD 398746X NASHVILLIAN: Capitol A’s & B’s from the ‘40s. This two CD set collects 75 tracks from Capitol A’s & B’s from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Songs include Thirty Days and Thirty Nights; If I Had My Way; Oh! Lonesome Me; Steel Guitar Blues; You’re Gonna Change (Or I’m Gonna Leave); I’m Gonna Change (Or I’m Gonna Leave); and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 4750422 THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1954-62. This 99-track, two-CD set comprises most of their A & B sides during this era, showcasing titles from their A and B sides from releases on the Bullet and RCA labels during this era. Tracks include Slow Poke; Tennessee Waltz; Tennessee Polka; Busybod, Bonaparte’s Retreat; Silver and Gold; and many more. Acetate. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

CD 398838X THE MERLE TRAVIS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-58. Eighty-four tracks. Three CD set, comprising most of Travis’ Capitol A & B sides from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Songs include No Vacancy; Cincinnati Lou; Sweet Temptation; That’s All; When There’s Doubles Talk; We Love Our Smoke; Red Nightgown Blues; King; You Don’t Know Me; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 478475X A RICHER TRADITION: Country Blues and String Band Music, 1923-1942. The variety and originality that country blues artists brought to their recorded output is preserved on this Eight-to-Twelve inch 78. Many of the artists on this collection made mainly in the Blues’ heartland by people unaffected by passing fashion, who knew how to have a good time. This set features four CDs and 100 tracks of country blues and string band music from this period. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95
Country & Western Bluegrass


**CD 3840905 MISSISSIPPI HILLBILLIES.** In the Golden Age of sound recordings (1920s–1930s) brilliant rural musicians were recorded for all to enjoy for the very first time. These 94 tracks provide a snapshot of their inspiring musical styles and are performed entirely by Mississippi musicians who include the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Lake County Revelers, and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99. ★★★ $21.95

**CD 4785934 THE BRISTOL SESSIONS, 1927-28.** Country’s ‘Big Bang’. In 1927 and 1928 recording executive Ralph Peer made a series of “field” recordings in Bristol. His discoveries were so influential that the sessions became known as Country Music’s ‘Big Bang.’ This collection features four CDs with 94 tracks—all tracks are dubbed from original sources—and include performances by Ernest Phipps, Blue Ridge Corn Shuckers, Ernest Stoneman, Shelor Family, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. ★★★ $21.95


**CD 2888408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** This collection features four CDs with 94 tracks— all tracks are dubbed from original sources—and include performances by Ernest Phipps, Blue Ridge Corn Shuckers, Ernest Stoneman, Shelor Family, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. ★★★ $21.95

**CD 4715748 75 NO. 1 COUNTRY HITS.** Essential Collection. A must-have collection for any fan of the country classics of yesteryear. Seventy-five tracks, including Oh Lonesome Me by Don Gibson, Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley, I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash, A Satisfied Mind by Porter Wagoner, Yo! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. ★★★ $21.95

**CD 4848349 CLEVELAND CROCHET & THE SUGAR BEES: Hillbilly Ramblers and Sugar Bees.** This overdue tribute to Cleveland Crochet’s complete musical legacy includes all of the records he made for Columbia from 1929 to 1940. Four CDs and 101 tracks feature the early fiddle performances during this period by Earl Johnson & His Clodhoppers, Leake County Revelers, East Texas Serenaders, Dixie Ramblers, Freeny Harmonizers, Allen County String Band, Carolina Ramblers and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. ★★★ $21.95

**CD 4757882 DANNY PAISLEY & THE SOUTHERN GRASS: Bluegrass Troubadour.** Features ten tracks including Blink of an Eye; Date with an Angel; Eat at the Welcome Table; Forty Years of Trouble, and more. Included is a brand new live Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. ★★★ $11.95

**CD 4791193 BRADLEY KINCAID: Selected Sides 1927-1950.** Once a National Barn Dance and Opry regular, Kincaid is now an especially respected forgotten classic guitar-driven country. Remastered here are 104 essential sides by the Kentucky musician, drawn from more than 20 years of his career. Four CDs include Goodbye Pie; After the Ball, On Top of Old Quemoy and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. ★★★ $21.95

**CD 3987221 ROBLY ROGERS.** Prove It on Me. Collects ten tracks from this country blues performer including He May Be Your Man; It’s Red Hot; If You’re a Viper; Eagles; In My Girlish Days; and much more. Included is a brand new live Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $16.99. ★★★ $9.95

**CD 4818768 FOX FAMILY: Follow My Lead.** Collects 13 songs from the bluegrass band including Paint the Town; Jezebel; The Hound Dog; and the Rose; Cowboy Sweet; I’m Your Papa; Follow My Lead; and more. Sierra Records. Pub. at $9.99. ★★★ $7.95

**CD 4645479 BOBBY BARE SONGS SHEL SILVERSTEIN PLUS.** This Bear family collection gathers more than 100 Bare recordings of songs, including 25 previously unissued tracks. Six albums appear intact. Among Silverstein’s wry sagas about winners, losers, and lonely-all-night cafes, you’ll discover charming country songs and a new audience. Explore the roots of Canada’s most famous songwriter. Four CDs, with 137 tracks, plus a 128 page hardcover illustrated volume. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. ★★★ $174.95

**CD 4787899 THE HILLMEN.** Collects eleven tracks from the renowned bluegrass group, including Fair and Tender Ladies; Winsborough Cotton Mill Blues; When the Ship Comes In; Roll on Mudiy River; and more. Together Records. Pub. at $24.99. ★★★ $19.95

**CD 7763048 THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND.** This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield’s country music heritage. Some 299 tracks begin with the 1940s field recordings of migrants all the way through the 1960s influences Marie Mancini, Owens, Bob Wills & The Texas Playboys, Bill Woods and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on each artist. 10 CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. ★★★ $199.95

**CD 4872371 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART.** This collection includes 150 of the biggest country hits and the biggest artists from the ‘70s and ‘80s, all on 17 CDs. Artists include Reba McEntire, Loretta Lynn, Vince Gill, George Strait, Trisha Yearwood, Kylene, Dale, Clint Black, George-Jones, Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, and more. Time Life. Pub. at $169.99. ★★★ $119.95

**CD 4763904 THE ALABAMA BOX: 1950s & 1960s Oddball Labels.** This collection gathers together not only the most essential recordings from all the tiny and obscure Alabama labels but also available tracks from the biggest artists from the state. If you’re looking to discover new audience. Explore the roots of Canada’s most famous songwriter. Four CDs, with 137 tracks, plus a 128 page hardcover illustrated volume. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. ★★★ $199.95

**CD 3980651 WAYLON JENNINGS: Gold Dust Woman Rockin’–The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002. Waylon recorded these songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robby Tumer’s bass. A decade later, Tumer finally felt ready to unleash these recordings and had this finished product. Twelve tracks, all eleven of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; Belle of the Ball; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wastin’ Time; Goin’ Down Rockin’–The Last Recordings. Atomicat Records. Pub. at $15.95. ★★★ $7.95

**CD 3905861 THE BEST OF HANK WILLIAMS, JR: 20th Century Masters.** This CD collects 12 Country’s Got Heart tracks, including Rockin’ With The Rhythm, Needles and More, JSP Records. Pub. at $19.95. ★★★ $11.95

**CD 3763048 JOHN’S LAST RECORDINGS.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the country and western legend, including Sing a Song of Love; Red Sweater; That’s The Way Love Is and more. RCA Records. Pub. at $19.95. ★★★ $11.95

**CD 391979X STEVE EARLE AND THE DUKES: The Hard Way.** Thirteen tracks from the country rock band, including The Other Kind; Promise You Anything; Deerhunter’s Hollywood; Billy Austin; Come Over My Eyes; Country Girl; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.95. ★★★ $9.95

**CD 4670531 GRADY MARTIN: Diesel Smoke, Dangerous Curves and Hot Guitar.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the country and western legend, including Bimbo Swallows, Danger, and Friends or Strangers; Pork Chop Stomp; The Fuzz; Where the Rio De Rosas Flow; (There’s Always) A Need for Love; Red Sweater; and more. Other artists that can be heard here include Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, and Conway Twitty. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99. ★★★ $7.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD 4747887** THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT: Song in My Head, This album was released in 2014 and collects 10 songs from the progressive bluegrass band, including Colorado Bluebird Sky; Betray the Dark; Let's Go Outside; Song in My Head; Stay Through; Colliding; Rosie; and more. Loud & Proud. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4775503** CARL BELEW: The Early Years, 1956-62. Comprises A & B sides from singles, plus EP tracks, on the Sower, 4 Star, and RCA-Victor labels. Only one disc from tracks on his 1962 Decca album Carl Belew and his 1962 album Carl Belew on Wrangler, including I'm Long Gone; Lonely Street; Lie to Me; No Regrets and more. 52 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4738640** THE JIMMERKINNIE COLLECTION 1947-62. This 57 track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Skinner's releases on the Red Barn, Radio Artists, Capitol, Decca and Mercury labels. Songs include Tennessee Banner; I Found My Girl in the USA; What Makes a Man Wander; Dark Hollow; Reasons to Live; Help Me to Find My Broken Heart; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4474934** CLIFFIE STONE: The Legendary Capitol Records Double Bassist and Multi-Instrumentalist. This album takes a broad musical exploration of Stone's career in Western Music with 30 tracks including Dark Hollow; Reasons to Live; Help Me to Find My Broken Heart; and more. 52 tracks on two CD sets. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 3794822** TEX WILLIAMS: The Capital Years, 1946-51. Features all his hits from the years between 1946 and 1951, including the classic pop and country No. 1 Smoke! Smoke! smoke! (that cigarette), and the Top 10 hits The California Polka, That's Why I Like You About It, Just a Woman, Don't Telegraph, Don't Telephone; and more. Fifty-four tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 35916532** THE JIMMIE WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Waley was one of the “singing cowboy” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 84 track set comprises A and B sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Heart, I Love You So Much it Hurts; Slippin’ on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 3937666** BLUEGRASS 2020. Collects ten great Bluegrass instrumentalists: Fuzzy Mountain Chimes; Five & Dime; Kentucky Mandalin; Pipistrel Blues; Sunday Drive; Storm and Desire Valley Forge; Shenandoah Breakdown; Vanier; and Blush. Packaged in a cardboard case. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3959511** BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Recordings from 1946 and 1947 represent Bob Wills’ lost transcriptions for Tiffany Music. Two CDs offer 50 vintage performances including Put Another Chair at the Table; I Can’t Begin to Tell You; Yellow Rose of Texas; Travelin’ Blues; Goodnight Little Sweetheart; Letters in the Sand; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 4436320** KELLY HARRELL, VOLUME 1, 1925 TO 1926. Contains a selection of A & B sides for the Decca and Columbia labels, including Put Another Chair at the Table; I Can’t Begin to Tell You; Yellow Rose of Texas; Travelin’ Blues; Goodnight Little Sweetheart; Letters in the Sand; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 4791532** THE JIMMIE WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Waley was one of the “singing cowboy” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 84 track set comprises A and B sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Heart, I Love You So Much it Hurts; Slippin’ on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 3937666** BLUEGRASS 2020. Collects ten great Bluegrass instrumentalists: Fuzzy Mountain Chimes; Five & Dime; Kentucky Mandalin; Pipistrel Blues; Sunday Drive; Storm and Desire Valley Forge; Shenandoah Breakdown; Vanier; and Blush. Packaged in a cardboard case. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4608376** THE JIMMIE WAKELY COLLECTION 1939-42. This CD contains the sampler of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4790731** THE FARM HANDS: 4.0. Collects 13 tracks from the bluegrass band, including Pride; Circle of Wood; Green River Ferry Boat; Come Walk with Me; I Wanted to Be Saved; Missing You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3887162** THE SHEB WOOLEY COLLECTION, 1946-62. This 60 track, two CD set comprises A & B sides from Sheb Woolies’s singles on the Bullet, Blue Bonnet and MGM labels during these years. Songs include That’s My Pa; The Tire Iron People; Dead Man’s Horse; Lonely Street; Eskimos; Oklahoma Honey Tolong; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; and more. Bluegrass Band. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD 4664639** THE JOHNNIE & JACK COLLECTION, 1945-62. Comprises selected A & B sides from the Apollo, RCA & Decca labels covering the years 1945-1962 including: I Wanna Go with You; That’s My Pa; The Tire Iron People; Dead Man’s Horse; Lonely Street; Eskimos; Oklahoma Honey Tolong; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; and more. Bluegrass Band. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**CD 4798888** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: You’re a Lady/Our Love. Collects 36 tracks from his classic LPs, including Colorado Bluebird Sky; Betray the Dark; Let’s Go Outside; Song in My Head; Stay Through; Colliding; Rosie; and more. Loud & Proud. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4791243** CLIFF CARLISLE: A Country Legacy 1930-1939. This country legend was a singer, songwriter and instrumentalist. Eighty-four tracks are collected in this four-CD set, including A Wild Cat Woman; A Tom Cat Man; Memphis Yodel; Ash Can Blues; That Nasty Swing; Columbus Stockade Blues; Trouble Troubled Minds. On the Banks of the Rio Grande; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 4746056** THE GOLD HILL COLLECTION, 1952-62. This two CD, 56-track set comprises many of Hill’s A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from the albums Goldie Hill and According to My Heart. Includes her landmark 1952 country number one hit I Let the Stars Get in My Eyes and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4798074** RICHARD GREENE: The Green Fiddler. Greene is truly the premiere violin-fiddler virtuoso of our time, having introduced audiences to a whole new generation of aspiring musicians to a wide array of stylistic adventures—from bluegrass to Bach! This CD is a culmination of all these various explorations, representing his musical work from 1967 up through the 1990s. Sierra Records. Pub. at $12.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4787162** THE SHEB WOOLEY COLLECTION, 1946-62. This 60 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides from Sheb Woolies’s singles on the Bullet, Blue Bonnet and MGM labels during these years. Songs include That’s My Pa; The Tire Iron People; Dead Man’s Horse; Lonely Street; Eskimos; Oklahoma Honey Tolong; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; and more. Bluegrass Band. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD 3794958** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961. This 17 track collection covers the year of 1961, during which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year. Includes songs by Ferlin Husky; Carl Belew; Liff Jones; George Jones; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 468978X** THE CARLISLES COLLECTION, 1968-69. This 61-track, two-CD set comprises many of Hill’s A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from the albums Goldie Hill and According to My Heart. Includes her landmark 1952 country number one hit I Let the Stars Get in My Eyes and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4791134** THE ALLEN BROTHERS WITH OTHER COUNTRY BROTHER ACTS. This amazing set collects 94 songs on four CDs. The first three CDs compile 70 tracks from the Allen Brothers and the fourth CD collects 24 tracks from a host of other Brother acts, including Kessinger Brothers, Morris Brothers, Melton Brothers, kimble Brothers, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**
Country & Western - Bluegrass


★ CD 3771091 THE JIMMY NEWCOMAN COLLECTION 1948-62. Features eighteen hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top 10 entries including the number two hit Fallen Star and You’re Making a Fool out of Me and the number four hit Cry Cry Darling, along with selected A & B sides for the Modern, Fais Do Do, Feature, DOT, MGM and Decca Labels during this era. Fifty-eight tracks on two CD’s. Acoustic. Pub. at $12.99 $11.99

★ CD 3794571 GENE AUTRY: Back in the Saddle Again. The legendary singing cowboy has no less than five “stars” on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and this new collection of his music ideally showcases his musical talents. Twenty-five tracks; include: Back in the Saddle Again, Deep in the Heel of Texas; Maria Elena; Be Honest with Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $17.99

★ CD 2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ’70s. Includes four CDs and a 6 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $35.99 $27.95

★ CD 3872947 DALLAN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys. Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including The Stranger; Till I Hear It from You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain’t It Funny; Hard Times and much more. Five CDs. Songs include Knock on Wood; I Love to Jump, Are You Satisfied; Easter Morning; Devil of a Woman; Just Because; and more. Americana. Pub. at $15.99 $13.95

★ CD 3872748 SPIRIT OF THE WEST: Old Material 1984-1986. A collection of country/folk music from Canada including Rocks At Thieves Bay; Don’t Quite Alright; Down on the Dole; John Goodman; Aberdeen; and more. Recorded from a live performance at Arena Di Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nearly 60 tracks, it includes favorites by Jim & Jesse, Merle Haggard, Merle Travis, and others. Modern, Collection 1939-62. Includes four CDs and a 6 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $35.99 $27.95

★ CD 3808416 COUNTRY’S GREATEST MALE SINGERS. This 20 track CD presents country music’s all time great male performers. Includes Cold Cold Heart by Hank Williams; Old Time Religion; On My World by Jim Reeves; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; It’s Only Make Believe by Conway Twitty; Four Walls by Jim Reeves; Act Naturally by Buck Owens; and many more. Impermanence. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

CD 3919668 THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list make your heart melt by doing so. This CD collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho and many more. Pub. at $9.99 $8.99

CD 3905942 HUMBLE PIE: Smokin’. A collection of nine songs: Hot ’n’ Nasty; The Fixer; You’re So Good for Me; C’mon Everybody; Old Time Feelin’; 30 Days in the Hole; Road Runner; Wonder; and Sweet Peace and Time. A&M Records. Pub. at $9.99 $4.99

★ CD 2862492 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible. Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years. Harris is6 now an accomplished performer today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including Born to Run; We’ll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Cash on the Barrelhead; That’s All It Took; Wheels; Cry One More Time; and many more. Two CD’s. Pub. at $16.99 $14.99

★ CD 3874850 KRIS & RITA: Natural Act. Eleven songs are collected from this talented duo, including Blue as I Do; Not Everyone Knows; I Fought the Law; Number One; Silver Marbles; Hula Hoop; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $14.99 $7.99

★ CD 3860510 MARK KNOPFLER & EMMYLOU HARRIS: Balcony Love. Recorded live from a performance at Arena Di Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nineteen songs, including Right Now; Red Slaggering; Belle Star; This Is Us; All the Road’s a Stage; So Far Away; Why Why Why and more. Two CD’s. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ CD 3825050 EARS OF STONE: 1960s Folk, Country & Pop from the Nashville Indies. A unique collection of ultra rare gems from the vaults! Twenty songs, including Don’t Think Twice by Buddy, Woody & Bertha; It’s Another World by Bobby & Bergen; Too Much Too Soon by Gail & Her Devil Ever Run and more. Two CD’s. MCA. Pub. at $16.99 $14.99

★ CD 3866289 A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAWS: Live from the Country Music Cruise. Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outlaw Country and include Whiskey River; Rainy Day Woman; sailor; Hooray for Heroes; Good Hearted Woman and more performed by Chuck Mead and Band, Wades Hayes and Band, Tim Alwood and Band, and more. StarVista. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

★ CD 3987256 SUE FOLEY: The Ice Cream Man. Features twelve tracks from this Canadian blues singer and guitarist including Come To Me; Run; The Lucky Ones; Gaslight; Death of a Dream; Cannonball Blues; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $13.99

★ CD 4715853 DALLAN BRADLEY: Things She Couldn’t Get Over. Collects ten tracks from the bluegrass musician, including Living on the Edge; Things She Couldn’t Get Over; After While; Falling Down; Lost More Than I Knew; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

★ CD 3960994 THE RUSTY DRAPER COLLECTION 1939-62. This 60 track CD contains four CDs and a 6 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

★ CD 4563076 PHIL LEADBETTER AND THE ALL STARS OF BLUEGRASS: Swing for the Fences. Collects ten songs any fan of the bluegrass genre would enjoy, including My Kind of Road; I Wanna Go Back; Six Shilling for the Fences; One Way Rider; I’m Gonna Make It After All; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99


★ CD 4794125 MERLE MONROE: Songs of a Simple Life. Collects 12 tracks from this bluegrass female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including Hard Way Every Time; Pretty, Dark Hearted Emma Brown; The Redbird River; The Likes of You; Ripple; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

★ CD 3872955 DALLAN BRADLEY: The Hard Way. This CD compiles 10 songs from five female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including Hard Way Every Time; Pretty, Dark Hearted Emma Brown; The Redbird River; The Likes of You; Ripple; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

★ CD 3881199 BRADLEY & ADAIR: Oh Darlin’. Features ten numbers. Includes Send Me; Wasted Nights; It’s Only Make Believe; Give Me Some; Shake; Send Me; Muddy River; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $7.99

★ CD 3918084 BILLY LARKIN: Country Masterworks. Twenty tracks of the best from country and western vocalist Billy Larkin in include Hello Sunshine; Goodbye Marie; I’m Leaving Town Tonight; Shelby Tell Me; God’s Still in Control; Roll on Muddy River; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $7.99

★ CD 3897191 RITA CHAPMAN: Just Gettin’ Started. Features nine tracks from this Canadian blues-based rock ’n roll performer including Just Gettin’ Started; Shallow Water; Hurin’ Chain; Tupelo; Satisfied; Lawless; Love Me; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $7.99

and enter the item number in the search bar.
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★ DVD 3887108 GARY FJELLGAARD: Under Western Skies. This Canadian singer/songwriter effortlessly bridges the gaps between yesterday and today. Part folk, part country, and all as real as the headlines in a small town newspaper. DVD contains 15 tracks touching American history. On the Riverfront; One more Pony Ride; Glory Years; Heroes; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

★ PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ DVD 2786958 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW WITH ANNE MURRAY. Fullscreen. In this early 70s favorite, Campbell hosts a wave of talented young performers to deliver a number of country and pop standards. In this episode, he joins a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like 'The Most Beautiful Girl'; Dream Lover; Annie's Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ DVD 385583X BRENDA LEE: Music Legends. Get an in-depth look at an icon of country music with a collection of fantastic live performances. Spanning her storied career, it includes live renditions of 'Coming on Strong,' 'Johny One Time,' 'You Are the One I Want,' 'I'll Fly Away,' and much more. 47 minutes. One Media.

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ DVD 4885744 BEST OF ARTIE HAW: 20 Songs. Features a great balance of standards on 20 tracks including 'My Man'; 'Stompin’ at the Savoy; 'Tenderly; 'My Foolish Heart; 'Begin the Beguine; 'Blue Moon'; 'Moonlight Serenade; 'The Man I Love; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ DVD 4886454 THE GLENN MILLER V-DISC SESSIONS, VOLUME TWO. Collects 21 tracks from the big band legend, including Everybody Loves My Baby (but My Baby Don’t Love Nobody but Me); Stompin’ at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ CD 4884280 GENE HARRIS & THE THREE SOUNDS: The Ultimate Blue Note Collection. Harris, an American jazz pianist/brown haired jazz vocalist is known for his relaxed and enchanting style that is often referred to as soul jazz. Featuring eight of his albums with the Three Sounds. Including songs such as: Tenderly; I Could Write A Book; You Make My Sunshine. CDs include 61 tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

Jazz - Big Bands

★ CD 4771060 GLENN MILLER: The Ultimate CD. Collects 20 tracks from the Big Band icon, including Moonlight Serenade; Little Brown Jug; In the Mood; Indigo Sun; That Old Black Magic; Tuxedo Junction; Chattanooga Choo Choo; When Johnny Comes Marching Home; more. Recording Arts AG. $4.95

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ CD 4773261 THE BIG BAND SOUND: It’s the Talk of the Town. This amazing CD collection features performances from Tommy Dorsey; Fletcher Henderson; Duke Ellington; Glenn Miller; and Benny Carter. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ CD 4884752 BEST OF THE BIG BANDS: 20 Songs. Includes Sentimental Journey and How High the Moon by Les Brown; Swanee River, Sweet Georgia Brown, and Blue Skies by Tommy Dorsey; Stompin’ at the Savoy and Woodchoppers Ball by Woody Herman; Mood Indigo by Count Basie; Mood by Glenn Miller, and The Man I Love and Moonglow by Artie Shaw. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

⇒ DETAIL PAGE

★ CD 488017X GLENN MILLER: 4 CD Set. The Big Band legend’s catchy rhythms had a nation swaying to a happy sound. This Vintage Vaults collection features 56 original recordings that have been meticulously restored, including Moonlight Serenade; Stairway to the Stars; Blue Orchids; When You Wish Upon a Star; Tuxedo Junction; Fools Rush In; Blueberry Hill; Chattanooga Choo Choo; and more. Four CDs. Vintage. $9.95

⇒ DETAIL PAGE
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**Jazz: Big Bands**

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era.** This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935–49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Includes not only examples of his most famous records but also the Goodman Trio, Quartet, Quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

**CD 2841355 OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection.** This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects Stan Getz and the Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets O. Peterson; The Genius of Oscar Peterson; The Modern Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3914526 JAMES MOODY: The Complete Argo Collection.** This four-CD set features Moody’s entire recorded output for the Argo label, made between 1957 and 1964. A total of eight albums are collected here for your listening enjoyment. Songs include Last Train from Overbrook; Don’t Blame Me; Great Day; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6799388 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Malting Call; Soutrane; On a Midsy Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedication to You; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4811941 MAX ROACH: The Collaborations.** This four-CD, 59 track set includes the entirety of eight albums: The Max Roach Featuring Hank Mobley 1953; Brown and Blue; Each Incorporated 1946; Clifford Brown and Max Roach 1945; Drummin’ the Blues 1958; Rich Versus Roach 1959; Money Jungle 1962; Booker Little & Max Roach 1959; and We Insist! 1960. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4874633 A TRAMP AT THE SEANCE: Jazz at a Halloween’s Night.** Twenty-one ghostly selections from 1919-1953, including Satanic Blues by The Original Dixieland and Jazz Band; Nightmare by Elgar’s Creole Orchestra; Swingin’ at the Seance by Glenn Miller and his Orchestra, Zombie by Gene Kardos and his Orchestra; and more. Document Records. **$11.95**

**CD 5887050 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963.** Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 48 tracks include Tasty Pudding; Floppy; Willie the Wailer; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackle; Bitty Breeze; In the Bag; Pent Up in a Dream; Singing in the Rain; Let’s Fall in Love; Leaves for Sale; Somethin’ Else; All of You; So What; On Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4818717 DAVE BRUBECK Early Years: The Singles Collection 1950-52.** Comprises almost all the A & B sides of Brubeck’s single releases on the Fantasy label during these years. Fifty tracks, including Lullaby in Rhythm; You Stopped Out of a Dream; Singing in the Rain; It’s Only a Paper Moon; Always; This Can’t Be Love; I May Be Wrong; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4874995 J.J. JOHNSTON & KAI WINDING: Trombone for Two.** Johnston and Winding were among the leading innovators and primary exponents of the trombone in modern jazz. This 76 track, four CD set features most of the titles they recorded together. Tracks include Deacon’s Devilish Sphere; Bone of Contention; Gong Rock; Funnybone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 4715910 CHARLIE PARKER: His Finest Recordings.** This wonderful collection from the legendary saxophonist and bebop innovator includes eight classic albums on four CDs. Fifty-eight tracks, including A Night in Tunisia; Yardbird Suite; My Old Flame; Air Conditioning; Now’s the Time; Donna Lee; Temptation; Autumn Leaves; in New York; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4874986 JERI SOUTHERN: The Singles & Albums Collection 1951-59.** Collects 111 tracks from this highly-regarded singer and pianist. Comprises just about all of the A and B sides of her singles on the London, Decca, Roulette and Capitol labels. Includes Tell Me I’m in Love Again; You’re the Cause of It All; Remind Me; The Touch of Love; Everything But You; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 4874978 THE JAN GABER ORCHESTRA: Melody from the Sky.** Comprises selected A and B sides from the Victor, Columbia, Brunswick, Vocalion, Bluebird, Black and White and Capitol labels. Seventy-three tracks, including All I Do Is Dream of You; A Beautiful Lady in Blue; A Medley from the Sky; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 4002492 BENNY: Pioneers and Classic Performances 1941-1948.** Seventy-three track, three CD set comprising noted recordings by musicians who were pioneers or prime exponents of bebop during the 1940s. Includes performances by Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Christian, Thelonious Monk, Charlie Parker, J.J. Johnson, Bud Powell, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 4828747 AL COHN: The Classic 1950s Sessions.** An ideal starting point for beginners to Cohn’s music and a perfect reminder to those more attuned, this set is a delight anyone with an ear for jazz played at its very best. Twenty-nine tracks, including That Old Feeling; Blued; Sharam; The Lady Is A Tramp; Gone with the Wind; The Mellow Side; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 592743X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1959.** One of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a musician, arranger and composer. Collectively, he has all nine albums he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label: Gerry Mulligan Quartet Volumes 1 & 2; Paris Concert; California Concerts; Lee Konitz Plays with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Gerry Mulligan Songbook; Reunion with Chet Baker; My Moods; Mississipi; Songs with Mulligan. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4657691 THOLENIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demigods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-tabbed Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. **$24.99**

**CD 4670574 PEGGY LEE: The Centenary Albums Collection 1948-62.** Comprises selected titles from her 25 albums released on Capitol and Decca during her heyday in the era of the long-playing record, collected here for the first time on four CDs. Includes her all-time hits, including My Best To You; The Man I Love; Lover; Beauty and the Beat; Pretty Eyes; If You Go; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 4665638 CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: Live!** First Star of the Electric Guitar. The live performances on this CD are but a small sampling of the young genius from Oklahoma City who became the first star of the electric guitar. Twenty tracks, including Umbrella Man; Lady Be Good; Shivers; South of the Border; Old Fashioned Love; Stella and So; Swingin’ at the Seance; Under the Skin; and more. **$4.95**

**CD 4668470 LIONEL HAMPTON ‘LIVE’: Great Vibes.** Collects 18 tracks from the Jazz great, including Air Mail Special; Vibe Boogie; In the Bag; Oh! Lady Be Good; Screamin’ Boogie; I’m a Sick Chick; China Stomp; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 3995157 FATS WALLER: Live at the Yacht Club.** Thirteen tracks from the great jazz piano innovator Fats Waller at the famous Manhattan Penthouse; Saxes每次; You Look Good to Me; Flat Foot Floogie; Monday Morning; and more. Star Line Productions. **$5.95**

**CD 3914496 HOWARD MCGHEE: The Classic 1960s Albums.** Among the very first bebop jazz trumpeters, McGhee was known for his cool, collected style and very high notes. This collection brings together the very finest albums for his fast fingers and very high notes. This 48-track, four CD set features most of the titles they recorded together. Tracks include Deacon’s Devilish Sphere; Bone of Contention; Gong Rock; Funnybone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 5499275 BOB JONES & THE WAILERS: For Adults Only.** You Stepped Out of a Dream; Singing in the Rain; Let’s Fall in Love; Leaves for Sale; Somethin’ Else; All of You; So What; On Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3912404 JOE MCGIRR: The Classic 1960s Albums.** Among the very first bebop jazz trumpeters, McGee was known for his cool, collected style and very high notes. This collection brings together the very finest albums for his fast fingers and very high notes. This 48-track, four CD set features most of the titles they recorded together. Tracks include Deacon’s Devilish Sphere; Bone of Contention; Gong Rock; Funnybone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3910845 BUSTER BONES: The Classic 1960s Albums.** Among the very first bebop jazz trumpeters, McGee was known for his cool, collected style and very high notes. This collection brings together the very finest albums for his fast fingers and very high notes. This 48-track, four CD set features most of the titles they recorded together. Tracks include Deacon’s Devilish Sphere; Bone of Contention; Gong Rock; Funnybone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$11.95**
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- **CD 3821803 BOOKER ERVIN: The Classic Albums 1960-1964.** This four CD set brings together the finest recordings Ervin made as a bandleader between 1960 and 1964, the era generally considered to be the musician’s glory years. Forty-three tracks, including The Blue Book; Git It; Little Jane; A Love Theme; I'm Not; Eerie Eddie; and more. Four CDs. Acropub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 4738543 THE GUY LOMBARDO HITS COLLECTION, VOL. 1, 1927-37.** Comprises most of Lombarдо’s recordings for the Columbia, Brunswick, Victor and Decca labels during the first decade of his career. Ninety tracks, including Charmaine; Too Many Tears; Sweethearts on Parade; Goodnight Sweetheart; Red Sails in the Sunset; and more. Four CDs. Acropub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 4688928 THE GEORGE COLEMAN QUINTET: In Baltimore.** One of jazz’s most powerful tenor saxophonists is heard at his freewheeling, unfiltered best on this CD, a hitherto unheard live recording from the famous Ballroom in Baltimore in 1971. Five tracks. Afternoon in Paris; Sandy; I Got Rhythm; Body and Soul; and Joy Spring. Four CDs. Acroprint. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 2870932 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection.** This complete four CD collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse! as a bandleader. Featuring six original LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include, Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; Today and Tomorrow; and Murphy’s Jam. Four CDs. Acropub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 4664779 OSCAR PETERSON: The Early Years 1945-50.** Comprises studio recordings for RCA, and Mercury & Cet from the first five years of his recording career. Forty-seven tracks include, I Got Rhythm; Louis; My Blue Heaven; Flying Home; Blue Moon; Sweet Georgia Brown; Fine and Candy; They Didn’t Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Acropub. at $9.99 $7.99

- **CD 4737253 BENNY GOODMAN: The Platinum Collection.** Collects 40 tracks from the “King of Swing,” including Let’s Dance; Don’t Be That Way; When Wedda Snake Bites; Clarinade; And the Angels Sing; All the Cats Join In; Air Mail Special; Mad Boogie; Rattle and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Acropub. at $10.99 $8.95


- **CD 2937271 THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-60.** By the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy May, one of the paragons of this cadre of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acropub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **CD 4806433 RARE 1920S BLUES & JAZZ, 1923-1929.** A compilation of rare jazz works by a variety of artists are captured on 25 tracks. Includes Don’t Mean You No Good Blues by Viola McCoy, Go, I Got Somebody Sweeter Than You by Sam Manning, Arkansas Shaw by Sam Manning, etc. Four CDs. Acropub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **CD 4840690 PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM!** Golden Piano Memories. Collects 60 tracks of wonderful piano classics, including Sunrise Serenade; Bewitch’d; Near You; September in the Rain; 12th Street Rag; Rumble Boogie; Rhapsody in Blue; Tea For Two; and more. Artists include Duke Ellington, Art Tatum, Oscar Peterson, Nat King Cole and Liberace. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

- **CD 4986802 THE BENNY GOODMAN SMALL BAND COLLECTION, 1935-45.** This 7-track, three CD set comprises the majority of Goodmann’s recordings with his trios, quartets, quintets, sextets and septets during this era. Songs include After You’ve Gone; More Than You Know; Runnin' Wild; California Dreamin’; Georgia Brown; and Tea for Two. Three CDs. Over 30 tracks in all. One Record. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

- **CD 6711782 MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters.** During 1958 and 1959, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz, Leave and Mill, formed the legendary Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recording together, all on three CDs. Acropub. at $19.99 $16.95

- **CD 4865104 MILES DAVIS: Chicago Jazz Festival 1990.** Features eight tracks from Nat King Cole’s portion of the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. Songs include Perfect Way; Star People; Hannibal; The Senate, Me and You; Time After Time; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4865102 MILES DAVIS: Kansas City 1958.** Features four tracks from Nat King Cole’s portion of the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. Songs include Perfect Way; Star People; Hannibal; The Senate, Me and You; Time After Time; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4864109 MILES DAVIS: Chicago Jazz Festival 1958.** Features four tracks from Nat King Cole’s portion of the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. Songs include Perfect Way; Star People; Hannibal; The Senate, Me and You; Time After Time; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4730107 THANK YOU LES.** After close to 40 years of performing with Les Paul, weekly, Lou Pallo has invited close friends in multiple genres to help him pay homage to his friend and mentor by recording a collection of timeless standards recorded by Les himself. Twenty tracks. Showplace Music. $2.95

- **CD 6941117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essential Collection.** Included in this 72 track, three CD collection are songs from Moulton, Louie Armstrong, Percey Faith; Stardust; Artie Shaw; Rhapsody in Blue by Glenn Miller; September in the Rain by George Shearing; Whispering by Les Paul; Brazil by Xavier Cugat, Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; and much more. Three CD set. Acropub. at $29.99 $21.95

- **CD 3950049 THE GERRY MULLIGAN/CHET BAKER COLLECTION 1952-53.** This 46 track, two CD set comprises most of the recordings Mulligan and Baker have made together during this time. Part of Gerry Mulligan’s quartet, initially comprising informal “live” recordings at The Haig Jazz Club in Los Angeles and at the house of recording engineer Phil Turetsky. Tracks include: Haig & Haig (Olnin); Bernie’s Tune; Lullaby of the Leaves; and more. Acropub. at $16.99 $14.99

- **CD 3984767 WEATHER REPORT: Live in London.** Features six tracks from this jazz fusion band: Corner Pocket; Unknown; Fast City; Where the Moon Goes; Drum Solo and Where the Moon Goes Pt2. Angel Air. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

- **CD 4857493 AMERICA’S GREATEST HIT 1944.** 49 track collection of the greatest chart hits of 1944 by the original artists including The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, Bing Crosby, The Andrews Sisters, The Mills Brothers, Dick Haymes, The King Cole Trio and many others. Gothic. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

- **CD 4810147 THE ART TAMUT COLLECTION, 1932-47.** This 93-track four-CD set comprises a significant portion of his recordings for his studio debut during this period. Strange As A Song; Tiger Rag; Lady Be Good; Tea for Two; Chloé; and more. Acropub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 3950560 THE COON-SANDERS ORIGINAL NIGHT HAWK ORCHESTRA COLLECTION 1921-37.** This 94 track, three CD set comprises most of the recordings for his studio debut during this period. Strange As A Song; Tiger Rag; Lady Be Good; Tea for Two; Chloé; and more. Acropub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 3950955 THE COON-SANDERS ORIGINAL NIGHT HAWK ORCHESTRA COLLECTION 1921-37.** This 94 track, three CD set comprises most of the recordings for his studio debut during this period. Strange As A Song; Tiger Rag; Lady Be Good; Tea for Two; Chloé; and more. Acropub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 3950049 THE GERRY MULLIGAN/CHET BAKER COLLECTION 1952-53.** This 46 track, two CD set comprises most of the recordings Mulligan and Baker have made together during this time. Part of Gerry Mulligan’s quartet, initially comprising informal “live” recordings at The Haig Jazz Club in Los Angeles and at the house of recording engineer Phil Turetsky. Tracks include: Haig & Haig (Olnin); Bernie’s Tune; Lullaby of the Leaves; and more. Acropub. at $16.99 $14.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
**CD 3712534 THE WAYNE KING COLLECTION 1930-41.** Collects 92 tracks on four CDs, comprising selected A & B sides from King's releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this time period. Songs include Dream a Little Dream of Me; Good Night, Sweetheart; The Waltz You Loved the Most; The Lady Is a Tramp; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 3712791 DAKOTA STATION: The Complete Early Years 1955-58.** This two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Station's Capitol singles and the tracks from the first four albums of her career, The Late, Late Show; In the Night, Dynamic; and Crazy He Calls Me. Collects 55 songs from the jazz legend. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 **$16.99**

**CD 4664280 BROTHER J ACK MCDUFF: The Classic Albums 1960-1963.** Collects eight classic albums: The Honeydripper, Goodnight, It's Time to Go; Screamin' 1962; Somethin' Sick; Brother Jack McDuff Live; Brother Jack at the Jazz Workshop Live; Prelude; and Crash! Fifty tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3926303 BURIED GOLD–THE ZOOT SIMS QUINTET: The Complete 1956 Quintet Recordings.** Thirty one tracks presents the tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and valve-trombonist Bob Brookmeyer. In 1956, the inimitable pair made a series of studio recorded quintet sessions, most of which has never been compiled into one collection—until now. Includes September in the Rain; Them There Eyes; When the Blues Come On; Mr. Moon; Bobby's Tune; Snake and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 **$21.99**

**CD 4810473 ROY BROOKS: Understanding.** Recorded live at the Famous Ballroom Ballroom, Maryland on November 1, 1970. Six tracks: Prelude to Understanding; Billie’s Bounce, Zolanz; Taurus Woman; and The Theme. Reel to Real. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 2903814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz.** This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Muskrat Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Comrades; Darktown Strutters’ Ball by Bunk Johnson; A Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feetwarmers; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies; and much more. Dynasty. Pub. at $39.99 **$29.95**


**CD 2903563 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: HDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02.** Three tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this Jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Grove; For All We Know; Turn, Two Part Canon in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $21.99 **$12.95**

**CD 4764110 RED NICHOLS & HIS FIVE PENNIES COLLECTION, 1926-32.** A splendid collection of A & B sides from the early days of Red Nichols & His Pennies and the Columbia label by The Charleston Chasers. Also featured are performances with Miff Mole, Fred就像，Boo Horry, Scrapy Lambdin, Baby Rusin and others. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 3981988 THE ALVINO REY COLLECTION 1940-50.** A 50 track, two CD collection comprising recordings for the Brunswick label by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies and for the Columbia label by The Charleston Chasers. Also featured are performances with Miff Mole, Fred 'The Pajama' Like, Scrapy Lambdin, Bobby Horry, Scrapy Lambdin, Baby Rusin and others. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 4791126 ALL STAR JAZZ QUARTETS 1927-1941.** Collects 97 tracks on four CDs from some of the greatest jazz quartets of all-time, including Benny Goodman Quartet, Joe Venuti Blue Four, Delta Four, Four Bob Cats, Rex Stewart Feathertops, Bechet Spanier Big Four, Clarence Williams Washboard Band, and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 **$21.95**

**CD 3988430 THE EDDIE HEYWOOD COLLECTION 1940-59.** This 46 track, two CD collection of recordings from approximately 30 years, released during the Vokel, Signature, Commodore, Decca, RCA-Victor, London and other labels during this era. They are the legacy performances as a member of the vocal group The Quintones, and others. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

**CD 4880056 SOULVILLE: Turn It Out.** Right up front, these guys rip. Soulville has an original compositional vocal, where these guys speak more than just the language of funk by pushing the boundaries, and the record itself surpasses all the over-produced commercial fluff out there. Ten tracks, including Steppin’; Uncle Junior (live); Azucar; Rudy’s Way; and more. ESC Records. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

**CD 4880048 SOULVILLE: Get Down.** Everything starts somewhere. And “Get Down” is where Soulville started. This recording marks the very first day that Alan, Eric and Neil ever played together. Six tracks, including So Live!; Uncle Junior; Rudy’s Way; Cash’s Dream; Turn It Out; Brother Soul; and Right On. ESC Records. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3957802 THE BEST OF BRASS IN CONCERT.** A collection of Brass Bands play fun tunes on 14 tracks. Includes Big Easy Brass Band; New Orleans Brass Band; Quintet at Berkeley; and more. Two CDs. Reel to Real. Pub. at $24.99 **$18.95**

**CD 4866497 STAN KENTON LIVES: His Artistry and Rhythms.** Twenty track collection of Kenton and his orchestra live with the majority of songs recorded in 1945. Songs include Eagle Beaver; How Deep Is The Ocean?; More Than You Know; Partial Harmony; Rhythm; We’ll Be Together Again; Solitude; and more. Star Line Productions. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 4866403 AL VIOLA: Mello’ as a Cello.** This three CD collection is some of Ol’ Blue Eye’s songs, including My Funny Valentine; Stranger and Friends; The Nearness of You; I Want a Little Girl; This Can’t Be Love; Deep Purple; and more. Classics Records. Pub. at $17.95 **$14.95**

**CD 4737156 LA LO SCHIFRIN & FRIENDS.** A beautiful jazz ensemble from a premier musician and composer. Nine tracks: Besame Mucho; Fast Forward; Old Friends; Free Parking; Night Walk; and more. Two CDs. Fontana. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3914410 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Trio Recordings 1949.** Garner was one of the most distinctive jazz piano stylists of the post-war era. This 50 track, two-CD collection focuses on a series of six sessions he recorded in 1949. Songs include Surrander Dear; I Only Have Eyes for You; I Want a Little Girl; This Can’t Be Love, Deep Purple, and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4700015 HERBIE HANCOCK: Jazz to Funk.** This collection is one of Hancock’s rarest and most interesting recordings from the late 1960s. Includes Maiden Maulana; Kwendung; Witch Fire; Hot Piano; Night Walker; Far Out; and more. Two CDs. AIM. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4715977 LARRY CORYELL: Heavy Feel.** Collects nine tracks from the Jazz Workshop album, “The Way I’ve Always Was; Polished; Heavy Feel; 2011 East; Sharing Air; Jailbreak; and Foot Path to Oasis. Wide Hive. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 4656489 LOUIS ARMSTRONG ‘LIVE’ On the Small Screen.** Twenty track compilation of Armstrong recorded in 1940 and originally shown on the CBS show “Louis Armstrong’s Co-Channel Floor Shows.”Songs include Sleepy Time Down South; Them There Eyes; Swing That Music; Auntie Hagen’s Blues; Rockin’ Chair and more. Star Line Productions. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 4680723 THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Time OutTakes.** Eight tracks of previously unreleased takes from the original 1959 sessions: Blue Rondo a la Turk; Strange Meadowlark; Take Five; Three to Get Ready; Cathy’s Waltz; I’m in a Dancing Mood; Waltusi Jam; and Band Banter from the recording sessions. Drey Music. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**
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**CD 4686462 JOHNNY GUARNIERI: Fatscinatien**. This album from Guarnieri was an homage to jazz great Fats Waller. Collects 12 tracks. $12.95.

**CD 5753808 THE HOWARD McGHEE COLLECTION, 1945-53**. McGhee one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This four CD set comprises a presentation of his recordings from the peak era of his career. Ninety-three tracks, including Deep Meditation; Interlude; Midnight at Monton’s; Up in Doddo’s Room; Fiesta; I’m in the Mood for Love; Harvest Time, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4690117 TONY BENNETT WITH THE COUNT BASIE BIG BAND**. This incredible collaboration collects 10 tracks: I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face; Chicago; Anything Goes; Poor Little Rich Girl; Are You Havin’ Any Fun? Jeeper Creepers; With Plenty of Money and You; I Guess I’ll Have to Change My Plans; Life Is A Song; and Growing Pains. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 4742753 QUINCY JONES AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Live in Ludwigshafen 1961**. This two CD set was released in this 14 track collection. Includes Air Mail Special; G’wan Train; Solitude; Stolen Moments; Lester Leaps In; Moonlin; Summertime; Remember; Clifford; Ghana; Banja Luka; Caravan; The Midnight Sun Will Never Set; Quincy Jones Introduces His Band; and The Birth of a Band. Jazz Haus. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4738829 THE SAM DONAHUE COLLECTION 1940-48**. Compiles selected titles from his early ‘40s releases with his own orchestra on the Okeh, Bluebird and Hill labels. Forty-eight tracks, including I Knew; Gin; Got the Other Day; Put That Kiss Back Where You Found It; A Rainy Night in Rio; It Counts a Lot; Lonesome Sam; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4745561 THE WILD BILL DAVIS COLLECTION 1951-60**. This 45 track, two CD set comprises recordings from the Okeh, Epic, Imperial, and Everest label, and includes selected A and B sides of singles. Songs include Eyesight to the Blind; Without a Song; Chicken Gumbo; Deep Echo; Make No Mistake; April in Paris; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4766765 THE CHARLIE BARNET COLLECTION 1946-50**. This 45 track, two CD set comprises recordings by The Charlie Barnet Orchestra released on the National, Apollo and Capitol labels during the years 1946-1950. Songs include The New Redskin Rhumba; Charleston; Atlantic Jump; the Down Stutters Ball; Deep Fear; Charleston Alley and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4770994 LARRY CORYELL'S LAST SWING WITH IRELAND**. Known in the jazz world as the “Godfather of Fusion,” this CD collects six tracks from Coryell’s last studio recordings. Includes In a Sentimental Mood; Making of the Carnival; Relaxin at the Camarillo; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Last; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 3794563 THE FREDDY MARTIN HITS COLLECTION 1933-53**. This great collection comprises just about all Freddy Martin's records which are listed as hits by the Billboard magazine and hit charts. 101 tracks: Some 22 tracks each composed by Roscoe Mitchell. Wide Hive. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 4742935 THRROTTLE ELEVATOR REPRODUCED**. Features 11 tracks from this Jazz era including Supraliminal Space; Caste Off; Daggerboard; Ice Windows; Recirculate; Final Floor; Heart of Hearing; Return to Form; Standards Reproached; Fast Revisions; and Rooftop.

**CD 4791320 THE JOHN R.T. DAVIES COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: Jazz Classics**. This four-CD collection compiles jazz classics from Louis Prima, Ted Lewis, Joe Venuti and George Wettling, including songs from the South Bergos (Prima), Start the Band (Lewis); Must Be Dreaming (Venuti); Sugar (Wettling); and much more. Twenty-nine tracks. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 4716851 ROSCOE MITCHELL ORCHESTRA**. Littlefield Concert Hall. The music was recorded live at the College on March 18th and 20th, 2018. The CD compiles four tracks; Rub; Nonaninanah; Wha Wha; and Frenzy House, each composed by Roscoe Mitchell. Wide Hive. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 4696417 LARRY CARLTON & DAVID T. WALKER @ BILLOW LIVE TOKYO**. Features nine tracks that include Burnable; Nite Crawler; March of the Jazz Angels; Soul Food Cafe; A Place for Skippers; 10PM; The Well’s Gone Dry; Feel like Makin’ Love; and My Baby by My Side. $35.35. CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99.

**CD 6722369 CHICAGO: Down Home Blues.** Presents 134 extraordinary performances from the golden era of down home blues from the Windy City. Five CDs overflow with rare and previously unreleased tracks; including multiple cuts from Billy Boy Arnold, Muddy Waters, Big Bill Brown, Leroy Foster, Pete Franklin, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, and many more; while a detailed 87-page booklet explores each featured artist. Wienerworld. Pub. at $49.99.

**CD 4791142 AWAY FROM BASE.** Collects 70 tracks from many of your favorite Jazz icons, including He Ain’t Got Rhythm by Benny Goodman and His Orchestra; If Dreams Come True by Billie Holiday and His Orchestra; Love Me or Leave Me by Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra; and more. Twenty CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $8.99.

**CD 4806409 LEM FOWLER, 1923-1927.**. The works of Lem are presented on: 24 tracks, including vocals by Helen Baxter; Helen McDonald; George Williams; and Fowler’s Washboard Wonders. Includes You Got Ev’ry Thing a Sweet Mama Needs but Me; Squawkin’ the Blues; Cruel Back Blin’ Blues; Oh! Dark Gal; Foot Shuffle; Express Train Blues; The Florida Blues; and more. RST Records. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 4808263 BUNK JOHNSON, VOLUME 1: New York, November 1945-January 1946.**. Some 22 tracks were recorded at the boisterous Bunk Johnson’s club, his New Orleans Club; Includes Maryland, My Maryland; Alexander’s Ragtime Band; You Always Hurt the One You Love; I Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate; A Close Walk with Thee; High Society; Darktown Strutters Ball; Franklin Street Blues; I Can’t Escape from You; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 4763890 AL HIBBLER: The Singles Collection 1946-59.**. A 75 track, three CD set comprising most of Hibbler’s A & B sides for the small Hibbler label and for Decca, Roost, Mercury, Cet and Columbia labels during this era. Tracks include Summertime; Don’t Take Your Love from Me; Poor Butterfly; Stormy Weather; Old Folks; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4652975 THE MACHITO COLLECTION 1941-52.**. Collects 40 tracks on two CDs, comprising studio recordings for the Decca, Roost, Mercury, Cet and Columbia labels as well as live broadcast performances. Includes 1951-1953. Seven Minutes in a Bombay Room; La Rumbalanta; Asia Minor; Jungle Drums; Mambo Fortunado; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4791231 CHARLIE CHristIAN: First Master of the Electric Guitar.**. Christian had a huge influence on the transition from swing to bop and helped define the sound that many of his followers. This collection compiles 68 tracks, including Flying Home; Stardust; Dinah; I Got Rhythm; Seven Comes Eleven; Wholly Cats; Song of the Islands; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.
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Â CD 3937631 THE RALPH MARTERIE SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-62. Comprises selected A & B sides from this trumpeter and bandleader from his Mercury and United Artists singles during the ‘50s. Fifty five tracks on 2 CDs include I Only Have Eyes for You; Gluey; Peanut Vendor; The, Girl; Moon Is Blue; Dry Martini; Skokiaan; Peggy; Sicilian Breeze; Tricky; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

Â CD 4794613 THE JAZZ ALBUM. This two CD set compiles 26 tracks from many of your favorite artists, including Fly Me to the Moon by Frank Sinatra; At Last by Etta James; Unforgettable by Nat King Cole; What a Wonderful World by Louis Armstrong, The; Knock on My Door by Bobby Darin. The Good Life by Tony Bennett; How Much Do You Love Me?; Sing, Baby Sing by Harry Belafonte; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99

Â CD 4756428 MILES DAVIS: Five Miles. Collects five jazz masterpieces from Davis’s Columbia years. Albums include Round About Midnight; Miles Ahead; Milestones; Porgy & Bess; and 1959 Miles. Forty tracks, including Round Midnight; Springville; Dr. Jackle; On Green Dolphin Street; Bess, You Is My Woman Now; My Funny Valentine; and more. Five CDs. Not New Music. $11.95

Â CD 396108 DUKE ELLINGTON: American Classics. Duke Ellington, jazz pioneer, wrote some of the greatest standards of the last century. Here on 17 tracks one can find a style and vision of one of the greatest saxophonist John Harle. Includes Caravan; Suker Velours; The Mooche; Sultey Sunser; Minnekhah; Isafahan; In a Mellotone; Don’t Get Around Much Anymore; and more. EM Classics. PRICE CUT to $3.95

Â CD 4791207 BREAKING OUT OF NEW ORLEANS 1922-1929. This two CD compiles 101 tracks from legends like Sam Morgan’s Jazz Band, Johnny Dodds’ Black Bottom Stompers, Fat Marie’s Society Syncopators, Piron’s New Orleans Orchestra, and gave jazz to the world. The four CDs include Here’s Hot Stuff; Walking in 1924; The Clarinetist; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 SOLD OUT

Â CD 3914402 DIANE SCHUUR: Notes from a Jazz Life. This one features 33 tracks from the American jazz artist, including Walking on a Tightrope; The Danger Zone; All Blues; Way Over Yonder; Sweet Low Sweet Chain; Last It Be; and more. JazzHeads. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

Â CD 467200 HAROLD LAND: Westward Bound! Presents a collection of important recordings from the under-recognized jazz genius, including Vendetta; Beepdurple; Philly Joe Jones; Hampton Hawes; Blue ’n ‘ Boogie; John Coltrane’s; and more. Reel to Real. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

Â CD 4640804 EAR WORMS: The Duke Robillard Band. Features thirteen tracks from the blues/jazz musician including Don’t Bother Trying to Steal Her Love; On This Side of Goodbye; Living With a Memory; Cane Talk; The Things I Have to Cry Some; I Am a Lonesome Hobo; Sweet Nothin’s; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

Â CD 3866270 CONCERT IMPRESSIONS: The Stan Kenton Orchestra. These are eleven richly recorded treasures selected from 2004 and 2007 special events at London’s Blackheath Concert Hall, including Fringe Benefit; Artistry in Percussion; Chiapas; Malaga; Body and Soul; Inner Crisis and more. TaraTina. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

Â CD 3865991 DIGIBY FAIRWEATHER: Notes from a Jazz Life. This 33 track, two CD set compiles 80 tracks from the recordings of Digiby Fairweather, including the beautiful qualities of British jazz over the last half-century and is an autobiographical retrospective of the recording career of the renowned British jazz cornetist. Includes Five Minutes from a Dream; She’s Her That Way; Samba O’Dobre; Runnin’ Wild; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.50

Â CD 4662464 BOBBY WIENS: Talking Drums. What began as a canceled Master’s recital due to the COVID-19 pandemic turned into something far more valuable. Eight tracks include Speaks Volumes; So Sorry; Please; A La Georgie; Doll of the Bride; Little Rascal on a Rock; Bill, So Near, So Far; and The Beehive. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $9.50

Â CD 3988597 NEIL SWAINSON QUINTET: 49th Parallel. The group that appears on this recording had never performed together as a unit. In putting together the group for 49th Parallel, Neil called upon two of his favorites from Toronto’s significant talent pool, and a pair of jazz legends from south of the border. Enjoy seven tracks that include Port of Spain; Southern Exposure; On the Larron; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

Â CD 4791274 THE PIANO MUSIC OF DICK HYMAN. Comprises three compositions, Piano Man; Five Propositions for Piano; and Indiana Variations. Performed by Steven Harlos in close consultation with Mr. Hyman. Arbors Records. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

Â CD 4678346 TOM KEENLYSIDE QUARTET: Fortunato Teller. A wonderful compilation of music that all jazz enthusiasts will enjoy. Two albums, including The Summer Knows; The Fortune Teller; Pratfall; Sunday, Sunday, Sunday; Someday, The Bumminator; Senza Fine; and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

Â CD 3985691 JOHNNY SUMMERS: Baker’s Dozen. An incredible tribute to Billie Holiday. Baker from Summers is presented here with these 13 tracks, including My Funny Valentine; Time After Time; It Could Happen to You; Like Someone in Love; These Old Heels; and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

Â CD 3950425 LOCKDOWN SESSIONS: An International Down Home Blues Revue. Roger Wade (Little Roger & The Houserockers, The Night Walkers) faced a situation not unlike many others in the wake of the Corona pandemic in March 2020: the loss of all upcoming gigs and artistic boredom. Enlisting the help of others, these joint recordings were made at the residences of many of your favorite artists, including Gary Winters, Akichi Kumar, and Vicent Puertas. CrossCut Records. Pub. at $22.99

Â DVD 6760104 COUT BASIE AT CARNEGIE HALL. One of jazz’s greatest legends delivers a spectacular live show from Carnegie Hall with this televised performance—one of Basie’s last. Features appearances from Sarah Vaughan, Tony Bennett, George Benson, and Joe Williams, and songs like Sweet Georgia Brown; Fascinating Rhythm; One O’Clock Jump; and more. 120 minutes. CULT. PRICE CUT to $11.95

Â DVD 4677218 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY LIVE IN ‘63: Jazz Icons. Widescreen. Presents two beautifully filmed concerts in Switzerland and Germany from one of the most celebrated saxets in Jazz history. You’ll see and hear Jessica’s Day; Angel Eyes; Jive Samba; Bohemia After Dark; Dizzy’s Business; Trouble in Mind; Work Song; Unit 7; and Brother John. In B&W. 99 minutes. Noxus. $3.95

Blues - R&B - Reggae

Â CD 4837398 THE BEST OF THE TEMPTATIONS, VOLUME 1: The ‘60s. Rediscover the group that revolutionized the doo-wop sound with 11 irresistible hits: My Girl; The Way You Do the Things You Do; Band Of Gold; Skin Deep; Get Ready; Ain’t That A Fool; Proud to Beg; You’re My Everything; I’m Gonna Make You Love Me (with Diana Ross); I Wish It Would Rain and more. Universal Music. $6.95

Â CD 483739X THE BEST OF THE PLATTERS: 20th Century Masters. The Fifties come to life on this 11 track collection featuring this incomparable group. Selections include The Great Pretender; Only You; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; My Prayers; You’ll Never Know; I’ll Never Smile Again; Harbor Lights; Red Sails in the Sunset; Enchanted; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

Â CD 4808553 HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Ultimate CD. The Chicago blues singer won a place in the house with his booming voice and is considered one of greatest artists of all-time. Nineteen songs are collected here, including Shake It for Me; Love Me; Dust My Broom; Rockin’ the Blues; Highway Man; $4.95
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**CD 4757912 THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk.** Collects 18 songs from the R&B group, including Under the Boardwalk; Some Kind of a Wonderful Life; My Girl; This Magic Moment; Money Honey; There Goes My Baby; Save A Prayer For Me; Honey Love; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 488485X GREAT R&B HITS ’60 & ’70’S: 20 Songs.** Some twenty tracks combine 2 decades of great R&B hits that include Koko’s The Gypsy; You Make Me Feel Brand New by The Stylistics; Wake Up Everybody by Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes; More Than A Woman by Tavares; Love Machine by Funkadelic; I’m Just a Girl by Koko-Mojo; Licence to Kill by Company; You Keep Digging Me by Sonny and Jaycee; One More Kiss by Jesse Perkins and the Bad Boys; Wine, Women, Whiskey by Papa Lightfoot; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4788902 SHELLEY FOLEY: Pinky’s Blues.** A raw, electric guitar driven romp through backroads of Texas with this signature pink paisley Fender Telecaster. “Pinky” at the wheel. Twelve tracks, including Pinky’s Blues; Two Bit Texas; Get Out of My Life; Sunday Woman; Dancing at the Southern Motel; Let Me Be; and more. Stone Press Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4798812 ROCK AND ROLL VIXENS #4.** Presents you with 25 rockin’ movers and shakers recorded from the early 1950s to mid 1960s. Songs include My Baby by Dakota Staton; Rock and Roll Blues by Linda Hopkins; Have Mercy Baby by the Bobbettes; Good Lookin’ by Ella James; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4879902 HOUND DOG TAYLOR & THE HOUSE ROCKERS: Tearing the Roof Off.** Collects thirty-two tracks on two CDs, including Whiskey Headed Woman; Poison Ivy; Christine; I Know You Don’t Love Me No More; Rollin’ Around; I’ve Been Everywhere I Have To, I Got No Hair; Stompin’; I Held My Baby Last Night; and more. Collector’s Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 480855X JOHN LEE HOOKER: The Ultimate CD.** Twenty songs are compiled from the American blues singer, including Dimples; Maudie; Shake; Holler and Run; Hobo Blues; Half a Stanger; Boom Boom; Blues Before Sunrise; Cool Little Car; and more. Ult. $4.95

**CD 4841426 THE PLA TTERS: Eight Classic Blues CD.** Some 96 tracks on four CDs, captures the full spectrum of this outstanding and timeless group with songs such as My Prayer; Bewitched; Bothered and Bewildered; Someone to Watch Over Me; I’m Not Doin’ All That; On the Road Again; Left My Smokes In Your Eyes; I’ll Never Smile Again; Red Sails in the Sunset; I’ll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time; and more. Reel to Reel. $5.95

**CD 2947439 ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-62.** Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues; R&B; and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (Roll with Me My Baby); Good Rockin’ Daddy; All I Could Do Was Cry; At Last; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4847903 IF YOU TAKE ME BACK.** Twenty one tracks bring together the distinctive music found in this rare collection, including Bukka White’s Foot In’ To Die Blues; Skip James’ Illinois Blues; Phebby Wells’ Who Left Heart Stomp; Jazz Gillum’s Signifying Woman; Memphis Minnie’s New Dirty Dozen; Muddy Waters’ Hard Day Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 4757831 BILLIE HOLIDAY: Billie’s Blues.** Features 18 tracks from the blues icon: One, Two, But My Shoe; No Regrets; This Year’s Kissing; I’ll Get By; Summertime; He’s Funny That Way; Things Are A-Go; Up; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 2927462 HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62.** Chester Burnett was one of the most influential figures in Chicago Blues through the 1950s. This massive set captures 80 tracks, including Moanin’ at Midnight; Come To Me Baby, Riding in the Moonlight; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4847865 GOD DON’T LIKE IT.** Twenty tracks present a fantastic vintage collection of recordings like Jesse James’ Another Fool Like Me; George Davis’ Fresh Crawling Blues; Big Joe Williams’ Wild Cow Cow; Al Caiola’s Clipped Gears’ Black Bottom Stomp; Teddy Bunn’s King Porter Stomp; Pertine Ellison’s Razor Toin’ Mama; Lightnin’ Hopkins Walkin’ the Streets; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 4880102 J-85 VIL PACK: Who’s Afraid of Them?** The good folks at England’s Koko Mojo Records have assembled the kind of compilation that is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight tracks, including Have A Good Time by Walter Horton; You Keep Digging Me by Sonny and Jaycee; One More Kiss by Jesse Perkins and the Bad Boys; Wine, Women, Whiskey by Papa Lightfoot; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4880072 SUE FOLEY: Pinky’s Blues.** A raw, electric guitar driven romp through backroads of Texas with this signature pink paisley Fender Telecaster. “Pinky” at the wheel. Twelve tracks, including Pinky’s Blues; Two Bit Texas; Get Out of My Life; Sunday Woman; Dancing at the Southern Motel; Let Me Be; and more. Stone Press Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4879812 ROCK AND ROLL VIXENS #4.** Presents you with 25 rockin’ movers and shakers recorded from the early 1950s to mid 1960s. Songs include My Baby by Dakota Staton; Rock and Roll Blues by Linda Hopkins; Have Mercy Baby by the Bobbettes; Good Lookin’ by Ella James; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4879938 BILLIE HOLIDAY.** Twenty-eight tracks gather in one album the iconic recordings of these classic American musicians like One String Sam’s My Baby Doo; Norfol Jazz Quintet’s Jumpin’ in the Backseat of a Movie; Sonny Terry’s Harmonica & Washboard Breakdown; and lots more. Document Records. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 2953471 PASS THE BUTTERFIELD.** January 1970, Features a live performance of The Butterfield Blues Band at the A&R Studios on WLWJ in New York City, December 1970. Ten tracks on two CDs include Blues Under a Bad Sign; Play On; Driftin’ Blues; The Boogie Man; and Back Together Again. Excellent record of a great band! $5.95

**CD 4848036 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 18: Jumpin’ from Six to Six.** This album is about romance, clandestine love, and pretty girls, getting turned on with love fever! Twenty-eight tracks, including I’ll Never Let You Go by Ray Johnson; Rock ‘n’ Roll Romance by The Blackbird, Quick Draw by Leo Price and Band; Feel Good by Shirley and Lee; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99


**CD 4884175 BIG BILL BROONZY, VOLUME 1, 1927-1932.** Complete recorded works of the incomparable blues master, including the first five years of his recorded output. With 26 tracks including: House Rent Stomp; Starvation Blues; I Can’t Be Satisfied; Meanest Kind of Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 4840526 SPOTLIGHT ON JIMMY MCCRAKLLIN: The Rockin’ Man.** The album’s spotlight is shone upon dynamic R&B music which makes you want to dance! Twenty-eight recordings, including Big Foot; I Ain’t Got No Hair; Gotta Cut Off My Hair Won’t Let Her Go; Blues Blasters Boogie; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99
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★ CD 4806379 IDA COX, VOLUME 1, 1923. Presents the “Uncrowned Queen of the Blues,” Ida Cox, in this 24 track collection. Includes Any Woman’s Blues; Rama Round Blues; Weary Way Blues; Blue Monday Blues; I Love My Man Better Than I Love Myself; Moanin’ Grownin’ Blues; Chattanooga Blues; Come Right Out Of My House; Hangin’ In; Graybeard Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4848081 SHIRLY DILLY: When Your Mojo Doesn’t Work. Collects 28 tracks from some of the lesser known rhythm and blues artists, including Clothes Line (Wrap It Up); Live and Let Live; and His Gallant Crew. Haunted House by Johnny Fuller; Welfare Cadillac by Jerry McCray; Shilly Dilly by Deporte. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 2903652 JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years. Features eight of Hodges’ albums: Not So Dusky; Back to Back; Side by Side; Gerry Mulligan Meets Johnny Hodges; Blue Hodge; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the orchestra; Sandy’s Gone; and Mess of Blues. Four CDs. Document Records. Pub. at $17.95 $14.99


★ CD 4745299 REGGAE: Live in Jamaica. The legendary names of Reggae music and more met at Fort Charles, Jamaica, in a musical event that would reverberate around the world. Includes performances by Bunny Wailer, The Neville Brothers, Toots Hibbert, Jimmy Cliff, Carlos Santana, and Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4797752 DO IT UP RIGHT: Tuning the Guitar Around the World. The good folks at England’s Koko Mojo Recordings have assembled the kind of compilation that is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight tracks, including Old Devil Moon by Muddy Waters; Kiss Me and Make Up by the Falconers; Can’t Lead Me Away by Son House; Baby by John Lee Hooker; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 488437X SON HOUSE: The 1969 Private Sessions Recorded at His Home in Rochester, New York. The informal recordings of Son and his wife Evie on this CD were made by his wife and another Lom at their home before Son’s second European tour. Featured tracks: Son’s Blues; I’m So Sorry, Baby; Evening Train; Sun Goin’ Down; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4852877 MONEY, MONEY, MONEY. African Americans have had limited access to building wealth. This selection of songs from the Golden Age are performed by black artists on this subject. Thirty songs, including Where’s My Money by Wilson; Money Talks by The Persuasions; Money by Patti Labelle and The Persuasions; Money by You Pocket My King; Money by Mirl Grubbs of the Perry Orchestra; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 4847997 TOMMY MCCLENNAN, VOLUME 2: Cross Cut Saw, 1940-1942. Twenty eight tracks from the classic style of blues singer Tommy McClenan. In this vintage collection that includes Drop Down Mama; Black Minnie; Elle Blues; You Can’t Read My Mind; Deep Blue Sea; I’m a Guitar King; Dylan’s Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3914461 GLADYS KNIGHT and THE PIPS: Gold. This three CD set collects 51 songs, including Where Peaceful Waters Flow; Midnight Train to Georgia; I’ve Got to Use My Imagination; So Sad the Song; Taste of Love; Love; All Alone and Blue; Trouble in Mind; Georgia Man; Leavenworth Blues; and others. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95


★ CD 4806247 BLUES, BLUE000, HOOOOO000, HALLOWEEN. Scary Blues & Jazz from 1926 to 1961. A frightening collection of 20 tracks that celebrate all things spooky like Witchin’ Hour Blues by Tampa Red; Got My Mojo Working by Muddy Waters; Voodoo Child by Lavelin Baker; Hoodoo Lady by Leadbelly; Mississippi Worm by Harry Venson; and others. Memphis Minnie; Magic Spell Blues by Charlie Burns; Devil Devil Blues by Sippie Wallace, Black Ghost Blues by Lonnie Johnson; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2811052 BOTTLENCEK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1926-2015. This deluxe, four CD box set features 88 tracks, including Cadillac Trunk Blues by Leadbelly; Traveling Riverside Blues by Robert Johnson; Dust My Broom by Elmore James; Wild Cow Blues by Big Joe Williams; You Got to See Sick and Die Some of These Days by Big Bill Waller; Muddy Waters; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $29.95 $22.99

★ CD 4848080 WE’RE SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN: Female Blues & Boogie Woogie, 1944-1949. This vintage collection of women blues singers is presented on 23 tracks. The women artists and some of their works include Christine Chatman’s Naptown Boogie; Viola Wells’ Bye Bye Baby; Irene Williams’ Gulf Coast Blues; Ann Lewis’ Fish Out of Water; Ruby Smith’s Back Water Blues; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4860005 POPCORN STORY, VOL. 2. This vintage collection of songs from the Popcorn genre is a style of music and dancing first established in Belgium in the 1930s. Includes tracks like Oh Lawdy Mama; Early Morning Blues; City Cell Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4884151 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOL. 3, 1928. Most popular male blues artist of the 1920s. Twenty one songs including Blind Lemon’s Penitentiary Blues; See That My Grave Is Kept Clean; Change My Luck Blues; Piney Woods Money Talks; Blues, Blues, Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4806204 BERTHA “CHIEF” HILL, 1925-1929. A stunning collection of lovely blues singing by Bertha “Chiepr” Hill on 24 tracks. Includes Low Land Blues; Kid Man Blues; Lonesome, All Alone and Blue; Trouble in Mind; Georgia Man; Leavenworth Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4806269 BLUES, CHRISTMAS, VOLUME 1, 1925-1955. Presents a selection of great blues that celebrate the Holidays in this 52 track collection. Includes Christ Was Born on Christmas Morn by Frankie “Half Pint” Jackson; Christmas Morning Blues by Titus Turner; Santa Claus is Comin’ to Town by Bo Carter; Christmas Time by Black Ace; Happy New Year Blues by Mary Hay; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4806468 SKIP JAMES: The Complete 1931 Paramount Recordings. Brings together some of the works of blues legend Skip James on this 18 track CD. Includes Devil Died My Woman; Cyprus Grove Blues; Cherry Ball Blues; Illinois Blues; Hard-Luck Child; Yola My Blues Away; Jesus Is a Mighty Good Leader; Be Ready When He Comes; Drunken Spree; I’m So Glad; Special Rider Blues; How Long Buck; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
Blues - R&B - Reggae

**CD 4879988 OFF TO WORK.** After emancipation, whites, attempted to limit Blacks to menial jobs. This album salutes the African American workers. Twenty-eight tracks, including Workin’ Man by Louis Jordan, Lonesome Jungle by Big Bill Broonzy, and John Lee Hooker; and many more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 4852826 KNOCKDOWN and LUBRICATE THE GEAR.** This collection of songs is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight songs, including St. Louis Blue by Mickey & Kitty, Do the Gates of the City Blues by the Continentals; Tell Me Who by Bobo Jenkins; You Must Be Crazy by Al Garner; Knockdown by Sonny Forrest; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 4847911 JAMES BOOKER: Manifesto.** Thirteen tracks presents James Booker’s live concert at the Lake Side Hotel Belle Vue. Sets include Let the Good Times Roll; Blues Minuet; Junko Partner; Black Night; Tiptop; Cool Heat; Fine; We’re Only Just Begun; Send Me Some Loving; Top It Up & Long Tall Sally; Let Them Talk; Hound Dog and Hambone; and Every Day I Have the Blues. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4840771 RUTH BROWN: The Queen of R&B.** Comprises just about all A & B sides of Brown’s work on Atlantic and Phillips during these years. Songs include Teardrops from My Eyes; (Mama) He Treats Your Daughter Mean; Oh What a Dream; Mambo Baby; Taking Care of Business; Sweet Baby of Mine; and more. One hundred and four tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 4884213 BUKKA WHITE: Aberdeen Mississippi Blues.** Collecting 20 tracks from the bluesman including: The New Frisco Train, The Promise That and Grand; Po’ Boy; Parchman Farms Blues; Good Gin Blues; Spider’s Thread; Stormy Moon; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4552811 FATIS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62.** Relive the hits of a true pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. on the R&B charts between 1950 and 1962, with nine number One hits among them. Rediscover landmark favorites like Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; I’m Walking; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**CD 3859143 ELECTRIC LIGHTS 1970-2005, PART 4.** Every significant artist, every significant recording from the 1930’s through 2005, including T-Bone Walker; Muddy Waters; Howlin’ Wolf; George Thorogood and Freddie; B.B. and Albert King; Jeff Beck; Leon Russell; Larry Graham; George Clinton; James Brown; Bobby Womack; and more. Thirty-nine tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 3914518 JACKIE WILSON: Gold.** Collects 60 tracks on three CDs from the American soul singer, including (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher & Higher; I Get the Sweetest Feeling; Don’t Burn No Bridges; You Got Me Walking; 3 Days, 1 Hour; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4689771 THE BILLY EckSTINE COLLECTION 1939-1992.** This great 74-track, three-CD set comprises selections A and B sides from Eckstine’s releases on the MGM, RCA and Mercury labels during these years. Songs include Bewildered; Fools Rush In; Temptation; Sitting By the Window; My Foolish Heart; This is the Inside Story; I Wanna Be Loved; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4879994 THE MANY SIDES of JOHNNY FULLER 1948-62.** This 53-track, two CD set comprises just about all his A and B sides on the Jackson, Flair, Rhythm, Hollywood, Money, Aladdin, Imperial, Irma, Specialty, Velvetone, and others. It includes: I Must Tell Jesus; I Can’t Succeed; A Haunted House; Cruel Cruel World; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3720499 DOWN HOME BLUES: Detroit.** This three-CD set from Detroit blues masters from the post war period up to 1962 is comprised on a 48-page booklet set on Detroit and the scene by blues researcher Mike Rowe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as Martie Bradley, Eddie Burns, Bobo Jenkins, Lonesome Sonny and more, equals the definitive collection of down home blues from the Motor City, Wieronwer. Pub. at $37.99 $29.95

**CD 4700112 THE MEMPHIS JUG BAND COLLECTION, 1927-34.** Several two-track CD set comprising most of their recordings for Victor and Okeh during this era, including recordings as the Memphis Sheiks and The Carolina Peanut Shakers; and many more. Songs include He’s in the Jailhouse Now; Move That Thing; On the Road Again; Bottle It Up and Go; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4884183 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOLUME 2, 1927.** Most popular male blues artist of the 1920s. Twenty two songs including: Black Snake Moan; Memphis Train Blues; Rider Blues; Weary Dog Blues; Sunshine Special; Lonesome House Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4874951 CLARENCE ‘FROGMAN’ HENRY: But I Do.** This 30-track collection comprises A and B sides of his singles during this era on the Argo label plus the tracks from his album You Always Hurt the One You Love. Songs include Ain’t Got No Home; Troubles; Troubles; Lonely Tamp; Oh, Mickey; Lonely Street; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6795811 I AIN’T A GAMBLIN’ WOMAN, I GOT SUCH A ROWDY WAYS: Honeysuckle Rose Blues.** This collection of these women celebrated in this 103-track set pushed and broke new ground in the world of blues music. Four CDs feature large collections by Clara Smith, Lil Johnson, and Moaning Winds among others. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $21.95

**CD 3989715 MIGUEL MURDAR: Sweet Lovin’ Ol’ Soul.** Twelve tracks are featured from this blues singer including I Am Sain’, ‘Sweet Lovin’ Ol’ Soul’; Lookin’ the World Over; She Put Me Outdoors; I’m Goin’ Back; Take a Stand; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 4895295 BO CARTER, VOLUME 1, 1928 TO 1931.** A fantastic collection of 24 tracks that features the work of Bo Carter. With tunes like Good Old Tump Green; Bungalow Blues; Mary Blues; Electroated Blues; Corinne; Mama; Honey; You Got Me Flying; Bumble Bee; Mean Feeling Blues; I’ve Got the Whole World in My Hand; Times Is Tight Like That; Ram Rod Daddy; and others. Collection Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2959333 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** This CD contains Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; It’s Alright; Goin’ Down; Just When I Needed You; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

**CD 4852420 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOLUME 4, 1929.** Mostly late recordings of this favorite male blues artist of the 1920s. Twentyfour songs including: Eagle Eyed Mama; Peach Orchard Mama; That Black Snake Moan No. 2; Bed Springs Blues; Cat Man Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 46881IX THE FOUR KNOTS COLLECTION, 1946-59.** This extraordinary 58-track, two-CD set comprises selections A and B sides of the band’s singles on the Continental and Argo labels during this era. Songs include Oh Happy Day; (Oh Baby Mine) I Go So Lonely; I’ll May; That’s All There is To That; Just in Case You Change Your Mind; A Few Kind Words; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 4873529 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOLUME 3, 1928.** Mostly late recordings of this favorite male blues artist of the 1920s. Twentyfour songs including: Eagle Eyed Mama; Peach Orchard Mama; That Black Snake Moan No. 2; Bed Springs Blues; Cat Man Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 468911X THE FOUR KNOTS COLLECTION, 1946-59.** This extraordinary 58-track, two-CD set comprises selections A and B sides of the band’s singles on the Continental and Argo labels during this era. Songs include Oh Happy Day; (Oh Baby Mine) I Go So Lonely; I’ll May; That’s All There is To That; Just in Case You Change Your Mind; A Few Kind Words; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 4873898 EDWIN “BUSTER” PICKENS 1959 TO 1961 SESSIONS.** This CD compiles blues pianist Edwin “Buster” Pickens 17 tracks. Includes Boar Hog Blues; You Got a Good Business; Santa Fel; Rock Island Blues; Ain’t Nobody’s Business; Colorado Springs Blues; She Caught the L&N; Remember Me; Mountain Jack; Halle; Backdoor Blues; Santa Fe Blues; B.S.A. Blues; The Ma Grinder Nica; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 4791258 COUSIN JOE FROM NEW ORLEANS.** The New Orleans blues and jazz singer was most famous for his 1940s recordings. This four-CD set compiles 108 tracks and features Cousin Joe with Mezz Mezzrow, Sidney Bechet, Earl Bostic, Tyree Glenn and Al Casey. Tracks include Broken Box, I'm Never Going to New Orleans, Jailhouse Blues and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4848445 TONY MCPHEE'S BLUES BAND: Split Part II.** Recorded Live at Die Schauinsland in Bremen, Germany on October 25, 1982. Eight songs: Shake for Me; Someone Left My Light; Eclectic Man; Garden; Mistreated; Split (Part 2); and Cherry Red. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 4784196 HEY...BO DIDDELEY IN CONCERT.** Still touring and delighting his fans, this album shows Bo in his element on tour in Europe. Eight tracks: Intro/Bo Diddley Vamp; Doctor Jekyll; Evenline; I Don't Know Where I've Been; You Can’t Judge a Book; Roadrunner; I'm a Doctor Jeckyll; Everleen; I Don't Know Where I've Been. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4791339 JOE HILL LOUIS: King of the One Man Bands.** This two-CD set is a wonderful overview of Louis’s one-man band sound. Fifty-seven tracks, including Don't Trust No Evil; Black Bottom Blues; Joe's Jump; Chocolate Blonde; She Comes to See Me Sometimes; Just Plain Tired; and many more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 488221 COLIN JAMES: Open Road.** Platinum selling artist Colin James with 13 songs including: As the Crow Flies; That's Why I'm Crying; When I Leave This House; It Takes Time; I Love You More Than Words Can Say; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4852842 LITTLE WILLIE LITTLEFIELD & CHAMPION JACK DUPREE: Good Rockin' Blues & Boogie.** The 33 tracks collected here come from their shows at Buntin Blues Festival in 1989 and Eau Claire Classics Festival in 1992. Songs include You Don't Know What Love Is; I Had a True Love; Shout Me Monday; Going to Chicago. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 4907616 MIAMI BLUES: Miami, Atlanta & the South Eastern States.** This three CD set with 83 tracks, and sounds ranging from guitarist Frank Edwards, the gifted rack mounted harmonica player who recorded in the 1940s, to the sharp-sounding 1960s harmonica sounds of Willie Brown. Included is a territory and this music by a well-known blues band sound. Pub. at $34.99

**CD 4852931 R&B IN DC 1940-1960.** A 16-CD set with a 352-page hardcover book and 479 tracks spanning the swing era, classic doo-wop of the 1940s and 1950s, rocoking rhythm and blues, and rock 'n' roll and soul of the early 1960s. Artists include the Lyle Brothers, Baby Dee, the Cap-Tans, the Heartbreakers, the Jets, the Tops, the Crystals, the Marvelettes, Sam Hawk and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $299.99

**CD 4678273 THE DUKE ROBILLARD BAND: Blues Bash!** This album was recorded in March 2020 and is sure to be enjoyed by any and all blues fans. Twenty tracks, including Do You Mean It; I Can't Help Myself; I'm Still Loving You; Young Love; Aladdin's Lamp; Fire and Desire and more. UMG Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4799133 THE MOJO MAN SPECIAL, VOLUME 5: Party Time.** Twenty-four tracks feature such tunes as Drifting by Eddie Boyd; Little Lonely Girl by The Originals; Dead by The Poets; Seed Me a Picture Baby by Bud Nurse; Mellow Down Easy by Little Walter & His Dukes; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4652959 THE LOUIS JORDAN FIFTIES COLLECTION 1951-1958.** This 52-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from over 40 old releases. Jordan had two hits with this era. Songs include You Will Always Have a Friend; Locked Up; Come and Get It; Wake Up Jacob; I Can't Give You Anything but Love; Baby, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4806271 CLEO BROWN: Complete Recorded Works, March 1936–June 1935.** Presents, on 19 tracks, the extraordinary voice of Cleo Brown. Includes (Lookie, Lookie, Lookie) Here Comes Cookie; You Are a Heavenly Thing; I'll Take the Southbound Blues (You Take the East, Take the West, Take the North); The Stuff Is Here and It’s Mellow; Boogie-Woogie; Wall Back Home; Pelican Stomp; Never Too Tired to Love; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4754757 THE MOJO MAN SPECIAL, VOLUME 4: Voodoo Man.** Collects 24 rhythm and blues tunes for your listening pleasure, including Whatcha’ Gonna Do When Your Baby Leaves You by Chuck Willis; Melinda by Roy Brown; Wheel Wheel by Mac & Sims; Teasin’ Annie Ross; Ooh Little Girl by Floyd Dixon; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4806195 ALBERT AMMONS, 1936-1946: Alternate Takes, Radio Performances and Unissued Home Recordings.** This two-CD set is a release of Arnold had during his career. This selected A and B sides of the 40 or so solo releases from the blues rock band, including Bo Diddley rocks; Blue Boogie Blues; Buge Boogie No.2; Revelle Boogie; Blues in the Groove No.2; The Breaks No.2; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4747789 ROSSINGTON: Take It on Faith.** Collects 12 tracks from the blues rock band, including Highway Love; I Should’ve Known; Take It on Faith; Light a Candle; Two Very Different Things; Too Many Rainy Days; and more. Loud & Proud. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4793135 ROSCO GORDON: Let’s Get High.** Collects 54 tracks from the legendary, covering the time period of 1951–1965. Songs include She Rocks Me; So Tired; Roscoe’s Boogie; Just in From Texas; Tomorrow May Be Too Late; Real Pretty Woman: Blues for My Harlem Woman; Wolf Song; Peace of Mind; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4648080 JEFF HEALEY: The Best of the Stony Plain Years.** Features twelve tracks that include Three Little Words, The Wild Cat; Star Dust, Shoo Shoo Baby; Guitar Duet Stomp; Sing You that include By the Same Man All the Time; Going South Blues; Muddy Waters; Bread Baker; Tight Time Blues; Stepchild; A Woman Gets Tired of Money Talk; Sissey Man Blues; and many more. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4652916 THE KOKOMO ARNOLD COLLECTION, 1935-1939.** A 19-track compilation of selected A and B sides of the 40 or so solo releases Arnold had during his career. This two CD set collects 49 tracks in all, including Old Original Kokomo Blues; Milk It; Brand New Me; Baby How Long; Drown in My Own Tears; The Sweetest Soldier; Light My Light; Eccentric Man; and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4790316 THE *5* ROYALES: Rock.** This iconic quintet were groundbreakers in the development of rock and roll music. Thirty-one tracks are collected here, including I Like It Like That; The Real Thing; I'm Gonna Run it Down; It Hurts Inside; I Need Your Lovin' Baby; and more. **PRICE CUT to $5.99**

**CD 4791347 LEROY CARR: When the Sun Goes Down 1934-1941.** Here are Carr’s later recordings, which fully display hisimitative style. Ninety-six tracks, including Southbound Blues; Muddy Water; Bread Taker; Tight Time Blues; Steepchill; A Woman Gets Tired of the Same Man All the Time; Going South Blues and many more. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
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**CD 4696395 DOWN HOME BLUES: Classics 1943-1953.** This four-CD set presents 100 tracks from the finest exponents of the genre, from the deep South to the industrial North. Performers include Lil' Son Jackson, Lightnin' Hopkins, Willie Lee, Junior Wells, Elmore James, Furry Lewis, and many more. Secret Records. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**CD 4654749 RONNIE EARL & THE BROADCASTERS: Rise Up,** Features 15 tracks including *I Shall Not Be Moved; Higher Love; In the Dark; Albert’s Stomp; Mess Around; Black Lives Matter;* and much more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase, Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 4791363 ROY BROWN AND NEW ORLEANS R&B.** This American R&B singer, songwriter and musician had a significant influence on the early development of rock ‘n’ roll and the direction of R&B. The 101 tracks compiled here include Deep Sea Rye; Bye Bye Baby Bye; Good Rockin’ Tonight; New Rebecca; Stardust; Byrd’s Blues; High Flying Woman; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**CD 3950387 THE FIVE KEYS COLLECTION 1915-59.** This 65 track, three CD set comprises The Five Keys: A B sides for both Aladdin and Capitol during these years, which encompassed their R&B and pop chart career, the repertoire ranging across both new compositions and imaginative interpretations of Great American standards. Titles include Broken Heart; Hucklebuck with Jimmy; Hold Me; It’s a Groove; Do Anything; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**CD 4086441 RUFS THOMAS, TIGER MAN: Earliest Recordings 1950-1957.** Presents *Mr. Swing.* Rufus Thomas, in this 20 track collection. Includes titles like: I’m So Sorry; Who’s That Chick; Double Trouble; Beer Bottle Boogie; Gonna Bring My Baby Back; Night Workin’ Blues; Crazy About You Baby; I’m Not Right On That Stuff; Whatcha Doin’?; Poor John Blues; My Black Gal Blues; Sweet Mama; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**CD 4738780 THE COLLECTION 1946-59.** This four CD set collects 103 tracks and comprises the A and B sides of just about all their releases during these years on the Hub, National, Columbia, Okeh, Mercury, Jubilee, Argo and Top Rank labels. Songs include *Send for Me If You Need Me; Write Me a Letter; Rock Me All Night Long; Lullaby; Honey;* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**CD 4652614 BARBARA MAISON: Someone Got Laid.** Collects 12 tracks of this obscure singer-songwriter including *Yes, I’m Ready;* Happiness; *Shack’in Up; The Ghetto;* and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 4790693 EDDIE C. CAMPBELL: Baddest Cat on the Block.** This CD collects tracks from Campbell’s classic 1985 studio album and bonus tracks from a live performance at the 1992 Taminees Blues Festival. Fourteen tracks in all, including Hey Baby; Nineteen Years Old; I’m In Love with You; Now I Am; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 4798015 THE PEPPERMINT HARRIS COLLECTION, 1946-60.** This 52 track, two CD set comprises most of his A and B sides on the Gold Star, Sittin’ With: Aladdin, Modern, Cash, X, Combo, Dart and Duke labels from this prolific and overlooked artist including *I’ll Would Love To; Hello Mr.;* and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $34.99. **PRICE CUT TO $16.99**

**CD 4791177 THE BOBBY ROBINSON STORY: Selected Sides 1951-1960.** This wonderful set compiles 104 songs from renowned recording artist Bobby Robinson. Titles include Bobby Robinson’s tracks include Bobby’s Boogie by Morris Lane; Put on My Shoes by Mary Ann Fisher; Forever I’ll Be Yours by Tarheel Slim and Little Man; My Kinda Woman by Allen Dunn, and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT TO $13.95**

**CD 4670523 DAVE KELLY: Solo Performances—Live in Germany 1986 to 1989.** Collects 35 tracks from a host of solo shows throughout Germany, including Kokomo Blues; Willing; Death Letter; No More Doggin’; Route 66; Hoochie Coochie Man; Peggy Sue Got Married; Teenage Lemon (live); and more. Two CDs, Hypertension. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**CD 4978019 BARRELOUSIN’ AROUND CHICAGO.** The Blues world has long held creating—-but there’s no genuine “folk” performers who played clubs, bars, barber shops and street corners. George Paulus produced and recorded these fascinating local musicians and this two CD collection features 37 tracks with artists such as Buddy Carter; Hoochie Coochie by Billy Branch and Parkway Boogie by Earl Peyton. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**CD 4719395 LOUISIANA RED & SUGAR BLUE.** Twenty-one tracks document the evening in London when Louisiana Red was joined by Sugar Blue. Lamplight Baby; Sweet Elessie; King Bee; Pretty Woman; Soon Forgotten; Ride On; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**CD 4786505 STRONGMEN: No Time Like Now.** Ten tracks feature the songs: No Time Like Now; Shiny Hammer; She Ain’t No Good; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; Love Love Love; I’m a Man; Old School; Good Times; Sometimes; and The Day They Carry Me Away. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Sonica Unwyn. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 4745191 KOKO SHOWCASE.** Collects tracks from albums including You Drink Too Much Booze by Jimmy Raney & Slim Slinger; Sitting on the Corner by Danny Brown; Oopin’ Doopin’ Doopin’ by Little George Smith; Collecting with My Lovin’ by Marty Lads and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**


**CD 4852915 MAN OR CHILD, VOLUME 1: Sambrooke.** Collects 28 tracks from these early stars of doo-wop, including Why Do Fools Fall in Love; Love Is A Clown; I’m Not Too Young to Fall in Love; Short Fat Fannie; Jailhouse Rock; Wake Up Little Susie; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**CD 4852915 POPCORN STORY, VOLUME 1.** The popcorn genre includes a prett eclectic and wide range of American R&B and pop songs mostly recorded in the 1930s and ’40s. Twenty-eight tracks are collected here, including Sixteen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford, Seven Day Fool by Elia James, Glenda by Percy Comto and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3987610 AL GREEN: Let’s Stay Together.** Collects eight tracks from the R&B icon in his 1965 collection. It’s a Matter of Time; Endlessly; Kiddio; So Many; Straight Shooter; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. **$5.95**

**CD 4793830 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62.** Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include It’s A Matter Of Time; Endlessly; Kiddio; So Many; Straight Shooter; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 4804876 LEE GEORGE JOHNSON, VOLUME 3, 9 SEPTEMBER 1937 TO 27 AUGUST 1937.** Collects works by blues guitarist, songwriter, and vocalist, Sleepy John Estes, on 24 tracks. Includes The Girl I Love; She Got Long Curly Hair; Don’t Do What You Do Do What You Do; Black Matte Blues; Mississippi Worm; Steak Blues; Milk Cow Blues; Street Car Blues; Expressman Blues; Whatcha Doin’?; Poor John Blues; My Black Gal Blues; Sweet Mama; and much more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 4800328 LARRY LEE HESS, Volumes 1 & 2.** Contains 25 tracks of this obscure Texas guitarist, Furry Lewis, showcased on 25 tracks. Includes Mr. Furry’s Blues; Sweet Papa Moan; Rock Island Blues; Jelly Roll; Good Looking Girl Blues; Why Don’t You Come Home Blues; Falling Down Blues; Big Chief Blues; Mean Old Bedbug Blues; Furry’s Blues; Dry Land Blues; Cannon Ball Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**
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★★ CD 4806336 GEORGIA BLUES, 1926-1933. A compilation of great blues on 24 tracks. Includes Curley Weaver’s Sweet Pelican; My No Mo Boy; Guy Lumpin’s Decatur Street Slum; Slim Barton & Eddie Mapp’s I’m Hot Like That; Careless Love; Fred McNulty’s Miss Ellen and Watch; Down Home Woman; You Look So Long; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 480631X FRANK STOKES: Complete Victor Tittles with Alternate Takes, 1928-1929. Presents American blues guitarist, Frank Stokes, on 23 tracks. Includes Downtown Blues; Bedtime Blues; What’s the Matter; Mistreater Blues; It Won’t Be Long Now; Nehi Mamma Blues; I Got Mine; Stomp That Man Back; Lonely South Memphis Blues; Bunker Hill Blues; Right Now Blues; Shiny Town Blues; I’m Going Away Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 4806360 GUS CANNON, VOLUME 1, NOVEMBER 1927 TO 20 SEPTEMBER 1928. Presents the works of Gus Cannon and his Jug Stompers on 24 tracks. Includes Jonesenton Blues; Poor Boy, Long Way from Home; Madison Street Rag; Jazz Gypsy Blues; My Money Never Runs Out; Minglewood Blues; Big Railroad Blues; Springfield Blues; Ripley Blues; Pig Ankle Strut; Noah’s Blues; Hollywood Rag; Feather Bed; Cairo Rag; Tilly’s Wagon; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 4700104 THE LARKS COLLECTION, 1950-55. This 48 track, 2 CD set comprises the A & B sides of their singles for the Apollo and Lulu label, plus their record label debut. A real Hip Singers on Jubilee, the 4 Barons on Regent, and The Southern Harmonians on Apollo, and features their top 10 R&B hits Eyesight to the Blind and Little Side Car. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ CD 4791754 SHALAMAR: Go! This 12 track, 2 CD set features all 24 of Shalamar’s U.S. and U.K. Top 40 chart singles. Songs include A Night to Remember; The Second Time Around; Make That Move; Dead Giveaway; Dancing in the Streets; I’m All Right; and more. Cinnimon. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★★ CD 4791428 WHY DO YOU MOAN WHEN YOU CAN SHAKE THAT THING? Rural Blues from two masters, Papa Charlie Jackson and Bo Weavil Jackson. Here’s the rowdy and downright bawdy version of the blues that both blues performer T-Model Ford and these ten tracks that include Ask Her for Water; Everybody’s Gonna Be Alright, Yes, I’m Gonna Have My Fill; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99 $9.75

★★ CD 3886958 PEPPER HARRISON: Texas on My Mind. A byproduct of that generation of blues singers whose styles bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinner’s Prayer; Cherry Red; Cadillac Funeral; I’m So Lonesome; Talk AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 3748909 THE BUTLER TWINS: Not Gonna Worry About Tomorrow. The 1995 complete sessions of classic electric downright blues from Detroit blues legends. Twelve tracks, including My Baby’s Coming Home; I Finally Found Me a Girl; Inner City Blues; Going Down a Long Country Road; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

★★ CD 466883 THE SCRAPPERS BLACKWELL COLLECTION 1928-61. This 43 track, 2 CD collection comprises releases from 1928 through 1935 in the Vocational, Gennett, Champion, Bluebird and Decca labels. Songs include: Hello! My Baby’s Blues; Blues; In the Mood; Texas Stomp; Blues; Before Sunrise; Alley Sally Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★★ CD 4788236 THE ANDREW ‘SMOKEY’ HOGG COLLECTION 1957-59. Comprising selected A & B sides from his releases on the Decca, Modern, Bullet, Specialty, Exclusive, Macy’s, Independent, Sittin’ in With, Jade, Imperial, Mercury, Combo, Top Hat, Federal, Vanguard, and Bullet labels. A real Hip Singer’s Knock on Your Door; Raise Your Hand; and Ebb. During this era, this 56 track two CD set includes hits such as Too Many Drivers; Hard Times; My Christmas Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★★ CD 4577231 EDIE FLOYD: Knock on Wood. Collects nine songs from her American soul R&B releases, including Californio Girl; Knock on Wood; Knock on Wood; Knock on Wood; and many more. Stax Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 3988714 KENNY ‘BLUES BOSS’ WAYNE: Go, Just Do It! Twelve tracks feature Gospel and Blues singer Nappy Brown along with Sax player Big Jack McNeely adding his tenor sax and vocals to the mix. Night Time; Bye Baby, Bye; Just for Me; Leather; and Head; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 4781855 KENNY ‘BLUES BOSS’ WAYNE: Go, Just Do It! Twelve tracks feature Gospel and Blues singer Nappy Brown along with Sax player Big Jack McNeely adding his tenor sax and vocals to the mix. Night Time; Bye Baby, Bye; Just for Me; Leather; and Head; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 4745140 THE HARRY BELAFONTE COLLECTION 1949-82. This 112-track, five CD set comprises the A and B sides of Belafonte’s sessions for Decca, CTC, CTI, Capitol, Jubilee and RCA labels during this era along with selected tracks from the 15 or so albums he made during these years. Songs include Lean on Me; Recognition; I Do Adore Her; Sylve; Cotton Fields; Simple; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $13.99

★★ CD 4765273 NAPPY BROWN: Just for Me. Twelve tracks feature Gospel and Blues singer Nappy Brown along with Sax player Big Jack McNeely adding his tenor sax and vocals to the mix. Night Time; Bye Baby, Bye; Just for Me; Leather; and Head; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 4798985 AMOS GARRETT: I Make My Home In My Shoes. This album is a simple, straightforward representation of the kind of set Garret plays in clubs, Stanley Street, All My Money; Sleepwalk; Hair of the Dog; Bert’s Boogie; Money Runs; and more. Ten tracks in all. Stomy Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★★ CD 4716256 JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan. The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night than most guitar players can match in their careers. This 14 track CD includes Hideaway; Sugar Coated Woman; Shot; Love Me Like A Good Time; Low; Don’t Fool With My Heart; Go, My Mojo; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★★ CD 4775997 GUY DAvis: Be Ready When I Call You. Features 13 tracks of this Blues artist including Badonkadonk Train; F-Flat Blues; Oh Paley Blues; I Looked Around and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 3848074-T MODEL FORD: Bad Man. Lace up your boots, put some gin in your glass and get ready for a good time. Collection of blues performer T-Model Ford and these ten tracks that include Ask Her for Water; Everybody’s Gonna Be Alright, Yes, I’m Gonna Have My Fill; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99 $9.75

★★ CD 3868987 PEPPER HARRISON: Texas on My Mind. A byproduct of that generation of blues singers whose styles bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinner’s Prayer; Cherry Red; Cadillac Funeral; I’m So Lonesome; Talk AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 3748909 THE BUTLER TWINS: Not Gonna Worry About Tomorrow. The 1995 complete sessions of classic electric downright blues from Detroit blues legends. Twelve tracks, including My Baby’s Coming Home; I Finally Found Me a Girl; Inner City Blues; Going Down a Long Country Road; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

★★ CD 4729427 STEVE STRONGMAN: Stepping Stone. Presents American blues guitarist, Frank Stokes, on 23 tracks. Includes Downtown Blues; Bedtime Blues; What’s the Matter; Mistreater Blues; It Won’t Be Long Now; Nehi Mamma Blues; I Got Mine; Stomp That Man Back; Lonely South Memphis Blues; Bunker Hill Blues; Right Now Blues; Shiny Town Blues; I’m Going Away Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 4745140 THE HARRY BELAFONTE COLLECTION 1949-82. This 112-track, five CD set comprises the A and B sides of Belafonte’s sessions for Decca, CTC, CTI, Capitol, Jubilee and RCA labels during this era along with selected tracks from the 15 or so albums he made during these years. Songs include Lean on Me; Recognition; I Do Adore Her; Sylve; Cotton Fields; Simple; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $13.99

★★ CD 4765273 NAPPY BROWN: Just for Me. Twelve tracks feature Gospel and Blues singer Nappy Brown along with Sax player Big Jack McNeely adding his tenor sax and vocals to the mix. Night Time; Bye Baby, Bye; Just for Me; Leather; and Head; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★★ CD 4798985 AMOS GARRETT: I Make My Home In My Shoes. This album is a simple, straightforward representation of the kind of set Garret plays in clubs, Stanley Street, All My Money; Sleepwalk; Hair of the Dog; Bert’s Boogie; Money Runs; and more. Ten tracks in all. Stomy Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
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**CD 3898993 AMOUR: Colin Linden & Luther Dickinson.** Collects ten tracks from the Blues duo including: Careless Love; Don't Let Go; Hello I Do; Crazy Arms and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4794133 NEW MOON JELLY JOLL FREEDOM ROCKERS, VOL. 2.** This album crosses the generations of new blues-rockers and classic blues statesman. Collects 11 tracks including: Blues For Yesterday; She's About a Mover; Greens and Ham; Can't Stand to See You Go; Blue Guitar; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99.

**DVD 5884342 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987.** Blues legend Johnny Winter is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sound the Bell! Don't Take Advantage of Me; Mojo Boogie; You Lie Too Much; Sugar Sweet; Life Love & Money; Jumpin' Jack Flash; and Product Goin'. 59 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 4745280 A REGGAE SESSION.** Gathered together for one night in a lifetime, the legendary names of Reggae music and more met at the now legendary 3-1-85, in a jam that would reverberate around the world. Includes performances by Toots Hibbert, Jimmy Cliff, Neville Brothers, Carlos Santana, Grace Jones, Butterfly Wailer, and more. 59 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95.

**DVD 3850862 BIG FISH BLUES.** Reveals a genre and a host of incredible performances by Long Island (aka the Big Fish) Blues groups, and through their personal stories, you'll also learn about their journeys to success. So sit back, relax and let your hair down, and simply have some fun as you experience the "Blues way of life." In color and B&W. 92 minutes. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4745124 GREGORIAN CHANT: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Saint Pierre de Solesmes.** There is something about Gregorian Chant that appeals directly to the modern ear. It may be that its simplicity serves to counter the stress of everyday life. This two-CD set collects 41 tracks, including Kyrie I; Gloria I; Sanctus I; Spiritus Domini; O Quam Glorifica; Memento Verbi; Kyrie II; Gloria II; Sanctus II; and more. Spiritus Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4884779 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: I See the Light.** Some of country's best artists present songs of faith on 20 tracks. Includes Hank Williams' Beyond the Sunlight: Kitty Wells' He's Got the Whole World in His Hands; Tennessee Ernie Ford's He's My Friend Until the End; and more. Impulse. 75 minutes. Cody Records. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 4884972 SUNSET SONGS: COUNTRY GOSPEL SENSATION LIBERA.** Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of Gospel music sung by many country and gospel greats on 40 tracks. Includes The Old Ragged Cross by Ray Price; He's Got the Whole World in His Hand by Tammy Wynette; There'll Be Joy, Joy by the Carter Family; Take My Hand Precious Lord by Johnny Cash; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3827971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Seventy-four gospel classics are compiled on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Ragged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up a Little Higher; and I Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 4745310 SAM COOK & THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Hem of His Garment.** Sixty-five gospel classics are contained on this 29 track set, recorded in 1958-59. Includes: God Is Love; A Rose for Mama; God's Hands; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 4745302 REVEREND ROBERT BALLINGER: The King's Highway.** This compilation features Ballinger in emotional performances of a flock of gospel tunes that have meaning and sincerity. Thirty-five tracks, including Swing Down Charon; No Bread; Two Wings; Hold My Body Down; Working the Road Again; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99.

**CD 4738943 SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY.** The soundtrack to the award-winning film about gospel music by George T. Nierenberg. Eighteen tracks, including Highway to Heaven by The O'Neill Twins and the Interfaith Choir; Singing in My Soul by Willie Mae Ford Smith; I'm His Child by Zella Jackson Price; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4809292 GOLDEN GATE QUARTET, VOL. 1: 1937-1938.** Presents the early works of this extraordinary gospel group on 23 tracks. Includes Golden Gate Gospel Train; Gabriel Blows His Horn; Bedside of a Neighbor; Jonathon; Preacher and the Bear; Born Again; The Funeral; and many more. Three CDs. Document Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4850815 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 HITS.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Let Us Love Divine; All My Hope in God Is Founded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95.

**CD 4803527 HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS: Swingin’ Christmas.** Collects 29 Christmas classics, including Here Comes Santa Claus by Bing Crosby; It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bell Rock; White Christmas; and many, many more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99.

**CD 4850830 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 HITS.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Let Us Love Divine; All My Hope in God Is Founded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95.

**CD 4804822 ROCKIN’ AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE.** Collects 60 rockin’ Christmas classics, including Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree by Brenda Lee; Run Rudolph Run by Chuck Berry; Frosty the Snowman by The Coasters; White Christmas by The Drifters; Here Comes Santa Claus by Bobby Helms; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4806352 CHRISTMAS WITH DANIEL O’DONNELL.** Recorded from a live performance at Dublin’s Convention Center. This two-CD set collects 39 Christmas songs, including It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bell Rock; White Christmas; and many, many more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99.

**CD 480845X SEASONAL SELECTION BOX, VOLUME 1: Compliments of the Season.** A vintage collection of holiday tunes, by a variety of artists, including Billie Holiday; The Lennon Sisters; The Christmas Bells; Santa’s on a Diet; You’re All I Want for Christmas; I Saw Mamma Twistin’ with Santa Claus; An Angel for Christmas; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99.

**CD 4764250 FIVE BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA: Take My Hand Precious Lord.** Collects 16 tracks from the American gospel group, including Take My Hand Precious Lord; I’m a Rolling; My Robe Will Fit Me; Let’s Make a Home; Church; You’ll Never Walk Alone; I Never Heard a Man; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 4848279 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: Calls from Heaven.** Twenty tracks present an inspirational assortment of gospel music from some of country’s best artists. Includes Johnny Cash’s I Called Him; Chet Atkins’ I Am a Pilgrim; Hank Williams’ Let the Spirit Descend; The Carter Family’s Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Ray Price’s In the Garden; Kitty Wells’ How Far Is Heaven; and more. Impulse. 75 minutes. Cody Records. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 3827971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Seventy-four gospel classics are compiled on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Ragged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up a Little Higher; and I Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 4745310 SAM COOK & THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Hem of His Garment.** Sixty-five gospel classics are contained on this 29 track set, recorded in 1958-59. Includes: God Is Love; A Rose for Mama; God's Hands; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 4745302 REVEREND ROBERT BALLINGER: The King's Highway.** This compilation features Ballinger in emotional performances of a flock of gospel tunes that have meaning and sincerity. Thirty-five tracks, including Swing Down Charon; No Bread; Two Wings; Hold My Body Down; Working the Road Again; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99.
Holiday CDs & DVDs

**CD 398275** MERLE HAGGARD: Hag's Christmas. Join Merle Haggard as he celebrates the Holidays on this 10 track collection. Includes Silver Bells; Grandma's Homemade Christmas Card; Jingle Bells; Santa Claus and Popcorn; While Christmas; Bobby Wants a Puppy for Christmas; If We Make It Through December; Winter Wonderland; Daddy Won't Be Home Again for Christmas and Silent Night. Capitol Records. $6.95

**CD 398277** FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS. Celebrate the Season with Frank Sinatra on this 11 track collection. Includes Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; White Christmas; Hark! The Christmas Waltz; What Ever Happened to Christmas; Jingle Bells; The Christmas Song; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Christmas Memories; and Silent Night. Capitol Records. $6.95

**G 465290** HAVE YOURSELF A ROCKIN' SWINGIN' CHRISTMAS: Kid Royale & The Lucky Stiffs. Collects 15 of your Christmas favorites with a rockin', swingin' beat, including Winter Wonderland; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Jingle Bell Rock; Little Drummer Boy; Silver Bells; Silent Night; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $17.95

**DVD 2663953** BING CROSBY'S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 titles from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Home, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley Maclaine, and many others, 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 4670426** CHRISTMAS FIREPLACE VISION! Press play and enjoy the magical experience of dancing flames any time you want without the need to store wood or clean up ash. Relax and watch as memorable Christmas music plays in the background and your mind and spirit are cast into a joyful Christmas. 60 minutes. WWWM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD 4705025** THE BEST MUSICALS ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from notable musicals including Memory from Cats; On My Own from Les Miserables; America from West Side Story; The Circle of Life from The Lion King; Oh What a Beautiful Morning from Oklahoma; Another Suitcase in Another Hall from Evita and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

**CD 2848864** THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-62. This 2 CD set comprises films, studio and "live" recordings from her crossover career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Fifty-one tracks. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 4775457** 20 GOLDEN LOVE MOVIE THEMES. Relive the movie magic with these twenty tracks that include Moon River; Tara's Theme; Rocky; The Great Gatsby; The Way We Were; As Time Goes By; Moulou Hungue and more. Start Entertainments. $5.95

**CD 3957083** ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber. Ignite your senses with the unsurpassed and passionate stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as The Phantom of the Opera; Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita; and Cats; as performed by the stars of London, New York, and the West End. Comprises 30 tracks across three CDs. Mood Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3614387** MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies ever made by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany's; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With The Wind and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 4737113** THE JAMES BOND THEMES: Synthesizer Hits. This collection features some of the best remembered James Bond film music, much of it composed by John Barry. Twenty tracks, including Licence To Kill; The Living Daylights; A View To Kill; All Time High, My Name Is Bond; Moonraker; and more. Start Entertainments. $5.95

**CD 4837436** JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR. Presents the complete recording of Andrew Lloyd Webber's and Tim Rice's iconic and stirring rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar on two CDs. With Murray Head as Judas Iscariot, Ian Gillan as Jesus Christ, and Yvonne Elliman as Mary Magdalene. Universal Music. $17.95

**DVD 2674593** MOVIE & TV SONGS. Songs from your favorite westerns are performed by giants of both the film and music worlds, from Lee Marvin and James Stewart to Tennessee Ernie Ford, Frank Laine, and Dack Rambo. Twenty-five tracks include High Noon; Bonanza; Johnny Guitar; 3:10 to Yuma; The Comancheros; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 $19.95

**CD 3557326** SCIENCE FICTION’S FINEST, VOLUME ONE. Set your CD player to "star" with a collection of 36 tracks from TV and cinema science fiction classics. From Star Wars: The Clone Wars; Tron: Stargate: SG-1; Futurama; Red Dwarf; Doctor Who; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 4745221** LALO SCHIFRIN: Dirty Harry. Presents the score from the classic film Dirty Harry starring Clint Eastwood. Music re-mixed from the original multi-track masters. Includes original and alternate versions for four tracks. Music composed and conducted by Lalo Schifrin. Aleph Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6992013** ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection. With a total of over 50 full length feature films to his name, directed Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes of other his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 6941095** PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording. The original sound track recording of the film version of George Gershwin’s beautiful folk opera is complete on 10 tracks. Set by the legendary Louis Armstrong. Capitol Records. $6.95

**CD 6938612** THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN: The Modern Opera Company. Produced by the Royal Albert Hall & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan featuring favorites from Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Patience; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado; Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H.H. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 4811186** LAURENCE & HARDY. A collection of 13 original motion picture soundtracks from Laurel & Hardy’s movies that include Furniture Payment from Thicker Than Water, 1935; Lighting the Stove from Blockheads, 1938; Let Me Call You Sweetheart from Swiss Miss, 1938, and more. Capitol Records. $13.99

**CD 4847970** SON HOUSE: “Live” at the Gaslight Cafe, New York. Twelve tracks present legendary blues artist, Son House, in his 1965 live New York City performance. Includes Reed, Motherless Children, Rose Polka; Blues, This Little Light of Mine; Son's Blues; Death Letter Blues; I Shall Not Be Moved; Levee Camp Moan; Empire State Express; Pearline; Yonder Comes My Mother; and Louise McGhee. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4889572** CATS. Highlights from the motion picture soundtrack. Selections from Jellicle Songs, The Jellicle Ball, Memory; Memory, You're The One That I Want; Bombalurina; Deuteronomy; Gus; The Theater Cat; Macavity; Mr. Mistoffelees; Memory; and more. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 4737164** LALO SCHIFRIN: Film Classics. This live recording at the Opera of Marseille is from December 7 and 8, 1955 and includes the most memorable music from the movie screen. Twelve tracks, including Western Medley from High Noon; Is Time Goes By from Casablanca; the theme from James Bond; The Entertainer from The Sting; and more. Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway


★ CD 6992188 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs, like Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We're in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4855216 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: Timeless Classics. Contains full soundtracks of four Hitchcock classics: The Wrong Man, Vertigo; North by Northwest; and Psycho. Each of these four CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. A fifth CD contains soundtracks of several movies, including Sabotage.

★ CD 4841882 GULLIVER'S TRAVELS:MR. BUG GOES TO TOWN. This two CD set compiles songs from two animated classic films. Filmy songs, including All's Well; Fashful; Forever; Bluebirds in the Moonlight; It's a Hop Happy Day; Katy Did; Katy Didn't; Boy, Oh Boy! We're the Couple in the Castle; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

★ CD 4837541 WICKED. Presents the original Broadway cast recording of the fantastical, whimsical, and mesmerizing musical. Wicked, with Kristin Chenoweth, Idina Menzel, and Joel Grey. Also includes a CD with special bonus recordings. Universal Music. Pub. at $17.95

★ CD 4771052 ENNIO MORRICONE: Quentin Tarantino Movie Music. Collects 12 tracks selected from three of the filmmaker's movies. Tracks -8 from Inglourious Basterds, tracks 9-11 from Kill Bill Vol. 2 and track 12 from Grindhouse: Death Proof. Tracks include Mystic and Severs; The Verdict; Il Tramonto; Paraonisa Prime; and more. Recording Arts. AG. $5.95

★ CD 4811860 THE 20TH CENTURY FOX YEARBOOK. This volume of talent that came out of 20th Century Fox is staggering. In the late 1930s the studio was hitting its stride and this two CD set collects some of the best with It's Love I'm After performed by Betty Grable in Curlytops; The Balboa performed by Judy Garland, Dixie Dunbar and Betty Grable; and so much more. 56 tracks in all. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

★ CD 3866262 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS: Essential Collection. This essential collection features 72 tracks on three CDs of songs from some of the greatest Broadway hits sung by the original artists including Oh What a Beautiful Mornin' from Oklahoma; Almost Like Being in Love from How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying; The Lady is a Tramp; I Can't Help Myself; and so much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 4852729 TEARS IN RAIN: Forsaken Themes from Fantastic Films, Volume 1. This CD collects 23 tracks from neo noirs through slash movie samplers to stylish superheroes including Blade Runner: Shredder; Hellraiser; Prom Night II: Hello Mary Lou; Prom Night III: The Last Kiss; Prom Night IV: Deliver Us from Evil; Tom Holland's Twisted Tales; and The Return of Captain Invincible. Persuasive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4728769 ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: Unmasked--The Platinum Collection. The ultimate tribute to the greatest Grable and Johnson collaborators, a selection of works of one of the most successful composers of the modern era. Also contains all-time favorites by world class performers such as Barbara Streisand, Madonna, Sarah Brightman, Elvis and Bette Midler. Tracks include Superstar; It's Easy for You; With One Look; The Phantom of the Opera; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 473730X JAMES DEAN: Rebel with a Cause. A musical journey back in time to Hollywood in the 1950s, when Dean became a star and rebel with a cause. In addition to selected tunes from the movie soundtracks of his three films, interviews are heard here too. Twenty-eight tracks, including James Dean by the Jets, Jimmy Dean, and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95


★ CD 4793064 LEES LESSACK: In Good Company. Features the veteran crooner performing duets with everyone from Maureen McGovern to Michael Feinstein and Grammy Award winner Stephen Schwartz. All together, 17 of the world's top Broadway and cabaret attractions are featured. Seventeen songs, including First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Look of Love; Open Arms; May I Suggest; and more. LMI Music. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ CD 4765192 ALICE FAYE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume 1, 1934-1940. Thirty-three tracks from Faye's musicals for 20th Century Fox during this time period including Nasty Man; Sing, Baby, Sing; This Year's Kisses; It's Swell of You; Oh but I'm Happy; Araid to Dream; Think Twice; I'm a Gypsy; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 PRICE CUT to $12.95

★ CD 4765206 BETTY GRABLE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume II, 1940-1944. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs from Grable's musicals during this time period including Two Dreams Met; Down Argentinia Way; Kindergarten Conga; Loveliness and Love; Daddy; Except When You're Sleeping. Tracks include Are You Kiddin'; In My Harem; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 PRICE CUT to $13.95

★ CD 4765257 MEL BROOKS' YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN: Original London Cast Recording. This original cast recording of the popular musical features 23 tracks, including The Brain; Together Again; I Could Work The Experiment; Surprise; and more. Notelornote Music. Pub. at $15.99

★ CD 4775583 THE ENFORCER: The Original Score. Features 13 tracks from the original movie score including Harry's World; Warehouse Heist; Code Blue; Kidnap Zap; The Shooting Nun; Death on the Rock; and more. Main Rose Records. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 3945669 MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old Fashioned--The Broadway Standard. This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and famed musical director, Billy Stritch, breathing new life into thirteen classic songs, including Can You Give Anything But Love; Fly Me to the Moon; Show Me, She Loves Me; Shirley Like They Do in Paree; The Trolley Song; and more. LMI Music. Pub. at $10.99

★ CD 4837460 MISS SAIGON. Two CDs presents the original London cast recording of this record setting success. Schönberg and Boublil's stage musical that tells the tragic tale of a doomed romance involving an Asian woman abandoned by her American lover during the Vietnam War. Decca Records. $17.95

Classical - Opera

★ CD 4850823 RELAXING CLASSICS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 beautiful masterpieces from Mozart, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg, Debussy and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

★ CD 4815343 THE A-Z OFtera Opera, 2ND Edition. By Keith Anderson. This handy resource contains a brief but informative general historical of the genre, an illustrative listing of opera, from Abu Hassan to Zwillingbruder including plot synopsis and some context for each work, and a listing of composers from Adolphe Adam to Alois Zimmermann. Also includes selections of music from a variety of opera on 2 CDs. Naxos, Pub. at $19.99 $5.95
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CD 3849066 STEWART GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: The Complete Piano Sonatas. Features ten CDs, a beautiful box that collected the complete piano sonatas performed by Goodyear on piano, including: Sonata No. 1, in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1 (1796); Sonata No. 2 in A, Op. 2, No. 2 (1798); and the complete Piano Sonata No. 4, in F, Op. 7, (1796-98); and much more. Includes booklet, Marquis, Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

CD 393165X BELLOVED OPERETTA FAVORITES: Lover Come Back to Me. Collects 67 tracks of operetta favorites on three CDs including Softly As in A Morning Sunrise; One Kiss; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Beyond the Blue Horizon; Love Me Tonight; Drinking Song; Serenade; Why Do I Love You? and much more. Dyna, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3941453 THE GEORGE GERSHWIN COLLECTION. A wonderful collection of the esteemed composer's music, compiling 50 tracks on three CDs. Songs include Rhapsody in Blue; Piano Boogie Woogie; Embraceable You; They Can't Take That Away from Me; and more. Decca, $39.95

CD 4771036 THE SIXTEEN: The Golden Age of English Polyphony. When The Sixteen ensemble upped their recording career from then on they would have been able to predict how far they would go towards rehabilitating the little-known music of the four master composers (Robert Fayrfax, John Taverner, John Sheppard and William Mundy) of the sixteenth century. This is truly a 10 CD set on Decca.

CD 4814207 ANATOLI USORGI: Complete Recordings on Deutsche Grammophon. Presents the pianist, Anatoli Usorogi, as he plays works by Beethoven, Mussorgsky, Schumann, Schubert, Messiaen, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Scriabin, and others on the extraordinary 13 CD collection spanning 27 years.

CD 4766113 GILARDINO: Complete Music for Solo Guitar, 1965-2013. Guitarist Cristiano Gilardino has been able to predict how far they would go towards rehabilitating the full scope of the ensemble's oeuvre, moving year-by-year in a stunning 14 CD collection, from an early Crvena Noturna to Stui di di virtuosita e di transcendenza Nos. 1-60 to Due ritratti italiani, experience the full scope of the Italian composer’s library. Brilliant Classics.


CD 481004X MARIA CALLAS: La Diva. An extraordinary collection of opera selections performed by the incomparable Maria Callas in her most spectacular roles. Includes Norma; Lucia di Lammermoor; Turandot; Puccini; Tosca; La Gioconda; Parsifal; Tristan und Isolde; La Traviata; and Rigoletto. Four CDs. Gingko.

CD 4844411 SAMANTHA EGE: Fantasie Negre. Musicologist and pianist Samantha Ege celebrates the work of composer Florence Price with her most spectacular roles. Includes a 1796; Fantasie Negre No.4 in B Minor; Untitled Sketch: No.1; Untitled Sketch: No.2 in G Minor; Snapshots: Moon Behind a Cloud; Snapshots: Flame; Fantasie Negre No.4 in B Minor; Untitled Sketch: No.1; Untitled Sketch: No.2; and others. Lontano Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 481424X SHAPING THE CHORUS, VOL. 1. Offers 76 CDs showcasing the works of composers from the first 5 decades of the 20th century. Includes Debussy La Mer; Strauss Salome; Mahler Symphony No.9; Orff Carmina Burana; Shostakovich Symphony No.5, Bartok Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta; Copland Billy the Kid; El Salon Mexico; Prokofiev Piano Sonatas 6-8; and many more. Decca Music Group.

CD 3958426 CLASSICAL MOODS. The incredible collection resonates on these two CDs with vibrant sounds such as Bach’s Aria in D minor; Beethoven’s Symphony in D major; Mozart’s Andante for Flute and Orchestra in C major; Bruckner’s Kyrie eleison, from Mass in E minor; Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons Concertos Op.8 (Spring) and many others.

CD 4728033 TRIOLOGIES: Organ Works. Organist Gunther Roth plays Marcel Dupé’s masterpiece Trois Preludes et Fugues op.7; and Three Esquisse op.4.1; and also Jehan Alain’s La France Dances. Oehms Classics.

CD 3885166 LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI: Pictures of the Gone World. A wonderful collaboration between composer David Amram and Ferlinghetti. The poet’s words are so musical that they sing directly from the paper to your heart. Twenty-seven tracks are collected including these works: Away Above a Harbor; Just as I Used to Say; Not too Long, Heaven; Fortune; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4713192 ROBERT SCHUMANN: Papillons/ Davidsbundlertanze/Arabeske. Three of Schumann’s beloved piano works are presented in this collection. Papillons; Davidsbundlertanze and Arabeske are performed by Denys Proshayev, piano. Classic Classics.

CD 4772783 SACHIKO FURUHATA-KERSTING: Mendelssohn, Liszt. Features the breathtaking music of Mendelssohn Variations serioso; Schumann Faschingsschuss aus Werk op.26; A Liszt Fantasia on Of Life and Death; Liszt’s Liebes auf den ersten Blick; and quasi una Sonata. Performed on piano by Sachiko Furuhata-Kersting. Oehms Classics. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 3972283 MY PLAYLIST FOR SEWING & KNITTING. These classical works are stitched together to create a musical tapestry of pieces to sew and knit to. Lay out a pattern for a New Dress with Waaren and then The Sewing Machine with Schumann. From the sublime Fantasie a la Greenueslee by Vaughan Williams these works and others are the perfect accomplishment to needlework. Naxos. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4772886 GEORGIAN MINIATURES. The composers in this recording musically reminisce about their beloved Georgia. Includes Naxos’s Chamber Symphony No.3; Bardanashvili’s Concerto quasi una Fantasia for piano, and Zinzadze’s Miniatures for Chamber Orchestra. Ariel, Alexander Korsantia, piano. Oehms Classics. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

CD 4742788 RUSSIA: Schnittke/Taneyev/Gubaidulina/Glinka/Rachmaninov/Tschaikowsky. In this collection of Russian Chamber music, Marc Cuer cis conducts the NWK Vokalensemble Stuttgart in Schnittke’s Three Sacred Songs; Rachmaninov’s O Mother of God! Vigilantly Praying; Gubaidulina’s Hommage an Marina Zetwiaeva; Taneyev’s Twelve Part-Songs on Poems by Jolokia Polysy, Op.27, and more. Hanssler Classic.

CD 4772940 PRELUDE & FUGUE: Bernd Glemser Plays Bach and Shostakovich. A lighter note of Bernd Glemser’s Prelude E minor op.87 No.4, Fugue in E minor op.87 No.4, and more. Also in this collection are Bach’s Prelude in G major BWV 860; Fugue in C major BWV 866; From the Well Tempered Clavier 1 and many other Bach Works. Bernd Glemser, piano. Oehms Classics.

CD 3972267 MY PLAYLIST FOR DRAWING & PAINTING. This playlist of inspirational and relaxing classical works provides the perfect background to time spent drawing and painting. From the iconic first notes of Promenade from Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition, these works span a multitude of hues and tones from ‘Hogins’s Purple’ and many other的理想 works. Naxos.

CD 4783476 NEBULA. Composer and pianist Heather Schmidt presents a collection of some of her lyrical and majestic pieces. Includes Silver Tide; Elektra’s Tar; Serenity; Night Rainbow; Twelve for Ten; Prelude; Twelve for Ten; Fugue; Shimmer; Nebula; and Moon Cove. Centrediscs.

CD 4783522 WOMAN RUNS WITH WOLVES. Persuasionist Beverly Johnston brings a collection of eclectic pieces in this unique collection. Includes Hats’ Artic Dreams; John Zinzi’s A Dream of Poetry; Create Me; Rescue Me from the Wings of War; Conflict: I Call Your Name; Roch’s Grieving the Doubts of Angels; and many others. Summit.

CD 4783433 I AM NEED OF MUSIC. This lovely collection features works based on the poems of Elizabeth Bishop from a variety of composers, Silken Water: The Elizabeth Bishop Suite by Alasdair MacLean; Sunday, 4:40 AM and Sandpiper by John Plant; A Short, Slow Life by Emily Doolittle; and Christos Hatzis’ Four Songs on Poems by Elizabeth Bishop. With Sete Lebran, soprano and Lawrence Ferrinis. Walking with EB. Centrediscs.

CD 3972433 COMPOSING A CONCERTO. Offers a comprehensive overview of the concerto form through four major concertos. Includes: Beethoven’s Seventh; the Sixth, ’Pastoral’; and the Fifth; Brahms’ First; Mendelssohn’s Fourth; and more. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3972434 COMPOSING A SYMPHONY. Offers a comprehensive overview of the symphony form through four major symphonies. Includes: Beethoven’s Fourth; the Ninth; the Fifth; and the Sixth, ’Pastoral’; and more. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3972440 COMPOSING A SONATA. Offers a comprehensive overview of the sonata form through four major sonatas. Includes Beethoven’s First; Fourth; Apparently Lost; and the Seventh; Schumann’s Fourth; and many others. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3972428 COMPOSING A QUARTET. Offers a comprehensive overview of the quartet form through four major quartets. Includes: Beethoven’s First; Fourth; Apparently Lost; and the Seventh; Schumann’s Fourth; and many others. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3972417 COMPOSING A DUET. Offers a comprehensive overview of the duet form through four major duets. Includes Beethoven’s First; Fourth; Apparently Lost; and the Seventh; Schumann’s Fourth; and many others. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3972404 COMPOSING A SONATA FOR THE PIANO. Offers a comprehensive overview of the sonata form for the piano through four major compositions. Includes: Beethoven’s First; Fourth; Apparently Lost; and the Seventh; Schumann’s Fourth; and many others. Summit, Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/862
and enter the item number in the search box.
**Classical - Opera**

**CD 4742818**  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 478345X**  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4742664**  
AMADEUS QUARTET: Quartet Recital 1977. Enjoy one of music’s greatest moments as the Amadeus Quartet performs Benjamin Britten’s String Quartet No. 3 Op. 94 and Franz Schubert’s String Quartet in D Minor, D810; Death and the Maiden. Hanssler Classic.  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4713206 DOMENICO CODISPOTI: Cesar Franck.** Arranged for piano, pianist Domenico Codispoti presents three works by Cesar Franck. Includes Violin Sonata in A Major; Prelude, Fugue et Variation Op. 80; and Prelude, Choral et Fugue. Piano Classics.  
**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**CD 4783484**  
FROM THE HEARTLAND. The Poli recording features the music of Kyle Echols, an Eric Raum and pianist David Moroz performing Robinovitch’s Dance Set #2; McIntyre’s Sonata for Violin and Piano “Springs”; Raum’s Les Ombres and Sonata for Violin and Piano. Centrediscs.  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4760727**  
ROSSINI: La Cenerentola. This two CD set presents Rossini’s La Cenerentola (Cinderella). Performed with a cast of distinguished artists including Marina de Liguori (Cinderella), Sesto Bruscantini, and Alida Noni. Vittorio Gui conducts the Glyndebourne Festival Chorus and Orchestra. EMI Classics.  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4742761**  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 4799216**  
BERNARD RUCHT: Beethoven–A Tempo. Recorded and filmed at the St. Laurenzen Church, St. Gallen, Switzerland, this set includes seven tracks on CD and DVD of the performance. Music, Just Music, Pub. at $21.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4799224**  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 4713184**  
THE ORGAN AT EUROPEAN COURTS. Collects works by a variety of early composers of organ music. Includes pieces by Antico, Gabrieli, Frescobaldi, Passquini, Pazardjian, Hofhaimer, Scheidemann, Scheidt, Asten, Attaingnant, and Du Mont. With Francesco Cera organ, Brilliant Classics.  
**$9.95**

**CD 3957152**  
RELEXING CLASSICAL PIANO. Sixteen slow and lyrical pieces performed on piano, set the ideal mood for relaxation. Includes unforgettable compositions such as Satie’s Gymnopédie; Debussy’s ‘The Girl with the Flaxen Hair; Liszt’s Liebestraum; and Piano Polonaise in A minor. Araguere.  
**$4.95**

**CD 4713168**  
FLAUTO D’ AMORE. This cluster of twenty classic pieces includes Beethoven’s Adagio from the Concerto No. 2, Debussy’s ‘Romance aus Rosamunde, Faure’s Apres un reve Op. 7, Elgar’s Salut d’amour Op. 12, Gershwin’s Somebody Loves Me, Poulenc’s ‘Les Chansons de l’amour, and many others. With Ginezeta Petrucci in a performance on the flauto d’amore and German pianist Ulf Hermann.  
**$5.95**

**CD 4727843**  
4 BALLADES/4 SCHERZI: Frederic Chopin. A beautifully poetic collection of Chopin’s Ballades No. 1 in G minor; Ballad No.2 in F major; Ballad No.3 in A flat major; and Ballad No.4. These are accompanied with Scherzo No.1; Scherzo No.2, Scherzo No.3 and Scherzo No.4. With Bernd Glemser piano. Dehns Classics.  
**$5.95**

**CD 4727837**  
AS AT FIRST. Pianist Adam Sherkin plays his compositions for solo piano which are forged in tradition and contemporary relevance. Includes German Promises; Adagio; D. Daytumors; As at First; Preludes; Meditations; and Sonanderung. Centrediscs.  
**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 3937674**  
STRINGS FOR PEACE. Sharon Isbin explores the richness of North Indian classical music on guitar. Four tracks include By the Moon; Love Avalanche; Romancing Earth; and Sacred Evening. ZOVO Music. Pub. at $9.95  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 3849058**  
STEWARD GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: Favorite Piano Sonatas. This 2-CD, nineteen track set features Goodyear performing on piano his favorite Beethoven sonatas including Adagio cantabile; Il Ritorno: Allegro; I Allegro assai; Il Scherzo: Assai vivace; and more.  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4653157**  
SILKROAD ENSEMBLE: Falling Out of Time. This work is from acclaimed conductor Osvaldo Golovin’s Grammy-winning Silkroad Ensemble. Rooted in David Grossman’s novel of the same name, this infinitely nuanced story in voices, piano, and solace, a journey “out of time” as parents grieve the death of a child. In a Circle Records. Pub. at $17.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 384904X**  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**DVD 3810690**  
GAETANO DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor. widescreen. Patricia Ferron conducts the Oratorio Chorale del Teatro Carlo Felice in this beautiful production of Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. Roberto Frontalchi as Enrico, Stefania Bonadelle as Lucia, and Marcelo Alvarez as Edgardo. In Italian with English subtitles. 145 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $29.99  
**$19.99**

**DVD 4072355**  
**$34.95**

**DVD 3819712**  
THE GIACOMO VARIATIONS. Widescreen. Meet Casanovas alter ego. Robert Belushi as a Mayflower star and baritone Florian Boesch in various encounters, bursting with desire and passion for numerous women. Cassanova has to confront his biggest fear: to die, before discovering what he has lived for. Includes documentation from 1992. In German and Italian with English subtitles. 174 minutes. Arthaus Music. Pub. at $45.95  
**$34.95**
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